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Studies on the Social and Political Constitution of the Economy
Abstract
Based on the analysis of a multi-level and inter-sectoral trajectory of pro-indige-
nous mobilization in Brazil, this dissertation examines how social movements 
contribute to gradual and long-term processes of institutional change. To do so, 
it draws on social movement theory, pragmatist institutional theory and cultural 
sociology to develop a dynamic model of mobilization and institutional change 
that foregrounds the organization of society within multiple and partially over-
lapping institutional sectors and emphasizes the dynamic and recursive interac-
tions between movements and ever-shifting institutional contexts of action. This 
model is deployed in the analysis of a long-term trajectory of mobilization over 
indigenous land tenure and citizenship rights in Brazil from 1968 until 2016. The 
trajectory is composed of seven episodes, each of which is characterized by a 
constellation of repertoires, sites and targets of contention. I analyze the institu-
tional, organizational and cultural outcomes of these episodes, examining how 
they add up to landmark moments in which institutional contexts of mobilization 
change significantly and mark a transition between periods of contention. By 
examining and comparing across these episodes, I identify two social mecha-
nisms, understood as recurrent social processes linking initial conditions to out-
comes, which were central for the movement’s ability to influence processes of 
institutional change: (a) the formation of inter-sectoral networks of contention 
and (b) institutional framing. I use the term inter-sectoral network formation to 
refer to processes through which ties of cooperation and mobilization are con-
structed and activated by actors situated across institutional sectors in the midst 
of contention. By incorporating different institutional repertoires into the move-
ment and opening up multiple channels of claim-making, this mechanism in-
creases the responsive capacity and the resilience of movements vis-à-vis shifting 
contexts of action. I use the term institutional framing to refer to the collective 
and public processes through which activists attribute and dispute the meaning 
of society-wide institutional elements that are relevant for their goals. By framing 
institutions, many of which ensue from previous episodes of contention, move-
ments contribute to institutional innovation and produce a sense of continuity 
between different episodes, periods and sectors of mobilization.
About the author
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institutional! theory! and! cultural! sociology! and! develops! a! dynamic! model! of! mobilization! and!
institutional! change! that! foregrounds! the! organization! of! society! within! multiple! and! partially!




by! a! constellation! of! repertoires,! sites! and! targets! of! contention.! I! analyse! the! institutional,!
organizational!and!cultural!outcomes!of! these!episodes,!examining!how!they!add!up! to! landmark!
moments! in!which!institutional!contexts!of!mobilization!change!significantly!and!mark!a!transition!
between!periods!of!contention.!





and! activated! by! actors! situated! across! institutional! sectors! in! the! midst! of! contention.! By!
incorporating!different!institutional!repertoires!into!the!movement!and!opening!up!multiple!channels!
of!claim7making,!this!mechanism!increases!the!responsive!capacity!and!the!resilience!of!movements!
vis7à7vis! shifting! contexts! of! action.! By! institutional! framing,! I! refer! to! the! collective! and! public!
processes! through!which! activists! attribute! and!dispute! the!meaning! of! society7wide! institutional!
elements!that!are!relevant!for!their!goals.!By!framing!institutions,!many!of!which!ensue!from!previous!
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thereby! obtained! a! prestigious! academic! title! that,! with! few! exceptions,! had! historically! been!
reserved! for! white! elites! in! Brazil.! The! event! was! an! act! of! academic! significance! and! political!
defiance.!Not!only!did!Eloy´s!dissertation!explore!the!history!of!territorial!dispossession!inflicted!upon!
indigenous! communities! in! the! region,! but! its!defence! took!place!on! a! territory!which!was!being!










place.!But! she!did!not! succeed.! Eloy´s! research!was!presented! to!an!audience! comprised!of! local!
indigenous! communities,! regional! indigenous! leaders,! university! professors,! government! agents,!











Reclaimings! have! become! a! visible! and! disruptive! form! of! claim7making! deployed! to! challenge!




legal! concept!whose! definition! and! limits! are,! like! the! land! itself,! highly! disputed.! The! term!was!
appropriated!by!indigenous!groups!and!pro7indigenous!activists!to!challenge!territorial!boundaries!




the! most! visible! part! of! an! extensive,! inter7sectoral! and! contentious! social! movement! network!
involving! indigenous! groups,! anthropologists,! lawyers,! missionaries,! human! rights! organizations,!
bureaucrats!and!researchers.!Over!the!past!decade,!these!actor!groups!have!all!somehow!supported!
the!Terena!Indians!in!(re)gaining!access!to!their!territory.!They!each!contributed!in!different!ways!to!






























reclaiming! is! characterized! by! the! following! configuration:! a)! expansive! territorialization! of!
indigenous!communities!through!processes!that!question!and!overflow!previously!existing!territorial!
boundaries;! b)! inter7sectoral! contention! over! territories! involving!multiple! organizations! in!which!
indigenous!groups!play!a!leading!role;!and!c)!a!formal!institutional!framework!which!recognizes!the!
value!of!ethnic!minorities!and!their!forms!of!social!organization!and!territorialization.!
The! situation! of! the! reclaiming! contrasts! significantly! with! the! state! of! territorialization,! claim7
making,!and! institutional!context!not!more!than!three!decades!earlier.!Still! in! the! late!1970´s!and!
early!1980´s,!Terena!Indians!in!MS!had!very!different!–!and!much!more!limited!7!means!through!which!
they!could!fight!for!their!territories.!The!land!historically!inhabited!by!the!Terena,!as!well!as!by!other!
indigenous! groups! of! the! region,! had! been! progressively! taken! from! them! and! transformed! into!
pastures!in!the!early!to!mid720th!century.!Since!then,!the!Terena!had!been!confined!within!indigenous!
reservations,!minuscule!parcels!of!land!established!by!the!federal!government!with!little!regard!to!








Underpinning! this! form!of! territorialization!was! a! system!of! thought!which!was! deeply! rooted! in!
orthodox! positivism! and! which! asserted! that! Indianness! was! a! backward! and! transitory! form! of!





placed! them!under! the! tutorship!of! the! federal! indigenist! bureaucracy,!which! substituted! for! the!
Indian!in!the!expression!of!their!rights!and!interests!and!sought!to!mediate!all!interactions!between!
indigenous!groups!and!broader!society.!!




who! deployed! indigenous! labour! on! their! estates.!None! of! these! actors! supported! the! territorial!





the! reservations!which! had! been! demarcated! for! them.! Their! claims!were!more! protective! –! i.e.!
seeking!to!ensure!the!integrity!of!the!reservation!–!than!expansive!7!i.e.!seeking!to!ensure!access!to!
land!beyond!the!reservation.!In!addition!to!this,!resistance!to!reservation!took!the!form!of!concealed!
acts! of! everyday! defiance! –! crossing! the! borders! of! the! reservation! to! hunt! and! collect! honey,!
maintaining!alive!the!memories!of!life!before!reservation!(Azanha!2005,!Ferreira!2014).!In!contrast!









reservation! to! the! situation!of! the! reclaiming?!Which! social!processes!and!mechanisms!mediated!
between!these!two!historical!configurations?!And!what!can!these!processes!tell!us!about!the!way!in!
which! societies! change! more! generally?! The! present! study! develops! the! argument! that! the!





























the! role! played! a! social!movement! in! its! unfolding! sheds! light! on! a! set! of! important! theoretical!
questions!which!are!still!to!be!systematically!analysed!by!existing!scholarship:!how!do!movements!
contribute!to!long7term!and!gradual!processes!of!institutional!transformation?!What!dynamics!and!
patterns! of! mobilization! enable! the! movement! to! engage! in! such! processes?! What! types! of!
incremental!outcomes!does!mobilization!contribute!to,!and!how!are!these!outcomes!woven!together!
into!broader!trajectories!of!transformation!in!the!institutions!that!govern!society?!By!systematically!
addressing! these! theoretical! inquiries! in! the! study! of! pro7indigenous! mobilization,! I! hope! to!
contribute! to! the! growing! literature! that! investigates! the! mechanisms! through! which! social!









institutional! change.! After! presenting! these! approaches,! I! describe! the! framework! I! adopt! to!
investigate! mobilization! and! institutional! change! and! explain! to! how! it! addresses! some! of! the!
shortcomings!encountered!in!the!literature.!!!
Proponents! of! world! polity! theory! look! towards! transnational! institutional! processes! to! explain!
instances! of! institutional! change! (Boli! and! Thomas! 1999,!Meyer,! Boli,! and! Thomas! 1997).! In! this!
theory! of! societal! transformation,! change! comes! from! “above”,! not! only! in! the! sense! that!moral!
imperatives!and!institutional!forms!emerge!beyond!the!boundaries!of!non7European!nation!states!
such!as!Brazil,!but!also!in!that!they!are!advanced!by!actors!and!organizations!endowed!with!significant!
resources! and! authority.! Change! results! from! interactions! between! states,! international!
organizations!and!transnational!networks!of!legal!and!policy!experts.!Conflict!and!contention!“from!
below”!play!no!role,!with!processes!of!standard7setting,!benchmarking!and!diffusion!taking!the!lead!









In! this! theoretical! approach,! forms! of! social! organization!which! recognize! cultural! difference! and!
empower!minority!groups!to!seek!out!rights,!recognition,!and!corresponding!material!entitlements!
are!taken!to!reflect!shifts! in!Western!institutions!and!ideals!of! justice!and!equality.! In!his!study!of!
transnational! multiculturalism,! for! instance,! Kymlicka! (2007)! argues! that! contemporary! forms! of!
liberal!recognition!first!took!form!in!Europe!in!the!20th!century!as!states!struggled!to!deal!with!waves!
of!immigration!and!sought!to!address!demands!for!recognition!of!identities!emerging!within!national!
borders.!These!processes,! so! the!author!argues,! led! to!a! shift! in! the!way!principles!of! justice!and!
equality!were!understood.!The!notion!that!equality!required!that!cultural!specificities!be!ignored!or!
downplayed!was!replaced!by!the!idea!that!true!equality!could!only!result!from!the!comprehensive!
recognition! of! cultural! differences,! and! that! the! realization! of! justice! itself! depended! on! the!
implementation! of! policies! and! institutions! rooted! in! such! recognition.! These! ideals!were! quickly!
espoused! by! Western! states! and! international! organizations! such! as! the! International! Labour!




to! adopt! a!more!multicultural! approach.! Those! states! that! are! prepared! to! consider! adopting!
models! of! multicultural! citizenship! will! find! an! array! of! international! organizations! willing! to!














rich! institutional! actors,! the! theory! systematically! downplays! the! importance! of! conflict! in!
institutional!transformations.!It!does!not!address!the!role!played!by!challengers!–!those!situated!at!
least! partially! outside! of! institutional! structures! –! who! strategically! contest! existing! social!













and! through! which! repertoires! are! they! most! likely! to! contribute! to! intended! or! unintended!
outcomes?!















such! influence! is! exerted! (Kolb! 2007).! Moreover,! the! majority! of! analysis! produced! by! political!
process!scholars!has!examined!how!single!episodes,!campaigns!or!cycles!of!open!and!public!protest!
affect! change,! rarely! adopting! a! dynamic! and! recursive! approach! to! the! interaction! between!
movements!and!shifting!contexts!of!action!(Bosi,!Giugni,!and!Uba!2016,!Amenta!et!al.!2010).!!




institutional! theory,! his! literature! has! developed! important! insights! concerning! the! role! of!
movements! in! institutional! dynamics,! adding! to! the! imageries,! concepts! and! models! that! were!
available!to!conceptualize!institutional!change.!As!pointed!out!by!Schneiberg!and!Lounsbury!(2007),!
the!integration!of!social!movements!into!institutional!analysis!adds!contestation!and!self7conscious!
mobilization! as! alternatives! to! conceptual! categories! of! legitimation,! diffusion,! isomorphism,! and!
taken7for7granted!practices;!it!counter7poses!challengers!and!champions!of!alternatives!to!standard!
accounts!of!states,!professions,!and!other!incumbents!as!key!players;!and!it!moves!away!from!images!
of! an! isomorphic! institutional! world! of! diffusion,! path! dependence! and! conformity! toward!
conceptions!of! fields!as! sites!of! contestation,!organized!around!competing! logics!and! forms.!As!a!
burgeoning! body! of! literature! has! shown,! social!mobilization! contributes! in! a! variety! of! ways! to!
processes! of! institutional! change.! In! a! review!of! the! literature,! Schneiberg! and! Lounsbury! (2007)!
argue!that!movements!can!engage!both!as!extra7institutional!or!institutional!forces!of!change.!In!the!
first! case,!movements! coin!and!carry!novel! institutional! logics!and!evoke! legitimacy! crises!among!
existing!institutional!arrangements;!in!the!second,!they!explore!the!multiple!logics!which!already!exist!





Especially! important! are! the! notions! of! institutional! heterogeneity,! openness! and! malleability!
advanced!by!scholars!working!from!pragmatist7oriented!branches!of! institutional! theory!(Clemens!
1997,!Schneiberg!2007,!Berk,!Galvan,!and!Hattam!2014).!These!scholars!suggest!that!movements!are!
important! because! activists! are! not! only! future7oriented! and! strategic,! but! also! reflexive! of! their!
institutional!contexts,!having!the!capacity!to!creatively!draw!on,!interpret!and!dispute!institutional!
elements!in!order!to!coin!novel!visions!of!order!and!novel!institutional!projects.!They!look!for!and!













science,! religion,! the! media,! among! others.! Moreover,! the! notion! of! sequential! and! recursive!
encounters! between!movements! and! contexts! of! action! has! only! scarcely! been! explored! by! this!
literature.! The! idea! that!movements! produce! piecemeal! and! incremental! outcomes!which! slowly!
build! up! into! broader! trajectories! of! change,! and! that! each! round! of! contention! contributed! to!
impacts!which!in!turn!impact!the!patterns!of!mobilization!has!only!begun!to!be!explored!(Schneiberg!
2007,!Schneiberg!and!Soule!2005,!King,!Cornwall,!and!Dahlin!2005,!Clemens!1997).!The!notion!that!
such! recursive! and! dynamic! encounters! take! place! across! institutional! sectors! is! yet! to! be!
systematically!explored.!
The!present!study!seeks!to!address!these!gaps.!More!specifically,!it!sets!out!to!systematically!address!
the! following! questions:! how! does! mobilization! contribute! to! incremental! processes! of! social!
transformation! that! ensue! from! the! dynamic! interplay! between! movements! and! inter7sectoral!
!
27!
contexts! of! action?! How! does! the! complex! inter7sectoral! backdrop! of! mobilization! affect! the!
mechanisms! through!which!movements! contribute! to! social! change?!Moreover,!what!movement!
characteristic! and!dynamics!–! including! types!and!extent!of!network! ties,! sectoral! affiliations!and!
repertoires!of!claim7making!7!!enable!it!to!effectively!engage!with!the!piecemeal!outcomes!of!previous!
rounds! of! mobilization! in! further! round! of! contention?! What! makes! mobilization! enduring! and!






important! agents! of! social! transformation.! In! order! to! understand! how! they! contribute! to! the!
transformation!of! societies,! it! brings! together! the! examination!of! the! dynamics! of!mobilization! –!
including! forms! of! organization,! repertoires! and! networks! 7! and! of! the! political! and! institutional!
contexts!in!which!claim7making!develops.!Second,!it!adopts!a!longitudinal!and!dynamic!perspective!










of! Schneiberg! (2007)! –! that! remain! in! the! institutional! context! and! can! under! certain! conditions! be! picked! up,!
activated!and!used!to!advance!further!instances!of! institutional!change!speaks!to!but!differs!from!the!traditional!
concept!of!path!dependency!as!it!is!theorized!in!historical!institutionalism,!where!path!dependence!“characterized!
specifically! those!historical! sequences! in!which!contingent!events!set! into!motion! institutional!patterns!or!event!
chains!that!have!deterministic!patters”!(Mahoney!2000,!507).!In!the!framework!proposed!here,!while!events!in!the!
past!do,!in!a!loose!way,!affect!outcomes!of!sequences!of!events!occurring!at!later!points!in!time!(Sewell!1996),!they!






transformative! event! or! through! shifts! in! one! single! institutional! sector.! Rather,! it! is! inextricably!
linked! to!broader,! long7term!and! incremental! processes!of! transformation! in! the!broader! field!of!
inter7ethnic!relations!in!Brazil.!It!resulted!from!the!concatenation!of!multiple,!incremental!instances!






indigenous! mobilization! in! Brazil.! Some! of! these! studies! have! focused! on! reconstructing! the!





is! carried! out! by! indigenous! leaders! representing! a! generic,! national! indigenous! identity! and!
supported!by!a!network!of!allies.!
Other! studies! have! focused! on! the! transnational! dimensions! of! pro7indigenous! mobilization,!
investigating! the! transnational! roots!of! the!pro7indigenous!movement!and! the!processes! through!
which!indigenous!leaders!opened!up!and!made!use!of!transnational!arenas!as!they!sought!to!advance!
their!rights!and!interests!against!the!encroachment!of!governments!and!corporations!(Brysk!2000,!
1994).! This! literature!emphasizes! the!networked! character!of! the!pro7indigenous!movement,! and!
foregrounds!the!fact!that!pro7indigenous!mobilization!was!situated!within!a!set!of!transnational!sites,!
such! as! international! organizations,! the! Catholic! Church,! and! transnational! networks! of!
anthropologists.!!






the! interaction! of! indigenous! groups,! local! allies! and! government! agencies,! but! does! not!
systematically! link! such! interactions! to! multi7level! or! inter7sectoral! processes! of! contention! and!
claim7making.!While!some!scholarship!has! integrated!analyses!of!the!different!strategies!of!claim7
making! deployed! in! indigenous! activists! over! the! years! (Oliveira! 2010),! there! are! no! systematic!











opening! up! of! national! arenas! and! political! opportunities! on! the! federal! level! –! such! as! the!
Constitutional! Assembly! in! 1987788! –! contributed! to! mobilization! within! national! forums.! To!









sites! and!mobilizing! at! different! times! become! aware! of,! refer! to! and! draw! on! the! outcomes! or!








link! debates! and! action! across( time! and! across( scales! (Bülow! 2014).! The! case! of! pro7indigenous!
mobilization!in!Brazil!demonstrates!that,!by!linking!together!contention!into!long7term!trajectories,!
activists!also! forge!connections!across! social! sites!which! I! call! institutional( sectors.! I! use! the! term!
institutional!sector!to!refer!to!institutionally7differentiated!social!orders!in!which!social!organization!





to! transpose! and! recombine! elements! and! logics! across! institutionally7differentiated! spaces.!
Furthermore,! several! institutional! sectors! are! multi7level! in! that! they! organize! social! action! and!
intervention!at!different!scales!and!in!ways!that!transcend!the!boundaries!of!nation7states.!
Institutional!sectors!are!important!because!they!constitute!the!sites!of!mobilization!and!because!they!
provide! activists,! networks! and! organizations! with! the! repertoires! that! can! be! used! in! protest.!
Movement! networks! that! span! across! the! boundaries! of! different! sectors! can! draw! on! norms,!
categories,!and!practices!present!in!one!sector!in!order!to!produce!change!in!the!next;!or!they!can!
use! openings! and! institutional! elements! that! exist! in! one! scale! of!multi7level! sectors! in! order! to!
leverage!capacity!and!strength!at!different!levels.!For!instance,!activists!situated!within!the!Catholic!
Church!used!the!doctrines!and!conventions!asserted!in!the!Second!Vatican!Council!(196271965)! in!





develop! and! advance! novel! visions! of! institutional! order.! If! we! focus! on! investigating! only! one!
episode,!site!or!period!of!contention,!it!will!seem!as!if!a!given!movement!is!active!only!in!one!level!of!






movement! activity,! we! are! led! to! think! that,! by! interacting! with! opponents! and! authorities,! the!
movement!contributed!to!only!a!specific!instance!of!change!in!a!specific!social!sector.!Well7known!
examples! of! such! outcomes! are! the! passing! of! a! legislative! bill! the! movement! stood! for,! the!
overturning!of!a!policy!that!was!being!challenged,!or!the!positioning!of!government!officials!in!a!way!
that!resonates!with!the!demands!of!activists.!But!if!we!shift!to!the!study!of!inter7sectoral!trajectories,!









a! plethora! of! outcomes! in! different! institutionally7differentiated! social! spaces.! Changes! in!




these! rounds,! the!movement! can!engage!with! shifts! in! the!context!of!action! in!order! to! leverage!
strength!in!further!contention.!It!is!in!this!process!of!relating!to!contextual!shifts!and!partial!outcomes!




interethnic! relations! in!Brazil! as! field!of! indigenism! (Lima!1995,!1991,!Ramos!1998).!Drawing!and!
!
32!
somewhat! developing! on! these! scholars,! I! define! indigenism! as! the! field! composed! by! dominant!
categories,!norms!and!practices!which!govern!the!relative!position!of!indigenous!minorities!within!
Brazilian! society! (Lima! 1995,! Ramos! 1998,! Lima! 1991).! As! pointed! out! by! Ramos! (1998,! 6),!
“[i]ndigenism!is!a!political!phenomenon!in!the!broadest!sense!of!the!term.!It!is!not!limited!to!policy7
making!by!a!state!or!private!concerns!or!putting!indigenist!policies!into!practice!(…)!what!the!media!
write! and! broadcast,! novelists! create,! missionaries! reveal,! human! rights! activists! defend,!
anthropologists!analyse!and!Indians!deny!or!corroborate!about!the!Indian!contributes!to!an!edifice!
that!takes!the!‘Indian!issue’!as!its!building!block.”!The!field!of!indigenism!is!therefore!inter7sectoral,!




materialized!through!a!variety!of!socially7shared!practices.! It! is!not!my! intention!to!systematically!
analyse!this!political!field.!Such!historical!reconstructions!have!already!been!carried!out!by!scholars!
in!Brazil!and!I!base!my!own!analyses!partially!upon!their!findings!(Cunha!2012b,!Oliveira!and!Freire!
2006,! Lima! 1995,! 1991,! Oliveira! 1988,! Ramos! 1998).! Rather,! my! goal! is! to! investigate! specific!
movement7induced!institutional!shifts!that!took!place!within!this!field!between!1968!and!2015!and!
that! contributed! to! the! transition! from! the! situation! of! the! reservation! to! that! of! the! reclaiming!
among!the!Terena!communities.!While!my!study!is!situated!in!the!field!of!indigenism!more!generally,!

















over! the!past!decades.!To!displace!the!notion!of! indigenous!reservation,!so! it! is!understood,! is! to!
displace!broader!cultural!codes!and!understandings!of!what! it!means!to!be!indigenous!in!Brazil.!A!
significant!part!of!the!pro7indigenous!movement!has!fought!for!the! institutionalization!of!a!novel,!





of! the! environmental! resources! necessary! for! their!well7being! and! for! their! physical! and! cultural!
reproduction,!according! to! their!uses,!customs!and!traditions.”4!But! legal!change! is!only!part!of!a!
broader!process!of!social!transformation.!Until!today,!in!many!regions!of!Brazil,!the!exact!meaning!
and! limits! of! these! territories! is! under! intense! dispute,! and! indigenous! peoples! in! Brazil’s! older!
development!regions,!such!as!the!Terena,!fight!for!the!transformation!of!territorial!boundaries!that!
have!been!in!place!for!many!decades.!In!the!post7constitutional!era,!indigenous!struggle!over!land!





other! themes! and! topics! which! have! become! increasingly! important! to! the! pro7indigenous!
movement,!such!as!access!to!public!health!services,!political!participation!and!access!to!the!education!
system,!especially!higher!levels!of!education!which!have!historically!been!out!of!reach!for!indigenous!














which! are! woven! together! by! activists! as! they! engage! in! continuing! rounds! of!mobilization.! The!
longitudinal!character!of!the!case!study!is!crucial!since!it!allows!for!the!investigation!of!the!dynamic!
interplay! between! activists,! opponents! and! institutional! contexts! and! of! how! this! interplay!
contributes!to!incremental!yet!consequential!change!in!dominant!social!arrangements.!!
Among!the!multitude!of!trajectories!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization!that!have!taken!place!in!Brazil!
over! the!course!of! the!past!decades,! the!present!study! investigates! the! trajectory!multi7level!and!
inter7sectoral!contention! involving!Terena! Indians! in! the!state!of!Mato!Grosso!do!Sul! (MS),! in! the!






or! interest.”! Moreover,! Flyvbjerg! (2006,! 229)! states! that! “[e]xtreme! cases! often! reveal! more!
information!because!they!activate!more!actors!and!more!basic!mechanisms!in!the!situation!studied.”!!
The! trajectory! of!mobilization! and! social! change! investigated! in! this! study! can! be! understood! as!
extreme! in! two!ways.! First,! concerning! the! value! of! the! dependent! variable! being! analysed:! the!
occurrence! of! institutional! change,! represented! by! the! consolidation! of! new! formal! and! informal!






the!1970s!–! indigenous!groups!had!been! confined!within! reservations! since! the!early!of!mid720th!
century.!But!of!all!reclaimings!that!have!taken!place!in!Brazil,!over!70%!of!them!are!situated!within!
the! state! of!MS.5! Situated! against! the! broader! universe! of! cases,! the,! the! Terena! trajectory! has!
undergone! a!more! intense! process! of! social! change.! Second,! the! case! is! extreme! concerning! the!
patterns!and!forms!of!mobilization!taking!place!within!the!trajectory.!The!latter!is!very!long7term!and!
enduring! –! having! begun! in! the! 1970s! and! lasted! until! the! present! day! –! and! it! has! become!
increasingly! inter7sectoral.! Even! if! there! are! no! systematic! measurements! that! show! how! this!
movement!fares!in!endurance!and!inter7sectoral!character!vis7à7vis!other!trajectories!of!mobilization,!
a! general! review! of! the! social! movement! literature! suggests! that! the! concatenation! of! Indians,!














I! use! process! tracing! techniques! in! order! to! investigate! the! social! mechanisms! through! which!




and!Pederson,!process7tracing!methods!can!be!differentiated! into! three!variants!within! the!social!
sciences:! theory7testing,! theory7building! and! explaining7outcomes! process7tracing.! These! variants!
are!distinguished!by!whether!they!are!theory7!or!case7centric,!the!types!of!inferences!being!made,!
how! causal! mechanisms! are! understood,! and! whether! they! can! be! nested! into! mixed7methods!
designs!(2013:3).6!The!present!study!combines!outcome7explaining!and!theory7building!variants!of!
process7tracing.! The! empirical! research! question! –! how! can! transition! from! the! situation! of! the!
reservation! to! that! of! the! reclaiming! be! explained?! –! demands! that! an! explanation! of! a! puzzling!
outcome!in!a!specific!historical!context!be!crafted.!It!therefore!calls!for!a!typical!outcome7explaining!
usage!of!process7tracing.!But!the!analysis!also!addresses!important!theoretical!questions!and!seeks!







to! theory7building! by! investigating! the! mechanisms! through! which! social! movement! processes!
contribute! to! gradual! institutional! change.! I! deploy! process7tracing! to! investigate! the! interaction!
between! social! mobilization! and! institutional! contexts! over! the! course! of! several! rounds! of!
contention!so! that! the! relationships!between! initial! conditions!and!outcomes,!or!movements!and!
institutional! change,!are!dynamic!and! iterative.!This!analysis! requires!what!Vennesson! (2008)!has!
referred!to!as!a!constructivist!approach!to!process!tracing,!since!it!implies!investigating!how!activists,!
authorities! and! opponents! have! perceived! and! related! to! their! contexts! of! action! in! continued!
processes! of! contention.7! Moreover,! the! in7depth! analysis! of! long7term! mobilization! processes!
allowed!for!the!deployment!of!different!types!of!within7case!comparison!as!central!instrument!of!my!
process7tracing.!Most!important!were!comparisons!between!periods!of!mobilization,!which!enabled!
the! study!of! variation! in! forms!of! claim7making!across! time!and!between! sectors!of!mobilization,!
enabling!the!comparison!of!how!contention!and!its!outcomes!were!produced!within!different!social!
sites.!!!
The! data! used! to! conduct! process7tracing! was! gathered! through! a! variety! of!methods,! including!





MS,!where! I! spent!my! time!at! the!Federation!of!Agriculture!and!Livestock!of!Mato!Grosso!do!Sul!
(FAMASUL),! at! the! National! Indian! Foundation! (FUNAI),! in! the! Federal! Public! Prosecutor´s! Office!















Socio7Environmental! Institute! (ISA),!where! I! could! consult!primary!documents! –! letters,!petitions,!
reports!–!issued!by!pro7indigenous!activists!and!organizations!from!the!1970s!until!1990s.!During!my!
fieldwork! in! 2014,! I! also! engaged! in! the! participant! observation! of! 14! political! events,! including!
protests! and! rallies! in! Brasília,! road! blockings,! local! assemblies! to! discuss! reclaimings,! regional!
indigenous!assemblies!and!indigenous!academic’s!rallies.!!
Concerning!the!last!period!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization!(200572016),!I!systematically!analyse!how!
one!especially! important!sector! into!which!mobilization!has!been!channelled!–!the! judiciary!–!has!
responded!to!and!decided!about!land!tenure!disputes!in!the!region.!Since!the!early!2000s,!counter!
mobilization! by! landowners! has! channelled! local! land! disputes! into! the! legal! system,! and! federal!
judges!have!become!protagonists!in!processes!of!institutional!interpretation!and!implementation.!In!
order!to!study!how!courts!have!processed!and!been!affected!by!such!disputes,!I!analysed!the!full!set!
of! judicial! decisions! situated! within! 132! legal! suits! concerning! land! ownership! and! possession.! I!






avenues! for! investigating! the! linkages! that! connect! social! movements! to! institutional! dynamics.!
Namely,! it! provides! new!ways! of! thinking! about! the! processes! through!which! social!movements!
contribute!to!incremental!yet!consequential!institutional!change!and!bridges!across!recent!bodies!of!
literature!in!social!movement!theory!and!institutional!analyses.!!













in! all,! the! meaning! and! consequence! of! outcomes! of! contentious! interactions! can! only! emerge!
through!later!contentions!interactions,!as!those!outcomes!are!activated,!signified!and!used!by!actors!
striving!after!certain!goals.!!
Furthermore,! the! study! shows! that! movements! contribute! to! change! in! societies! over! time,! by!
producing! piecemeal! transformations! in! the! different! sectors! in! which! they! mobilize! and! then!
progressively!weaving!together!these!transformations!in!unfolding!contentions!processes.!Therefore,!















goal7oriented! collective! action! in! institutional! change,!which! is! seen! as! resulting! from!underlying!
!
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analysis! (Schneiberg!2007,!Quack!2007,!Berk,!Galvan,! and!Hattam!2014,! Schneiberg! and!Clemens!
2006).!As!a! loosely7integrated!branch!of! institutional! theory,!pragmatist! institutionalism!claims! to!
“shift! the! perspective”! of! institutional! analysis! in! order! to! investigate! institutions! through! the!
viewpoint!of! the!actors!who!have! the!experience!of!“living,!practicing!and!doing! rules”! (Berk!and!
Galvan!2009,!549).!The!open!and!indeterminate!character!of!institutions,!already!recognized!in!recent!
historical!institutionalist!scholarship,!is!here!pushed!to!its!limits.!Institutions!are!taken!to!be!syncretic!







activists! engage!with! their! institutional! contexts! of! action! and!with! the! institutional! outcomes! of!
contention.! The! tools! and! building7blocks! that! activists! and!movement! networks! use! in! order! to!
construct!and!advance!new!visions!of!order!consists!of!repertoires!available!within!the!institutional!
contexts! (Clemens! 1993).! Existing! skills! and! practices! are! converted! by! mobilized! actors! into!
repertoires!of!contention,!and!the!norms!and!processes!which!were!once!used!to!sustain!order!are!
activated! and! recombined! in! order! to! advance! change.! And! as! the! effects! of! mobilization! are!
perceived!by!activists,! they!become! input! for!deliberation!and! for! redrawing! the!course!of!action!

















The! following! three! parts! of! the! study! each! correspond! to! sequential! periods! of! pro7indigenous!
mobilization!in!Brazil.!These!periods!are!set!apart!from!each!other!by!the!occurrence!of!what!I!call!
landmark!moments! in! the! field!of! indigenism,!or!moments! to!which!mobilization!contributed!and!
which!represent!significant!shifts!in!institutional!contexts!of!action.!The!chapters!in!Part!2!trace!the!
emergence!of!sustained!pro7indigenous!mobilization!within!three!institutional!sectors!–!the!media,!
religion!and! science!–! to! investigate!how! these!processes! contributed! to! the! generation!of! inter7
sectoral!dissonance!in!the!field!of!indigenism.!Chapter!4!traces!the!media!campaign!carried!out!by!
international!journalists!against!the!systematic!abuses!inflicted!upon!indigenous!groups!in!Brazil!and!






activists! established! novel! organizations! –! progressive! missionary! organizations! and! indigenous!
support!organizations!7!which!enacted!new!modes!of!engagement!vis7à7vis!indigenous!peoples.!Their!











of! 1987788.! Chapter! 6! traces! how!mobilized! missionaries,! episcopates,! anthropologists,! lawyers,!








moment! in!which! the!counter7institutions!which!had!been!developed!within! the!movement!were!
consolidated!within!the!formal!legal!system.!Highly!negotiated!and!ambivalent,!the!articles!pertaining!




and!national7level! contentious!episodes! influenced!contention!over! land! tenure.!Chapter!8! traces!
how!indigenous!leaders!and!indigenist!support!organizations!established!in!the!late!1970s!mobilized!
in!the!late!1990s!to!demand!the!demarcation!of!Terena!territories!in!accordance!with!the!institutions!
established! in! the! Federal! Constitution! of! 1988.! This! episode! ensued! in! the! administrative!
identification! of! three! traditionally! occupied! Terena! territories! in!Mato!Grosso! do! Sul! and! in! the!
emergence! of! the! reclaiming! as! a! repertoire! of! contention! deployed! by! Terena! communities! to!
demand! their! territorial! rights.!Chapter!9!analyses!how!territorial! contention! inaugurated!by! land!
demarcation!and!reclaimings!was!channelled!into!the!judiciary!by!affected!landowners,!and!how!pro7




organizational! and! institutional!outcomes! that! resulted! from!previous!episodes!of!pro7indigenous!




Chapter! 10! presents! the! main! conclusions! of! the! study.! Given! that! the! processes! of! territorial!
contention!among!the!Terena!are!far!from!over,!it!is!impossible!to!provide!a!conclusive!analysis!of!
“who! gets! the! land”! and! of! the! ultimate! material! outcomes! of! mobilization.! But! the! evidence!





























long7term! trajectories! of! social! mobilization! affect! incremental! institutional! change.! Drawing! on!
concepts! from! social!movement! analysis,! institutional! theory! and! cultural! sociology,! I! develop! an!






outcomes!within!a! single,! isolated! institution!or!organization,! the! framework! is!based!on!a!multi7
sectoral!approach!to!society!which!allows!us!to!see!how!activists!transit!between,!target!and!weave!
together! multiple! and! multi7level! institutional! sectors! as! they! pursue! their! goals! of! social!
transformation.!Second,!the!framework!does!not!conceptualize!movement!outcomes!as!fully!resolute!
and!fixed!events!or!phenomena!–!such!as!the!passing!of!a!bill,!the!overruling!of!a!judgment!or!change!
of! public! policy.! Rather,! outcomes! are! conceptualized! as! elements! generated! in! the! interaction!
between! movements,! counter7movements! and! authorities! which! gain! significance! as! they! are!
activated! by! contending! parts! in! subsequent! rounds! of! contention.! Finally,! the! framework! is!
longitudinal!and!dynamic,! shedding! light!on! the! interplay!between!contending!actors!and!shifting!




as! a! complex! landscape! made! up! of! institutionally7differentiated! sectors! distinguished! by!
!
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constellations! of! cultural! and! institutional! elements! 7! socially7shared! practices,! systems! of!
categorization,! formal!and! informal!norms,!conventions,!and!systems!of!authority! 7! that!structure!
organization!and!intervention!within!them.!Based!on!this!definition,!I!conceptualize!what!I!call!inter7
sectoral!social!arrangements,!understood!as!relatively!stable!situations!or!regimes!sustained!by!the!
convergence!of!multiple! institutional! sectors!which! can!be! targeted!by! social!movements!as! they!
strive!to!promote!social!change!(section!2).!I!then!bring!the!notion!of!multi7sectoral!societies!more!
fully! to! bear! upon! the! analysis! of! social!movement! dynamics! by! linking! activists’! embeddedness!
within!and!across!sectors!with!the!institutional!repertoires!7!sets!of!skills,!practices!and!dispositions!7!
that! are! available! to! be! converted! into! claim7making! strategies! in! the! midst! of! contention.! By!
circulating!between! sectors! or! establishing! inter7sectoral! networks,! activists! expand,! develop! and!
transform! the! available! forms! of! claim7making! as! well! as! the! goals! and! projects! which! drive!
mobilization,! thereby! leveraging! capacity! to! engage! in! contention! and! affect! social! arrangements!
(section!3).!Finally,!I!develop!a!dynamic!model!for!analysing!the!consequences!of!social!movements!
by! conceptualizing! movement! outcomes! as! incremental! elements! that! ensue! from! iterated! and!
sequential! episodes! of! mobilization! across! institutional! sectors.! In! these! multiple! encounters,!























2011,! Tilly! 1993,! McAdam! 1982,! Tilly! 1978).! As! a! number! of! scholars! have! noted,! studies! of!
mobilization! conducted! from! within! the! political! process! approach! contributed! to! a! research!








20),! defined! social! movements! as! “rational! attempts! by! excluded! groups! to! mobilize! sufficient!
political! leverage! to! advance! collective! interests! through! noninstitutionalized! means”.! In! this!
conceptualization,!the!politics!which!movements!strive!to!impact!refer!to!“governmental!policies!and!
systems! –! the! authoritative! structures! of! public! order”,! which! movements! seek! to! convert! or!
appropriate!to!the!benefit!of!their!supporters!and!constituents!(McAdam!and!Scott!2005,!11).!!
While!political!process! theory!has!been!crucial! in!advancing!social!movement!studies,! it!has!been!
repeatedly! pointed! out! by! scholars! that! the! framework! focuses! too! narrowly! on! the! interaction!
between!state!authorities!and!political!“outsiders”!or!challengers!7!that! is,!those!that!do!not!have!
routine! access! to! the! resources! of! the! polity! 7,! hindering! a! fuller! understanding! of! the! complex!
topographies!of!mobilization!and!of!the!polycentric!and!multi7sited!exercise!of!power!and!authority!
in!modern!societies!(Armstrong!and!Bernstein!2008,!Van!Dyke,!Soule,!and!Taylor!2004,!Snow!2004,!
Taylor! 2003,! Goodwin! and! Jasper! 1999,! Giugni! 1999,! Gamson! 1989).! Furthermore,! the! political!
process!approach!tends!to!emphasize!one!specific!form!of!interaction!between!polity!members!and!
challengers! –! that! of! antagonism! and! contention! –! ignoring! the! other! types! of! ties,! such! as!
!
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commitments,! corporations! may! be! more! responsive! to! certain! types! of! social! activism! than!
governments! (McDonnell,! King,! and! Soule! 2015,! King! 2008,! Schurman! 2004).! Significant!








Looking! at! this! literature! in! combination!with! the! political! process! scholarship! could! lead! to! the!
conclusion!that,!as!they!strive!to!reap!benefits!for!their!constituencies,!movements!inevitably!target!
the!two!largest!and!most!significant!institutions!of!modern!society!–!the!state!and!the!market.!This!











A! part! of! this! literature! draws! on! new! social! movement! theories! which! argue! that! activists! in!
contemporary! societies! resist! and! struggle! against! forms!of! domination! that! defy! the!boundaries!
between! public! and! private! realms! (Melucci! 1996,! Cohen! 1985,! Kriesi! 1989).! According! to! this!
scholarship,!the!lenses!of!social!movement!analysis!should!be!widened!to!encompass!mobilization!
outside! of! the! state! because! the! sources! of! domination! in! modern,! post7industrial! societies! are!
produced!above!all!within!diffuse!cultural!systems,!beliefs!and!codes,!elements!which!transcend!state!
structures.!Gamson!(1989),!for!instance,!argued!that!ACT!UP!activists!in!the!1980s!challenged,!among!
other! things,! the! categories! and! values! that! underpinned! the! support! and! medical! treatment!
available!to!AIDS!patients!at!the!time.!Such!categories!and!values!were!produced!in!multiple!social!
spaces!and!not!only!within!the!state.!Analysts!of!gay!and!lesbian!movements!have!also!argued!that!
activism! addressing! the! misrecognition! of! identities! is! better! understood! through! the! lens! of!





advocating! that! concepts! such! as! opportunities! for! mobilization,! contentious! repertoires! and!
mobilization!structures!can!be!transposed!to!the!study!of!contentious!processes!that!occur!within!






they!have!significantly!contributed! to!our!understanding!of! the!wide!array!of! social! sites! that!are!
!
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within!a!complex! institutional! landscape,! seeking! to! influence! institutional!elements!–! formal!and!
informal!norms,!laws,!codes,!procedures!–!and!cultural!elements!–!socially7shared!practices,!beliefs,!
skill7sets,! systems! of! categorization! –! that! are! produced! and! reproduced! within! very! different!
institutional! spaces!such!as!markets,! religious!establishments,! the!media,! the! judiciary,!academia,!
etc.!(Snow!2004,!Armstrong!and!Bernstein!2008,!Zajak!2014).!!
Second,! movements! are! not! only! extra7institutional! forces,! operating! in! an! institutional! vacuum!
against! the! highly7institutionalized! structures! of! the! state.! Rather,! activists! are! embedded!within!
institutional!sectors,!from!which!they!formulate!demands!and!carry!out!protest!activities!(Almeida!
2014,!Mische!2008).!Sometimes,! they! target!elements!situated!within! the!sectors!where! they!are!
primarily! embedded! –! like! progressive! missionaries! protesting! against! traditional! missionary!







Unfortunately,! even! if! it! hints! at! this! plurality,! most! existing! research! on! social! movements! still!
provides! an! overly! fragmented! approach! to! this! underlying! institutional! landscape! and! does! not!
systematically!engage!in!its!theorization.!Movements!are!predominantly!seen!as!emerging!in!a!world!
where! only! one! social! site! exists,! whether! it! is! the! state,! the! market,! religion,! or! another.! The!














single! norm! or! practice! but! rather! to! impact! broader,! inter7sectoral! social! arrangements! which!
buttress!patriarchal!domination!in!the!household,!in!science,!in!politics,!in!the!market!and!beyond.!
The! same! is! true! for! the! pro7indigenous! movement! in! Brazil,! which! struggles! to! overturn!






hinders! a! more! complete! investigation! of! how! social! sites! are! interwoven! in! the! dynamics! of!
contention!and!how!they!are!affected!by!movements.!Claim7making!and!challenges!to!institutional!
arrangements! are! not! contained! within! the! institutionalized! boundaries! of! society,! but! rather!
overflow!the!latter!in!their!patterns!and!effects.!And!at!the!same!time!that!the!possibility!of!displacing!
contention! across! sectors! or! weaving! the! latter! together! represents! important! opportunities! for!
mobilization,! the!multi7sited! character! of! contention! also! poses! important! challenges! to! activists!










the! notion! that! society! is! organized! within! and! around! a! multiplicity! of! relatively! autonomous!
institutionalized!realms,!distinguishable!from!one!another!by!the!norms,!organizational!templates,!
practices,! and! systems! of! categorization! that! are! dominant! within! them! (Thornton,! Ociasio,! and!
Lounsbury!2012,! Fligstein!2001,! Friedland!and!Alford!1991,!DiMaggio!and!Powell! 1983).!Different!
concepts!have!been!devised!to!refer!to!these!differentiated!social!spaces!–!fields,!sectors,!realms,!
orders!–!and,!despite!their!differences,!they!each!point!to!the!notion!that!society!is!constituted!by!a!
mosaic! of! institutionally7differentiated! sites! in! which! specific! constellations! of! institutionalized!
elements!are!produced!and!reproduced!by!individuals!and!organizations.10!!
A!growing!number!of!scholars!has!drawn!on!notions!of! institutional!differentiation!to!study!social!
mobilization! and! its! impacts,! generating! important! insights! for! social!movement! analysis! (Mische!
2008,!Lounsbury!2005,!McAdam!and!Scott!2005,!Emirbayer!and!Sheller!1999,!Clemens!1997).11!In!her!
research!on!youth!activism!during!the!Brazilian!democratic!transition,!Mische!devised!the!concept!of!





reproduction! of! institutional! logics! within! such! institutional! realms! is! organized! around! specific!











Rao,!Monin,! and! Durand! 2003).! Others,! such! as! Emirbayer! and! Sheller! (1999),! build! on! a! long! line! of! work! on!





I! draw!on! these! insights! and!define! institutional! sectors! as! institutionally7differentiated! realms! in!
which!social!organization!and! intervention!are!structured!by!specific!constellations!of! institutional!
elements! (conventions,! formalized! rules,! procedures)! and! cultural! elements! (practices,! beliefs,!
systems!of!categorization).!Sectors!also!comprise!diverse!configuration!of!governance!and!authority!
which!sustain!the!production!and!reproduction!of!order!within!their!boundaries.!Some!scholars!have!




of! institutional! constellation! because,! while! it! retains! the! notion! of! differentiation! and! relative!
stability,!it!also!is!more!open!to!the!way!institutionalized!elements!relate!to!each!other!and!to!the!
possible!dissonance!and!contradictions!that!may!exist!among!them.!!





institutional! order! and! authority! is! reproduced.! These! institutional! sectors! encompass! the!
institutionalized!elements!that!are!typically!the!targets!of,!and!sometimes!inspirational!sources!for,!
the!challenges!mounted!by!social!movements!(Snow!2004,!13).!Depicting!society!as!a!multi7sectoral!














the!media,! the!market,! public! bureaucracy,! legislature,! the! legal! system,! and! indigenous! politics.!
Some!of!these!sectors!are!present!throughout!the!analysis,!while!others!only!gain!relevance!in!later!
phases!of!contention!as!mobilization!is!channelled!into!them.!I!am!interested!in!understanding!the!
institutional! constellations! that! structure! these! sectors! regarding! their! participation! in! the!
stabilization!of!the!field!of!indigenism,!and!not!in!general.!For!instance,!I!focus!on!how!the!judiciary!














The! issue! of! state7centrism! in! the! analysis! of! opportunities! for!mobilization! has! been! tackled! by!
researchers!working!from!within!political!sociology!and!international!relations.!These!scholars!argue!
that! a! model! of! multi7level! and! nested! political! opportunity! structures! can! lead! to! a! better!
understanding!of!how!activists!mobilize!by!using!political!opportunities!at!one!level!in!order!to!create!
political!openings!at!another!level”!(Risse7Kappen,!Ropp,!and!Sikkink!1999,!Meyer!2003).!In!order!to!
understand! how!multi7level! opportunity! structures! that! affect! the! capacity! of! actors! to!mobilize!






across! institutional! sectors! and! into! the! state,! new! alliances! and! openings! are! consolidated! for!
challenger! movements! and! thus! the! opportunities! for! mobilization! emerge.! In! a! setting! where!
domestic! political! opportunities! are! closed,! transnational! linkages! which! support! the! flow! of!





practices! reproduced!within! them!contributed,! in!different!ways!and! times,! to! the!governance!of!
inter7ethnic!relations!and!to!the!relative!position!of!indigenous!minorities!in!national!society.!In!the!
early! to!mid720th!century,! they!contributed!to!the!stabilization!and!reinforcement!situation!of! the!
reservation,!which! I! conceptualize!as!an! inter7sectoral! social!arrangement.! In! this! study,! I!use! the!
term!inter7sectoral!social!arrangement!to!refer!to!more!or!less!stable!situations!and!regimes!that!lie!
at! the! intersection! of! institutional! sectors! and! encompass! complex! sets! of! rules,! categories! and!
socially7shared! practices! that! are! reproduced! and! reinforced! at! their! intersection.! The! socio7
territorial!situation!of!the!reservation!is!a!good!example!of!such!an!inter7sectoral!arrangement.!The!
former! emerged! at! the! overlap! of! different! institutional! sectors! including! the! state,! the! religion,!
science!and!professional!networks.!To!be!sure,!important!institutional!underpinnings!of!this!socio7
territorial! situation!were! enshrined!within! the! legal! regime!which!made! the! federal! bureaucracy!
responsible!for!assisting,!reserving!and!civilizing! indigenous!groups.!But! if!we!take!a!closer! look!at!
indigenism! in! the!early! to!mid!20th! century,!we! see! that!major! institutions!of! society!–! the! state,!
religion,!science!–!converged!around!the!basic!assimilationist!premises!of!the!field,!and,!through!their!
practices,! governance! structures,! procedures! and! systems! of! categorization,! contributed! to! the!
stability!of!the!socio7territorial!situation!whereby!indigenous!groups!were!confined!within!small!land!
parcels.!!
This! is! not! to! say! that! religious! missionaries,! state! bureaucrats! and! scientists! were! always! in!
agreement!about!the!ultimate!goals!and!governance!devices!that!should!be!deployed!in!the!field!of!
indigenism.!In!fact,!actors!affiliated!to!these!sectors!many!times!disagreed!and!competed!intensely!






tensions,! up! until! the! 1970s! the! rationale! that! guided! organization! and! intervention! vis7à7vis!
indigenous!groups!within!each!of!these!sectors!converged!around!and!contributed!to!the!practice!of!
territorial!reservation,!political!disenfranchisement!and!cultural!and!moral!debasement!of!indigenous!
minorities.! Within! the! Catholic! Church,! missionaries! and! religious! orders! declared! the! spiritual!
inferiority!of!indigenous!peoples!and!took!advantage!of!their!territorial!confinement!to!systematically!












important! and!well7studied! example! is! the! regime! of! racial! segregation! against!which! civil! rights!
activists! struggled! in! the! United! States! as! of! the! 1960s,! which!was! simultaneously! structured! by!
institutions!situated!in!the!legal!sector!(doctrines,!procedural!rules,!barriers!to!entry!and!access),!the!
political!sector!(institutional!limitation!of!civil!rights,!barriers!to!access!and!entry),!as!well!as!in!the!
systems!of! beliefs,! knowledge! and! values! that!were!produced,! reproduced! and! reinforced!within!
educational!establishments,!the!media!and!households.!Together,!normative!and!cultural!elements!
from!these!different!sectors!structured!a!regime!of!racial!exclusion.!A!similar!point!can!be!made!about!
what!women´s! rights!movements! refer! to! as! patriarchy,!which! upholds!male! dominance! and! the!
subjugation!of!women!across!institutional!sectors!such!as!the!household,!the!market,!academia,!and!





Inter7sectoral! arrangements! affect! and! involve! a! variety! of! actors! situated! within! different!
institutional!spaces.!This!structural!trait!is!an!important!starting!point!for!theorizing!how!mobilization!
may!emerge!and!take!place!within!them.!If!actors!within!different!sectors!are!affected!by!or!implied!






Given! these!problems,!actors!may!come! to! imagine!alternative!pathways!of! action!and!visions!of!
future!order!and!act!upon!those!elaborations!–!in!a!word,!mobilize.!To!be!sure,!there!is!no!mechanistic!
relationship! between! a! destabilizing! event! and! mobilization,! and! the! link! between! these! two! is!
mediated! by! contingent! processes! of! perception,! reflection! and! deliberation.! In! an! inter7sectoral!
arrangement,! such! as! that! of! the! reservation,! destabilizing! events! that! hinder! the! seamless!
reproduction! of! order! may! emerge! within! different! sectors.! Actors! situated! within! the! religious!
establishments,!the! legislature,!academia,!each!may!witness,!simultaneously!or!at!different!times,!
destabilizing!events!that!may!result!in!the!suspension!of!habitual!engagements!and!in!the!emergence!
of! a! deliberative! attitude! in! actors! which! come! to! question,! criticize! and! search! out! alternative!
courses! of! action! (Mische! 2015,! Emirbayer! and!Mische! 1998).! The! fact! that! diverse! actor! groups!
situated!within!different! sectors!may!be!affected!by!or!perceive!problems! in! the! functioning!and!
consequences! of! the! social! arrangement!means! that!mobilization! against! it! can! emerge! in!many!
different!social!sites,!at!once!or!sequentially.!!
Inter7sectoral!arrangements!may!be!faced!with!multiple! instances!of! intra7sectoral!mobilization.! If!
actors! become! aware! of! similar! grievances! and! processes! of! mobilization! within! different! social!
sectors,!cross7referencing!and!networking!may!occur!across!these!groups,!leading!to!inter7sectoral!
mobilization.! If! mobilization! impacts! the! logics,! norms! and! practices! that! are! reproduced! in! one!
sector,! this! may! ensue! in! inter7sectoral! dissonance! within! the! arrangement.! By! inter7sectoral!
dissonance,! I! refer! to! contradictions! between! dominant! norms,! practices! and! belief! systems!
!
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comprised! within! the! different! institutional! sectors! that! contribute! to! the! inter7sectoral! social!
arrangement.! Such! institutional! contradiction! can! be! leveraged! and! used! to! advance! organized!
challenges!across!other!sectors!in!later!rounds!of!mobilization.!Armstrong!and!Bernstein!(2008),!for!
instance,!argue!that!movements!may!use!a!more!favourable!institutional!space!as!a!base!from!which!
to! challenge! the! others,! with! the! first! institution! providing! material! and! symbolic! resources! for!




impacts! over! the! course! of! long! periods! of! time,! carefully! investigating! the! multiple! rounds! of!





















ways,! the!notion!of! repertoire! is! used! to! emphasize! that,! despite! the! innumerable!ways! through!





the! limited! set! of! forms! of! political! action! that! are! known! to! common! people! and! available! for!
deployment!as! they!make!claims!on!authorities!and!élites.13!The!qualifier! “political”! is! important,!
because!the!linkages!that!connect!forms!of!political!claim7making!to!other!7!not!primarily!political!7!







reconciled! with! the! notion! that! repertoires! had! to! be! drawn! on! and! enacted! in! contentious!
performances.!As!they!enact!available!forms!of!claim7making,!actors!interpret,!improvise,!adapt,!and!
ultimately!transform!–!even!if!marginally!and!incrementally!–!the!forms!of!political!claim7making!that!










carry! on! several! different! forms! of! demonstration:! the! massed! march,! the! assembly! with! speechmaking,! the!
temporary! occupation! of! premises.! (…)! Various! forms! of! demonstration! belong! to! the! repertoire! of! twentieth!
century!Americans!–!not!to!mention!twentieth7century!Canadians,!Japanese,!Greeks,!Brazilians,!and!many!others.”!
14!In!one!of!his!final!statements,!Tilly!(2006,!34735)!argued!that!„[w]e!can!capture!some!of!the!recurrent,!historically!
embedded! character! of! contentious! politics! by! means! of! two! related! theatrical! metaphors:! performances! and!








forms! of! action! deployed! by! contentious! actors.! By! devising! concepts! such! as! organizational!
repertoires! (Clemens! 1993),! cultural! repertoires! (Swidler! 1986,! 2001)! and! discursive! repertoires!
(Steinberg!1995),! scholars!have!demonstrated! that! repertoires!by! far!exceed! the!known! forms!of!
action!used!in!political!claim7making.!They!also!include!organizational!forms,!discourses,!dispositions,!





the! author,! culture! consists! of! a! “toolkit! of! symbols,! stories,! rituals,! skills! and!worldviews!which!
people!may!use!in!varying!configurations!to!solve!different!kinds!of!problems”!and!which!have!an!
independent! effect! on! action! because! they! shape! the! initial! capacities! and! elements! from!which!





will! be!deployed! in! the!midst! of!mobilization,!will! remain! close! to! the! toolkit! capacities! acquired!












they! are! embedded! or! through! which! they! have! passed.! Swidler! is! not! primarily! interested! in!
explaining!patterns!of!contentious!politics,!but!the!notion!of!cultural!repertoires!as!composed!of!a!






or!experientially! available! to!actors!–! (Clemens!1993)! argues! that! actors! situated!within!different!
















for! them! to! deploy! in! contention.! As! stated! in! section! 2! above,! I! define! institutional! sectors! as!
institutionally7differentiated! social! orders! in! which! social! organization! and! intervention! are!
structured!by!specific!constellations!of!institutional!and!cultural!elements.!These!elements!come!to!









available! to! them! into! contentious! repertoires,! or! forms! of! political! claim7making.! The! skills,!
dispositions,!understanding!and!worldviews!acquired!by!actors!within!the!sectors!will!be!activated!in!
order! to! coin! strategies! of! political! action! and! engagement.! For! instance,! drawing! on! the! skills,!
dispositions!and!practices!that!they!acquired!through!their!affiliation!to!academia!and!professional!
networks,! critical! anthropologists!devised!novel! anthropological! theories!pertaining! to! indigenous!
culture!and!interethnic!relations,!organized!symposiums!and!engaged!in!new,!politicized!practices!of!
research!and!activism!within!the!National!Indian!Foundation,!to!which!they!had!close!ties.!That!is,!
their! contentious!engagements!are!closely! connected! to! their!professional!experiences!and! roles.!
Their!embeddedness!in!professional!and!academic!organizations!provided!them!with!culturally!and!




But! institutional! repertoires! available! to! actors! are! not! just! derived! from! their! intra7sectoral!
embeddedness!and!affiliations.!As!pointed!out!by!many!scholars,!even!if!society!is!organized!around!
enduring! and! relatively! bounded! sites! of! social! organization,! there! are! many! ways! in! which! the!
experiences,! relationships! and! lives! of! actors! overflow! the! boundaries! of! institutionalized! social!
spaces.!In!order!to!analyse!these!processes,!I!draw!on!relational!approaches!to!social!movements!and!
define! the! latter! as! instances! of! collective! action! with! more! or! less! publicly! enacted! conflictual!
orientations!to!social!and!political!opponents,!conducted!in!the!context!of!dense!networking!among!
actors,! groups! and! individuals! by! activists! linked! by! enduring! solidarities! and! collective! identities!
(Diani!and!Bison!2004,!Diani!and!Eyerman!1992).!!
According!to!this!definition,!there!are!three!elements!which!distinguish!social!movements!from!other!
types! of! collective! action:! first,! the! presence! of! conflictual! orientations! to! identified! opponents;!
!
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second,! dense! (as! opposed! to! sparse)! informal! exchanges! between! individuals! and! organizations!
engaged! in! collective! projects;! third,! a! strong! collective! identity! shared! by! members! of! those!
networks!(Diani!and!Bison!2004).!In!the!absence!of!conflictual!engagements,!collective!action!is!better!
defined!as!consensus!movements!than!social!movements;!in!the!absence!of!dense!social!ties!across!
groups! and! organizations,! they! are! better! defined! single! group! or! organizational! processes;! and!
where! only! a! weak! or! no! collective! identity! is! present,! there! is! a! coalition! rather! than! a! social!
movement!process.!!!




gain! increased! responsive! capacity! and! autonomy! vis7à7vis! shifting! institutional! processes.! Such!
process!underlies,!at!least!in!part,!the!relative!resilience!and!endurance!of!certain!movements!vis7à7
vis! one! another.! It! is! an! important! component! of! how! movements! contribute! to! long7term,!









represents!an! intensified! flow!of! information!and!resources!across!sectoral!divides.! It!enables! the!






networks! are! sites! where! important! innovations! can! take! place! within! the! movement.15! As!






opening! up! or! channelling! of! contention! into! novel! arenas! and! sectors,! thereby! increasing! the!
chances!that!mobilization!will!bypass!such!obstacles.! Inter7sectoral!networking!therefore!provides!
movements! with! increased! autonomy! vis7à7vis! shifting! contexts! of! mobilization.! Moreover,! by!
deepening! the! flow! of! resources! and! communication! between! sectors,! inter7sectoral! social!
networking!enables!the!recombination!of!repertoires!and!the!emergence!of!new!patterns!of!claim7
making.!!!!
But! inter7sectoral!social!networking!can!only!be!sustained! if! it! is! reinforced!by!underlying!cultural!
processes! which! stabilize! structural! ties! across! sectors.! Inter7sectoral! mobilization! can! lead! to!
significant! tensions! amongst! activists! and! movement! organizations.! Promoting! and! sustaining!
cooperation!across!sectors!is!a!difficult!task!which!can!easily!go!wrong.!If!actors!cling!too!tightly!to!
the!conventions!and!practices!that!are!dominant!within!one!sector,! if!common!goals!and!projects!





refer! to! as! inter7sectoral! recognition7building,! or! cultural! processes! through! which! activists!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15! In! institutional! theory! and! economic! sociology,! it! has! been!widely! argued! that! novelty! often! emerges! at! the!
encounter!of!different!institutional!realms,!systems!or!orders.!In!their!study!of!path!creation!in!open!institutional!
systems,!Djelic!and!Quack!(2007),! for! instance,! investigate!the!processes!through!which!novel! institutional!paths!
emerge!at! the!encounter!of!national!and! transnational! institutional!orders.!And! in!a! recent! investigation!on! the!












term! to! refer! to! a! sense! of! common! purpose! and! commitment! to! a! cause! which! is! constructed!
through!political!and!social!processes!and!which!enables!activists!to!see!themselves!as!linked!to!each!
other!in!pursuit!of!a!common!goal!that!transcends!isolated!episodes!or!instances!of!contention!(Diani!
and! Bison! 2004).! Actors! participating! in! inter7sectoral!mobilization!will! not! necessarily! share! any!
embedded! identities!–! they!will! rarely!all!belong!to!a!same!clan,! race,!ethnicity,!or!kinship!group.!







and! communicate! across! social! sites.! Inter7sectoral! mobilization! may! be! difficult! under! any!
conditions,!but!authoritarian!contexts! in!which!basic!rights!of!citizenship,!such!as! free!expression,!
right!of!protest!and!political!voice,!are!absent,!represent!an!additional!obstacle!to!the!emergence!of!
these!networks.!Under! tutorship,! for! instance,! indigenous!groups!could!not!actively!participate! in!
formal!politics,!take!up!positions!in!government!bureaucracy,!or!organize!associations!for!the!defence!
of!their!rights!and!interests.!Furthermore,!transactions!in!the!market!were!mediated!by!the!tutor,!i.e.!
the! federal! indigenist! bureaucracy.! This! means! that! tutorship! formally! encapsulated! indigenous!
peoples,! severely! limiting! their! ability! to! engage! in! inter7sectoral! mobilization.!When! the! formal!
obstacles!of!tutorship!were!lifted,!indigenous!peoples!began!to!explore!and!integrate!social!circles!
within!different!sectors,!thereby!enhancing!their!relationships!and!repertoires.!

















To! answer! these! questions,! I! draw! and! elaborate! on! the! growing! body! of! literature! investigating!
consequences! of! social!mobilization! in! order! to! develop! a! framework! for! analysing! the! recurrent!
processes!through!which!movements!contribute,!over!long!periods!of!time,!to!incremental!processes!
of!institutional!change.!The!overwhelming!majority!of!research!on!the!consequences!of!mobilization!
has! investigated! the!conditions!under!which!movements! influence!political! and! social! contexts!of!
action,!but!has!failed!to!analyse!the!dynamic!and!long7term!interactions!between!movements!and!
shifting!contexts.!To!address!this!gap,!in!this!section!I!develop!a!dynamic!model!of!social!movements!












whenever! the! contentious! engagement! of! a! social!movement! contributed! to! its! occurrence.! This!
includes! both! intended! and! unintended! outcomes! of! mobilization,! and! comprises! outcomes!
generated! by! the! engagement! of! opponents! and! authorities! in! the! midst! of! contention.! One!












theory.! Moreover,! the! data,! concepts! and! theories! deployed! to! explain! when! and! under! which!
conditions!mobilization!affects!society!were!relatively!incipient,!leading!one!scholar!to!claim,!as!late!
as!1998,! that!“we!still! lack!systematic!empirical!analyses!that!would!add!to!our!knowledge!of! the!
conditions! under! which! movements! produce! certain! effects”! (Giugni! 1998,! 373).! But! much! has!








for!mechanisms! through!which!movements!exert! impacts!on!social! contexts.! I!will!briefly!go!over!
!
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these! developments! and! argue! why! they! still! fall! short! of! analysing! the! long7term! and! dynamic!
interplay!between!social!movements!and!shifting!contexts!of!action.!!!!
Most!scholars!of!social!movements!assume!that!the!latter!exert!some!sort!of!impact!upon!society,!
whether! such! impacts! are! internal! or! external! to! the!movement,! intended! or! unintended! (Deng!
1997),!and!political,!institutional,!or!cultural!in!nature!(Moore!1999,!King!and!Pearce!2010,!Amenta!
et!al.!2010,!Soule!and!Olzak!2004,!Giugni!2007,!Earl!2004).!Nonetheless,!researchers!have!analysed!






A! first! body! of! works! on! social! movement! outcomes! focuses! on! assessing! the! characteristics! of!
mobilization!which!favour!movement!success,!i.e.,!which!help!movements!achieve!their!stated!goals.!
This! research! largely! attributed! successful!mobilization! to!movement7controlled! variables! such! as!
organizational!form!and!movement!tactics.!More!specifically,!this!research!is!framed!along!two!lines!
of!inquiry!(Giugni!2008):!1)!Are!disruptive!movements!more!successful!than!moderate!ones?!2)!Are!
strongly!organized!movements!more!successful! that! loosely7organized!ones?!These! inquiries!were!
introduced!into!the!study!of!political!effects!of!mobilization!quite!early!on.!In!a!now7classical!study!
that! investigates!the!degree!of!success!of!social!movements!on!two!dimensions!–!acceptance!and!














policies,! direct7effect!models! have! also! been! deployed! by! scholars! studying! the! impacts! of! social!
movements!beyond!the!state.!Research!on!movements!and!markets,!for!instance,!has!suggested!that,!
when!mobilizing! from!within!organizations! to!change!corporate!practices!and!market! institutions,!
activists!which!are!less!contentious!and!less!politicized!are!more!likely!to!bring!about!desired!changes!
(King!and!Pearce!2010).!Furthermore,!the!literature!has!argued!that!claims!that!are!framed!according!
to! market! logics! are! more! likely! to! be! accepted! and! implemented! (Lounsbury! 2001,! Lounsbury,!
Ventresca,! and! Hirsch! 2003),! and! that! activists! can! achieve! field7level! change! if! they! engage! in!
institutional!diffusion!and!legitimation!(Schneiberg!and!Soule!2005).!!!
A!second!branch!of!inquiries!on!the!impacts!of!mobilization!shifts!analytical!attention!to!contextual!




(Burstein! 1998)! and! advantageous! political! opportunity! structures! such! as! favourable! political!











This! literature! demonstrates! that! research! on! the! how! social! movements! matter! has! advanced!
significantly! over! the! past! years.! Scholars! have! developed! more! complex! theories! about! the!
!
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conditions! under! which! movements! are! influential,! specifying! interactions! between! aspects! of!
movements! and! the! political! and! social! contexts! in! which! they!mobilize.! In! accordance!with! the!
conceptual! framework!adopted! in!the!present!study,!outcomes!of!mobilization!are!understood!as!
ensuing! from! the! interaction! between! activists,! authorities,! and! contexts! of! action,! and! not! as!
emerging!directly! from! internal!movement!dynamics!alone.!Nonetheless,! important! shortcomings!
remain.!I!point!out!two!of!them!and!propose!that!they!can!be!tackled!through!what!I!call!an!iterative!
model!of!mobilization!and!institutional!change.!






and! strategies! on! the! one! hand,! and! political! change! on! the! other.! The! prevailing! correlational!




Bosi! (2016)! uses! process7tracing! methods! in! order! to! study! the! causal! interaction! between!
institutional!change!and!social!movements,!showing!how!the!slow!process!of!institutionalization!of!
the!Northern!Ireland!Civil!Rights!Movement!contributed!to!incremental!regime!change!in!Northern!
Ireland.! ! In! his! study! of! the! Civil! Rights! Movement! in! the! United! States,! Andrews! (2001,! 2004)!











Su! 2002,! Andrews! 2004)! in! order! to! elaborate! five! basic! causal! mechanisms! of! political! change:!
disruption,!public!preference,!political! access,! judicial,! and! international!politics!mechanisms.! The!
author!also!identifies!which!explanatory!variables!have!to!be!present!in!order!for!the!mechanism!to!
be! successfully! activated! by! social! movements! (Kolb! 2007:! 13).! Despite! these! advances,! such!
approaches!still!constitute!only!a!small,!albeit!growing,!fraction!of!the!literature.!!
A! second! problem! is! that! scholars! have! failed! to! systematically! investigate! and! explicitly!
conceptualize!the!dynamic!interactions!between!movements!and!shifting!contexts!of!action.!While!
all! the!studies!cited!above! investigate!how!movements!affect! social!and!political! contexts,! few!of!
them! consider! that! this! relationship! is! dynamic,! i.e.,! that! the! contextual! shifts! impacted! by!
movements! through! their! interaction! with! existing! institutions! and! contending! actors! influence!
further! contention,! affecting! whether! and! how! movements! engage! in! claim7making! 7! how! they!
organize,!which!repertoires!of!claim7making!they!use,!and!which!sectors!and!authorities!they!target.!
Movements! are! reflexive! and! responsive,! but! this! has! not! been! systematically! integrated! into!
analyses! of! mobilization.! Because! of! this,! the! majority! of! the! literature! fails! to! recognize! that!
movement!outcomes!are!not!the!end7points!of!contention,!but!rather!the!possible!beginning!of!new!
rounds! of! claim7making!which!will! again! contribute! to! shifts! in! social! and! political! environments.!
Movements!can!and!many!times!do!activate,!build!on!and!leverage!the!outcomes!of!mobilization!in!






movements! contribute! to! long7term! and! incremental! processes! of! institutional! change.! Such!
contributions! are! constituted! by! diverse! types! of! transformation,! encompassing! instances! of!




of! mobilization! are! to! be! captured.16! Moreover,! transformations! take! place! in! a! plethora! of!





between! movements! and! their! contexts! of! action.! The! framework! captures! the! longitudinal!
interaction!between!movements!and!contexts!in!a!way!that!is!better!suited!for!understanding!how!
movements! impact!deeply!entrenched!and! inter7sectoral! social!arrangements.!No!single! round!of!
contention,! no! matter! how! significant,! is! likely! to! fully! transform! such! structures.! Studying! the!
outcomes!of!single!episodes!or!campaigns!is!likely!to!distort!the!significance!and!extent!of!movement!











look! at! how! activists! perceive,! relate! to! and! use! partial! and! intermediary! outcomes! in! order! to!
advance!(or!change)!the!goals!of!the!movement.!Allowing!for!iteration!to!take!place!in!the!analysis!of!
movement!outcomes!requires!that!researchers!be!attuned!to!changes!both!in!contexts!as!well!as!in!




types! of! consequences! that! ensue! from! contentious! interactions.!Understanding! how!movements! contribute! to!




involve! only! the! contextual! shifts! to! which! movements! contribute,! but! also! those! which! occur!
independently!of!mobilization.!






flotsam!and! jetsam”,! that! is,!more!or! less!developed! institutional!projects!and!elements! including!
theories! of! order,! organizational! models! and! normative! templates.! These! elements! “constitute!
resources!and!building7blocks! for! institutional!assembly,! rehabilitation!or!revival.!And!they!can!be!
redeployed! to! support! new! experiments,! theorization,! mobilization! for! change,! and! even! the!























the! study!of!differently! types!of!movement!outcomes! into!one!analytical! framework.! To!be! sure,!
studying!the!outcomes!of!mobilization!is!already!a!challenge!(Earl!2000),!and!including!different!types!
of! outcomes! into! a! single! framework! is! still! more! challenging.! But! studying! the! broader! social!
implications!of!mobilization!demands!that!analysts!face!this!task!and!look!at!the!different!ways! in!
which! movements! affect! society.! In! my! analysis! of! social! movements! and! their! contribution! to!
institutional!change,! I! incorporate!two!analytically!distinct! levels!of!movement!outcomes:!the!first!
level!encompasses!those!outcomes!that!are!external!to!the!movement!–!impacts!produced!upon!the!
institutional!contexts!of!action!–!and!the!second!level!comprises!outcomes!that!are!internal!to!the!





informal! normative! elements! such! as! rules,! conventions! and! procedures! which! govern! society.!































movements! in!some!way!contribute.!This! is!not! to!say!that!contentious! interactions!are!sufficient!




impact!an! inter7sectoral! social! arrangement!–! such!as! that!of! the! socio7territorial! situation!of! the!
reservation! –it! is! likely! that! the! social!movement!will! have! to! affect! several! institutional! sectors.!
Through!the!layering!of!new!institutional!elements!within!these!diverse!sectors,!and!by!weaving!them!
together!into!a!meaningful!trajectory!of!change,!social!movements!can!impact!such!structures.!
Concerning! the! outcomes! of! mobilization! which! pertain! to! the! social! movement,! I! focus! on! the!
analysis! of! infrastructural! outcomes! and! cultural! outcomes! of! mobilization.! Movement!
infrastructures! are! composed! of! the! set! of! actors! and! organizations! which! compose! the! social!
movement,! their! location!within! broader!multi7sectoral! fields,! as!well! as! the! ties! that! bind! them!
together.!Infrastructures!can!change!in!the!midst!of!mobilization!processes!as!new!organizations!are!
formed! and! new! network! ties! are! constituted.! By!movement! culture,! I! refer! to! the! institutional!
repertoires! that!are!available! to!and!deployed!by! the!movements.!Outcomes! in! these! repertoires!
refer!to!the!changes!in!the!practices,!beliefs,!projects!and!systems!of!categorization!that!circulate!and!





emerged! in! the!movement! is! institutionalized! within! formal! normative! elements! that! pertain! to!
society! more! generally,! I! take! it! that! the! cultural! elements! which! emerged! within! movement!
structures!has!overflown!its!boundaries.!
Analysing! such! internal!outcomes! is! important! for! two! reasons.! First,! because!processes!of! social!
change! involve!not!only! change! in! institutional! contexts!but!also! transformations! in! social! actors.!
Investigating!how!movements!–!their!actors,!organizations,!and!networks!7!are!transformed!in!the!
midst!of!mobilization!corresponds!to!analysing!a!dimension!of!social!change!that!we!cannot!see!if!we!
look! only! at! shifts! in! the! institutional! structures! that! govern! society.! Second,! infrastructural! and!
cultural!movement!dynamics!are!crucial!for!the!movement´s!ability!to!engage!in!and!contribute!to!





social! movements! contribute! to! long7term,! incremental! trajectories! of! social! transformation.!
Concerning!internal!movement!dynamics,!I!propose!that!the!construction!and!reinforcement!of!inter7





Concerning! the! engagement! of! such! inter7sectoral! networks!with! institutional! contexts! and! their!
contribution! to! institutional! change,! two! processes! are! crucial:! institutional! innovation! and!
institutional!framing.!As!they!engage!jointly!in!contention,!inter7sectoral!movements!bring!together,!
wittingly! or! not,! repertoires! from! different! sectors.! At! this! encounter,! new! institutional! projects,!
visions!of!order,!or!counter7institutions!may!emerge.!This!occurs!because!of!the!sense7making!and!
creativity!that!takes!place!at!the!encounter!of!different!repertoires!and!because!of!the!resources!that!
actors!with!different! institutional!affiliations!bring! into!mobilization,!which!enable! forms!of!claim7
making! that! were! previously! precluded! or! hindered.! Moreover,! movements! also! work! within!
!
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types! of! outcomes! which,! in! turn,! come! to! influence! and! affect! mobilization! in! later! rounds! of!
contention.! At! certain! points! in! time,! such! outcomes! add! up! to! landmark! moments! in! which!
institutional!contexts!of!mobilization!change!significantly!and!mark!a!transition!between!periods!of!
contention.!When!observed! in!detail,!we! see! that! such! landmark!moments!often! result! from! the!
accumulation! of! smaller,! incremental! outcomes! of! mobilization! and! their! embeddedness! within!
broader! exogenous! processes! of! social! change! (that! is,! processes! which! cannot! be! attributed! to!
mobilization).!The!present!investigation!of!the!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization!in!Brazil!is!organized!
around!three!of!such!landmark!moments!and!corresponding!periods!of!mobilization.!!
The! first!period! (196871982)!begins!with!uncoordinated,! intra7sectoral!mobilization!and!ends!with!
the!generation!of!inter7sectoral!institutional!dissonance!in!the!field!of!indigenism!(chapters!4!and!5).!
This! period! somewhat! precedes! and! then! develops! with! the! “slow! and! gradual”! transition! to!
democracy!announced!by!the!authoritarian!government!which!had!ruled!over!Brazil!since!1964.!The!
second!period!(198371988)!begins!with!such!inter7sectoral!dissonance!and!ends!with!the!passing!of!
the!Federal!Constitution!of!1988,!which!enshrines! the! institutional!projects!espoused!by! the!pro7















a! seamless! and! constant! identity! and! existence.! In! fact,! I! hope! to! demonstrate! that! any! sort! of!





mobilization!will! fade! away! anytime! soon! in! the! Brazilian! political! landscape.! And! as! the! process!
unfolds,!previously!unexplored! institutional!elements!from!the!past!are!activated!and!deployed! in!
contention;!other!are!left!aside!or!forgotten.!Therefore,!I!do!not!claim!to!include!in!my!analysis!all!
the!elements!generated!by!and!used! in!pro7indigenous!activism.!What! I!do!claim! is! to!provide!an!
understanding!of!how!mobilization!contributes!to!the!generation!of!incremental!institutional!change!




















indigenous! groups! against! the! state7sponsored! form! of! territorialization.! In! the! situation! of! the!
reservation,! the! Terena! exercised! their! agency! by! silently! trespassing! the! territorial! boundaries!








analyse! the! how! actors! and! organizations! situated! in! different! institutional! sectors! –! the! state!
bureaucracy,!religion,!science,!and!the!market!–!contributed!to!the!consolidation!of!the!situation!of!




patterns! and! forms! of! resistance! deployed! by! the! Terena! Indians! from! three! reservations! –!













divided! into! four! groups:! agents! from! federal! indigenist! bureaucracy,! religious! missionaries! of!
protestant! and! catholic! affiliations,! anthropologists,! and! local! landowners! (or,! more! often,! land!
squatters)!(Oliveira!1976,!1968,!Oliveira!and!Pereira!2012).!Each!of!these!actor!groups!was!primarily!
affiliated!to!different!institutional!sectors!–!respectively!the!state!bureaucracy,!religion,!science!and!
the!market! –! and! had! different,! albeit! interacting! and,! in! some!ways,! convergent! and!mutually7
reinforcing,!forms!of!engagement!with!the!Terena!communities.!!
As! has! been! pointed! out! by! studies! of! interethnic! contact! involving! the! Terena! Indians,! the!
relationships! between! these! actor! groups! were! often! tense,! competitive! and! even! outright!
contentious!(Oliveira!1976,!Ferreira!2014).!Not!only!was!there!often!intense!competition!between!
Catholic! and! protestant! missions! to! convert! the! Indians,! but! the! federal! indigenist! bureaucracy!
tended!to!side!with!the!Catholics!against!the!aggressive!forms!of!evangelical!proselytism,!which,!in!
their!view,!disorganized!life!in!the!indigenous!reservations!and!interfered!in!the!work!of!the!indigenist!







to! enslave! them! as! the! occupation! of! land! by! pastures! and! crops! progressed.! Nonetheless,! and!
despite!the!tensions!between!organizations!situated!within!these!different!sectors,!there!were!also!












in! the! region.!Many!of! these! settlers!were!demobilized! troops,!who,! having! come! from!different!
regions!of!Brazil!to!fight!in!the!war,!ended!up!remaining!in!the!region!after!the!victory!of!the!Triple!
Alliance,! composed! by! Brazil,! Argentina! and! Uruguay.! As! the! situation! stabilized! after! the! war,!
farmers!from!other!regions!began!to!migrate!to!the!region!in!search!of!land.!Seeking!to!consolidate!





18! Many! classical! and! contemporary! ethnographies! of! the! Terena! analyze! such! processes! of! dispossession,!
reservation,!and!urbanization,!as!well!as!their! impacts!on!Terena!Indians!and!their! interactions!with!surrounding!
society! and! the! state.! It! is! not!my! intention! to! systematically! analyze! these! processes,! but! only! provide! a! brief!
description!of!the!situation!of!the!reservation!and!describe!and!the!contribution!of!different!institutional!sectors!to!







migration,! during! the! late! 19th! century! government! provided! wide! incentives! for! international!




Year! 1872! 1890! 1900! 1920! 1930!
Population! 60.417! 92.827! 118.025! 246.612! 349.857!
Source:(Ferreira((2009,(393)(
!
The! influx! of! settlers! looking! for! land! and!work! significantly! impacted! the! livelihood! of! the! local!






were! increasingly! impeded.! If! the!Terena!had,!until! the!War,!managed!to!avoid!sustained!contact!
with!non7indigenous!society,!from!this!point!on!their!situation!was!substantially!transformed.!Already!


















the! beginning! of! the! conflict! with! Paraguay! 7,! the! cattle! were! not! kept! within! fenced! areas,!
because! the! extensive! fields! and! the! small! number! of! herders! did! not! require! it.! But! in! the!
following!cycle,!given!the!growth!of!the!regional!population!and!the!appearance!of!new!farmers,!
the! disciplining! of! territories! was! inevitable.! In! this! cycle,! indigenous! labour! was! definitely!
incorporated! into! the! regional! economy.! If! before! this! it! had! served! to! produce! agricultural!
resources! for! an! inconstant! market,! organized! around! the! exchange! of! primary! products! for!



































But! the!arrival!of! the!Rondon!Commission!and! the! consolidation!of!orthodox!positivist!project!of!
state7led! indigenism! within! the! federal! bureaucracy! marked! the! beginning! of! a! new! historical!







idea! that! the! latter! must! not! be! relegated! and! exterminated,! as! was! occurring! throughout! the!














hand,! ensuring! the! expansion! of! national! frontiers! and! the! consolidation! of! national! territorial!
boundaries,!and,!on!the!other,!protecting!the!groups!at!the!margins!of!“civilization”!from!the!violence!





through!Federal!Decree!9.214,! the!Brazilian!Civil!Code!of!1916! (Brazil!1916),! classified! indigenous!
peoples! as! “relatively! incapable”,! and! the! tutorship!powers!of! the! SPI!were! regulated!by! Federal!




indigenous! peoples!were! legally! precluded! from! joining! the! administration,! this!meant! that! such!
governance!was!carried!out!exclusively!by!the!ethnic!“other”.!!
Furthermore,!the!indigenist!bureaucracy!had!the!power!of!ethnic!investment,!that!is,!the!power!to!
determine!who(was(and(who(was(not(an( Indian,! and!what! category!of! Indian! they!were.! Federal!
Decree! 5.484!of! 1928! classified! indigenous! groups! into! four! categories,! ordered! according! to! the!
degree!of!integration!into!national!society:!1)!nomad!Indians;!2)!settled!Indians;!3)!Indians!living!in!

























ha,! inhabited! by! mostly! Guarani7Kaiowá! but! also! Terena! Indians.24! In! the! 1920s,! three! more!
reservations!were!demarcated!for!the!Terena:!Capitão!Vitorino,!established!in!1922!with!2800!ha,!
Moreira7Passarinho,!established!with!171!ha!in!1925,!and!Buriti,!established!in!1928!with!2.000!ha.!!




in! the!municipality! of! Aquidauana,! and! asks! that! the! station! be! transformed! into! an! indigenous!
reservation:!
[In! the! indigenous! station!of!Bananal]!we! found! the!pillars!of!what! can!be!a! large! indigenous!
reservation.!Its!life!lies!in!livestock,!which!can!be!systematized!in!order!to!become!an!industry!of!













Paraguay! War.! The! goal! was! to! organize! the! Terena! Indians,! considered! to! be! highly! skilled! at!
agriculture,!within!well7delimited! land!parcels!so!that! they!would!be!able!to!produce!not!only! for!
themselves,!but!also!supply!the!villages!and!cities!surrounding!the!reservation.!The!delimitation!of!






the!Terena!and! indicated! the!“secondary! importance”!afforded! to! indigenous! reservations!by! the!



















































the! economic! relations! between! the! Terena! and! regional! landowners.! Contacted! by! surrounding!
landowners,!the!agents!often!signed!contracts!which!guaranteed!a!certain!number!of!Indians!to!work!
on!extractive!and!agricultural!activities!in!the!nearby!farms!(Ferreira!2014,!2009;!Oliveira!1976).!The!
reserved! Terena! served! as! a! crucial! supply! of! low7wage! labour! in! the! regional! economy.! They!









2009).! !The!mediation!and!engagements!of! the!SPI! in!the! lives!of!Terena! Indians!described!above!
point!to!the!broader!goal!of!state!indigenism!in!general!and!reservation!in!specific:!to!nationalize!and!
integrate!the!Indians.!The!reservation!was!the!space!in!which!the!ethnic!identification!of!the!Indians!













the! Terena! had! relatively! little! contact! with! religious! missions! up! until! the! 19th! century! when!
compared! to!other! indigenous!societies! living! in! the! region.!This! is!attributed! to! the! fact! that! the!




intervention! of! Catholic! missions,! especially! in! the! 19th! century,! were! only! relatively! efficient! in!
breaking!down!and!disorganizing!the!ancient!Terena!religion.!These!interventions!were!not!capable!











spiritual! conversion! among! the! Terena! in! part! because! they! had! been! incapable! of! establishing!
sustained!access!to!and!coexistence!with!the!Terena!Indians,!who!at!the!time!avoided!contact!with!
external!agents.!!
But!missionary!work!would! become!more! intense! and! effective! in! the! early! decades! of! the! 20th!
century,!once!the!Terena!were!already!confined!within!the!demarcated!reservations.!Within!these!
spaces,!a!second!and!more!intense!wave!of!missionary!engagement!would!emerge,!this!time!lead!by!














and! evangelical! missionaries;! one! which! does! not! occur! with! the! Catholic! Priests.! This!
discrimination!against!the!protestant!Missions!is!due!to!two!basic!reasons:!first,!because!of!the!
SPI’s!struggle!against!the!religious!ideology!which!is!already!deeply!entrenched!in!the!Brazilian!
and! indigenous!population,!which! is! a!mixture!of!Catholicism,! Spiritism,! and! tribal! beliefs! and!




These!observations! reveal! that! the! relationship!between! religious!missions! and! the! SPI! in! Terena!
territories! were! far! from! easy7going! and! cooperative.! Rather,! there! were! significant! doses! of!
competition! among! these! groups,! and! these! tensions! were! explored! by! the! Terena! who! would!
!
92!
migrate!between!religions!and! loyalties!as!part!of! their!own!political!projects! (Ferreira!2014).!But!
despite! these! tensions,! the! situation! of! the! reservation! significantly! facilitated! the! work! of! the!
missions! and!was!many! times! promoted! and! supported! by! the! latter.!Writing! about! the! contact!
between! protestant! missions! and! Guarani! Indians! in! the! South! of! Mato! Grosso,! Benites! (2014)!









built!a!church!on!the!border!of! the!reservation!and!started! to! invite!us! to!service! led!by! their!
reverend! (…).! These! people! brought! us! clothing! and! medication,! they! provided! us! with!
transportation!when!we!needed!it.!They!would!tell!us!that!our!children!and!young!ones!should!go!
to!school!and!learn!to!read!and!write.!The!would!constantly!tell!us!that!in!the!Pirajuí!reservation!
they! had! all! the! support! we! needed! –! school! and! teachers! for! the! children,! health! stations,!
























that! religious!missionary! work! had! historically! constituted! one! of! the!most! significant! factors! of!
cultural! change! among! the! Terena! and! of! their! assimilation! into! national! society! (Oliveira! 1976).!
Considered!(and!considering!themselves)!to!be!the!bearers!of!European!high!culture!and!civilization,!
the!missions!were! oriented! towards! the! transformation! and,!more! specifically,! the! conversion! of!
indigenous!peoples!to!their!own!faith!(Oliveira!1976,!121).!As!other!religious!missions!operating!in!
Mato!Grosso,! the!evidence! suggests! that! the!missionaries!had! little! consideration! for! the!cultural!
forms!of!the!Terena.!Their!intervention!was!oriented!towards!radical!assimilation!and!conversion!to!
the! Christian! faith.! And! indeed,! conversion! and! evangelization! of! the! Catholic! and! protestant!
missions,! argues! the! author,! had,! together! with! state7led! territorial! confinement,! ensued! in! the!





through!religious!conversion!rather! than!patriotic! forms!of!education!and!nationalization.!But! the!
general! idea! of! indigenous! cultural! forms! as! being! primitive! and! the! overarching! disdain! for! the!






early! to! mid720th! century! were! also! espoused! and! legitimized! by! another! type! of! discourse! and!
engagement!–!that!of!scientists!and,!more!specifically,!anthropologists.!As!of!the!1930s,!the!discipline!
of! anthropology! was! becoming! increasingly! institutionalized! in! Brazil! through! the! foundation! of!












which!had! led! to! the!disorganization!and!degeneration!of!Terena!society;! contact! is!a!destructive!
force! which! has! the! capacity! to! eradicate! indigenous! culture.! Despite! differences! in! theoretical!
references!and!concepts,!Oberg! (1948),! in!his! study!entitled!Terena(Social(Organization(and(Law,!












and! truth! claims! of! these! anthropologists! were!many! times! used! to! guide,! legitimate! or! directly!
subsidize! public! policies.! In! pointing! the! destructiveness! of! contact,! it! was! common! for! these!
scientists!to!portray!the!engagement!of!the!SPI!and!the!demarcation!of!indigenous!reservations!as!
crucial! interventions! which! eased! cultural! transition! and! allowed! the! Terena! to! maintain! some!




As!pointed!out!by!Ferreira! (2002),!underlying!all! the!ethnographies!of! the!Terena! in! the!mid720th!
century!is!a!common!“narrative!of!acculturation”,!that!is,!a!specific!way!of!speaking!about!indigenous!
populations! which! implied! a! subjacent! belief! in! their! imminent! disappearance! and! a! dualist!
assumption.!According!to!Ferreira,!
We!can,!in!the!Brazilian!case,!speak!of!a!narrative!of!acculturation!because!a!significant!part!of!
the! activities! (academic! and! political)! of! the! anthropologists! (…)!was!marked! by! a! collectively!
shared!narrative.!The!studies!of!acculturation!implied!an!underlying!belief!in!a!certain!destiny!of!
indigenous!groups!–!assimilation.!The!term!acculturation!was!used!to!designate!a!practice!related!




[of! indigenous! peoples]! was! a! type! of! inevitable! starting! point,! even! for! those! that! were! to!
question!it!(Ferreira!2002,!46747).!
!
The! notion! of! inevitable! assimilation! was! well! aligned! with! the! reservation! as! the! basic! form! of!
indigenous!territorialization.!If!they!would!soon!be!integrated!into!national!society,!what!indigenous!






















the! field! of! indigenism.! First,! the! engagements! of! state! bureaucrats,! religious! missionaries! and!
anthropologists! were! all! based! upon! an! underlying! logic! of! assimilation,! according! to! which!
indigenous!culture,!identity!and!forms!of!social!organization!were!primitive!and!transient!elements!
















But!despite! these! inter7sectoral! forms!of!disenfranchisement,! there!was! resistance!by! indigenous!
groups! against! the! forms! of! territorialization! and! behaviour! that! were! imposed! upon! them.! An!
analysis!of!administrative!documents!containing! information!on!the!relationships!between!Terena!
Indians! and! the! indigenist! bureaucracy! in! the!mid720th! century! reveals! important! traits! of! these!





these! institutional! sectors!perceived!and! treated! indigenous!assimilation!as!an! inevitable!process,!
even! if! some!mourned! this! teleology!more! than!others.!What! these!engagements! and!narratives!
concealed!was!the!agency!and!resistance!of!indigenous!groups!which,!even!under!the!dire!conditions!
of!tutorship,!the!confinement!within!small!reservations,!and!the!intervention!of!proselyte!missions,!
found! different! channels! and!ways! of! engaging!with! and,! at! times,! resisting! and! challenging! the!
boundaries!of!territory!and!identity!that!were!being!imposed!upon!them.!
An!analysis!of!official!documents!from!the!archives!of!the!SPI!demonstrate!that!Terena!groups!within!




other! events! that! occurred! within! the! reservations.! In! the! 1980s,! many! of! these! processes! –!
comprised!by!documents!such!as!petitions!signed!by!Terena!Indians,!reports!written!by!the!chiefs!of!
station,!and!travel!reports!written!by!the!cadres!of!the!SPI!upon!visiting!Mato!Grosso!7!!were!compiled!






























a! field! visit! to! Buriti! and! wrote! a! report! about! the! Indian´s! grievances! concerning! those! same!
territories.!He!suggested!that!a!commission!be!put!together!to!investigate!“whether!the!claims!were!










Throughout! the! 1970s! and! 1980s,! we! find! other! letters! and! petitions! denouncing! territorial!






at! this! time! the! illegal! character! of! indigenous! occupation!was! raised,! and! until! 1938! several!
evictions!of!Indians!took!place,!evictions!which!were!carried!out!by!the!policemen!of!Aquidauana.!























summed! up! to! circa! 600! ha.! Other! similar! invasions! are! also! reported! within! other! Terena!







law! and! physically! measure! and! demarcate! their! boundaries.! Without! registration! and! physical!
demarcation,!neighbouring!landowners!continued!to!eat!at!the!fringes!of! indigenous!reservations.!
The! reluctance!of! the! SPI! and,! later! Funai,! to! seriously! discuss! and!address! these! issues,! and! the!
internal!politics!of! control! that! the!agency!exercised! through! tutorship,!blocked! the!effective!and!
sustained! channelling! of! these! grievances! as! well! as! their! definite! solution! (Ferreira! 2014).! This!
reluctance!is!likely!to!have!ensued!in!part!from!the!under7funded!and!under7staffed!situation!of!the!
indigenist! bureaucracy! and! in! part! from! the! collaboration! between! this! bureaucracy! and! state!
agencies!interested!in!consolidating!the!domain!of!farmers!over!contested!territories.!





























2005,! Ferreira!2014).! ! These!actions!have!been! conceptualized!as! “everyday! forms!of! resistance”!
(Scott!1985)!against!the!territorialization!and!power!structures!imposed!by!the!tutorship!regime.!This!
routine!trespassing!of!boundaries!and!norms!and!the!day7to7day!use!of!farmland!demonstrate!that!




First,! the! explicit! territorial! claims! articulated! by! indigenous! groups! were! comprised! within! the!
boundaries! and! the! terms!established!by! the! SPI! in! the!early!20th! century.! They!did!not! so!much!
explicitly!question! the! legitimacy!of! those!boundaries!or!of! the!process!of! reservation,!but! rather!
argue! that,! in! the!historical!process!of! frontier! consolidation,!parcels!of! land! to!which! indigenous!










them! together! into! a! broader! field!of! articulated! contention.! In! this! sense,! they!produced!only! a!
limited! amount! of! contestation! concerning! land! ownership,! situated! at! the! fringes! of! each!
!
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reservation.!These!processes!did!not!pose!a!systematic! threat! to! the! land!tenure!structures!–! the!









First,! the! political! and! civil! rights! of! indigenous! groups!were! severely! restricted! by! the! tutorship!
regime! and! the! latter! were! not! allowed! to! form! autonomous! associations! and! organizations! to!
represent!their!interests.!Second,!the!SPI!tried!to!mediate!all!interaction!between!indigenous!groups!
in! the! reservations!and!surrounding! society! so! that! the! Indians!only!developed! relationships!with!
actors! and! organizations! that! supported! or! were! at! least! neutral! towards! state7lead! indigenism.!
Finally,!until!the!1970s,!different!forms!of!knowledge!and!intervention!reproduced!within!different!
institutional! sectors! –! the! state! bureaucracy,! religion! and! science! 7,! despite! their! disagreements,!


















affairs! did! not! have! access! to! resources! and! allies! which! could! assist! and! support! them! in! their!
struggle.!!





local! setting! of! the! reservation.! They!were! connected! to! transnational! and! national!mobilization!
taking! place! within! religion! and! science,! which! ensued! in! important! transformations! in! the!
engagement!of!missionaries!and!anthropologists!vis7à7vis!indigenous!peoples.!As!I!will!analyse!in!the!
next!two!chapters,!in!the!1960s!and!1970s!actors!situated!within!different!institutional!sectors!began!
to! systematically! question! the! regime! of! tutorship,! the! proselyte! engagements! of! missionary!






















ground! resistance! and! analyse! broader! contentious! processes! taking! place!within!multi7level! and!
non7state!institutional!sectors.!As!late!as!the!mid71960s,!there!were!no!systematic!challenges!being!
made!against! the! logic!of! indigenous!assimilation!as!well!as! the!corresponding! form! if! indigenous!
territorialization!–!the!reservation.!This!was!true!on!the!local,!national!and!transnational!levels.!But!





















which! was! relatively! convergent! and! homogeneous! in! terms! of! overarching! logics! to! one!
characterized!by!inter7sectoral!dissonance!concerning!the!norms,!practices!and!understandings!that!
organized!intervention!vis7à7vis! indigenous!peoples.!Such!institutional!and!cultural!dissonance!was!
especially! intense! concerning! the! themes! of! indigenous! assimilation,! autonomy,! and! land! tenure!
rights.!The!consolidation!of!such!dissonance!marks!the!transition!from!the!first!to!the!second!period!
of!pro7indigenous!mobilization!in!Brazil.!




chapter! analyses! the! first! episode! of! mobilization,! constituted! by! the! claim7making! activities! of!
journalists!working!within! the! international!media!during! the!harsh!dictatorship! years!of! the! late!
1960s.!By!drawing!on!their!transnational!networks!and!publishing!reports!in!the!international!media!
on!the!atrocities!taking!place!against!Brazilian!Indians,!these!journalists!contributed!to!the!passing!of!










writing! for! international!newspapers!and! international!non7governmental!organizations!who!used!







agency! had,! over! the! decades,! significantly! distanced! itself! from! this! duty,! becoming! plagued! by!
endemic!corruption!and!human!rights!abuses!(Davis!1977,!Garfield!2001,!Lima!1991,!Ribeiro!1996!).!
As! of! the! late! 1950s,! the! federal! indigenist! bureaucracy! underwent! a! rapid! process! of! general!
demoralization!and!degradation.!Subordinate!to!the!Ministry!of!Agriculture,!which!had!low!priority!












all! indigenous! communities!under! their! jurisdiction.!The!SPI!was!a!poor!guardian!of! Indians! in!
more! than! character:! its!meagre! funding! reflected! the!marginal! status! of! Indian! protection! in!
federal!policy!making!(Garfield!2001,!104).!
!





Party! (PTB)!with! the! 1955! election! of! president! Juscelino! Kubitschek.! In! his! critiques! of! Brazilian!
indigenism!written!in!the!1960s,!Ribeiro!points!out!that,!as!of!the!late!1950s,!“no!longer!guided!by!
the!philosophical!principles!of!positivism,!as!it!had!been!in!the!times!of!Rondon,!the!SPI!had!reached!





fallen! prey! to! corruption,! patronage! and! outright! violation! of! indigenous! people´s! most! basic!
fundamental!rights.!
!If! on! the! national! level! the! Ministry! of! Agriculture,! as! many! branches! of! the! Brazilian! federal!
government,! was! plagued! by! patronage,! nepotism! and! corruption,! at! the! local! level! the!




and! arrived! months! late,! post! officials! often! turned! to! local! “agents”! or! procuradores,! who!
advanced! payment! in! return! for! a! fee.! Dependence! on! the! very! elites! most! hostile! to! the!
indigenous! cause! surely! compromised! the! loyalty! of! some.! If! principled,! encarregados! [post!











result!of!a! long! trajectory!of!political!polarization! in!Brazil.! It!was!supported!by! rural! landowners,!
industrial!capitalists!and!conservative!sectors!of!the!Catholic!Church,!all!of!which,!mirroring!the!global!
context! of! the! cold! war,! feared! that! Goulart´s! government! was! leading! Brazil! down! the! path! of!
communism.! In! the! following! years,! the! military! dictatorship! governed! by! means! of! a! set! of!
Institutional!Acts!(AIs)!and!corresponding!regulations,!which!progressively!restricted!civil!and!political!
rights! in! the!country.!The!AI75,!edited! in!1968! in! response!to!a!series!of!protests!and!civil!unrest,!
inaugurated! the! so7called! “lead! years”! of! the! Brazilian! military! dictatorship! characterized! by!
widespread!censorship!and!repression.!The!AI75!gave!the!president!a!set!extraordinary!powers,!which!
could! be! exercised! independently! of! judicial! control.! These! powers! included! the! mandates! to!
!
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SPI! and! issue! a! report! on! its! findings! (Brazil! 1967).! Figueiredo!and!his! staff! travelled!over! 16,000!






conference! in!Rio!de! Janeiro!where!he!presented! and!elaborated!on! the!main! findings!of! the!30!
volume,! 7,0007page! report.! Several! national! and! international! reporters! were! present! at! the!









strengthen!abroad! the!Brazilian! image!with! regard! to! racial!democracy’!and!demonstrate! that!
!
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military! rule!was! ‘incompatible,! in! its! spirit,!with! the!process!of!human!degradation’! (Garfield!
2001,!143).!!
!




opposition! party! called! Movimento( Democrático( Brasileiro! (MDB)! seized! the! opportunity! and!







These! journalists! went! on! to! publish! impacting! articles! and! reports! in! the! international! press,!




















An! extract! from! the! report! by! the! President! of! last! years´! inquiry! commission! into! atrocities!
against! the! Indians! corrects! the! complacent! viewpoint! that!we! live! in!milder! days:! `In( the( 7th(
inspectorate,(Paraná,(Indians(were(tortured(by(grinding(the(bones(of(their(feet(in(the(angle(of(two(










international! journalist! who! was! well! connected! through! wide! travel! across! Latin! America! and!
reported!in!the!New(York(Times!about!massacres!against!Indians.!According!to!his!report,!entitled!
“Killing!of!Indians!Charged!in!Brazil”!and!published!in!the!New!York!Times!on!March!21st!1968,!














international! community.! According! to! Davis,! “these! reports! (…)! were! a! major! source! of!
embarrassment! for! the! new! military! government! of! Brazil! and! produced! a! momentary! wave! of!
!
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protests! throughout! the! world.! A! number! of! newspapers! accused! the! Brazilian! government! of!
condoning! a! policy! of! genocide! against! its! remaining! Indian! tribes! and! called! for! an! immediate!
investigation!by! the!United!Nations”! (Davis!1977,!12).! In!1970,! the! International!Red!Cross!sent!a!





The! Brazilian! government! desperately! took! measures! to! silence! the! worldwide! condemnation!
sparked!by!the!activism!of!transnational!journalists.!In!1967,!government!extinguished!the!SPI!and!













studies! of! Ethnology! and! Linguistics! in! Brazil”! and! “promote! field! research! in! Ethnology! and!
Linguistics,! especially! among! the! indigenous! tribes!which!are!not!well! known!or!which!are! in! the!
process!of!being!absorbed!into!Modern!Civilization”!(Anthropos!do!Brasil!1970).!The!mission!of!this!




















(Article! 7).! The! logic! of! assimilation! is! especially! clear! in! the! Article! which! regulates! the!
“emancipation”!of!indigenous!groups,!i.e.,!the!administrative!act!through!which!the!full!integration!
of! Indians! into! national! society! is! declared! and! their! identity! and! special! rights! extinguished.!
According!to!Article!11,!“The!President!of!the!Republic!may,!by!Decree,!declare!the!emancipation!of!
an!indigenous!community!and!its!members!vis7à7vis!the!tutorship!regime!established!in!this!law,!as!
long! as! (…)! their! full! integration! into! national! society! is! proven! by! means! of! an! investigation!
undertaken! by! the! competent! federal! bureaucracy.”! The! institution! of! indigenous! emancipation!
corresponds!perfectly!to!the!assimilationist!and!evolutionist!logic!of!the!tutorship!regime,!according!
to!which!Indians!will!one!day!cease!to!be!Indians!and!become!fully!integrated!into!national!society.!!
But,! in! a! somewhat! contradictory! matter,! the! Statute! also! determines! that! “the! customs! and!
traditions! of! indigenous! communities! and! their! effects! shall! be! respected!with! regards! to! family!
relations,!succession,!property!rights!regimes!and! in!the!transactions!realized!amongst! indigenous!
peoples”!(Article!6).!Furthermore,!it!is!the!first!legislation!to!systematically!regulate!the!land!rights!of!
indigenous! groups.! Despite! the! fact! that! indigenous! land! rights! had! been! enshrined! in! Brazilian!
!
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constitutions! since! the! 1940s,! they! had! never! been! duly! regulated.! The! Statute! created! three!
categories! of! indigenous! land:! the! lands! that! are! occupied! or! inhabited! by! Indigenous! groups;!
indigenous!reservations;!and!territories!under!the!domain!of! indigenous!communities!(Article!17).!
According!to!Article!22,!Indians!are!entitled!to!the!permanent!possession!of!the!land!they!inhabit!and!
to! the! exclusive! usufruct! of! the! natural! resources! and! utilities! which! exist! upon! that! land.!




institutional!change! in! the! field!of!Brazilian! indigenism.!The!episode!was!constituted!by! the! intra7
sectoral!activism!of!journalists!writing!for!international!media!outlets!and!INGOs.!With!little!room!for!
domestic!mobilization!during!the!“lead!years”!of!the!military!regime,!this!episode!took!place!within!
the! international! media! and! had! as! protagonists! international! journalists,! who! drew! on! data!
produced!by! the!Brazilian! government! itself! in! the! Figueiredo!Report! in!order! to!write! articles! in!
renowned!media! outlets! spreading! throughout! the!world!word! about! the!Brazilian! government´s!
abuses!against!ethnic!minorities.!Deploying!information!politics,!a!strategy!by!which!politically!usable!
information!is!moved!around!and!disseminated!quickly!and!credibly!to!where!it!will!have!the!most!
impact! (Keck!and!Sikkink!1998),! these! journalists!placed!pressure!on! the!Brazilian!government! to!
review! its! legal! treatment! of! ethnic! minorities! and! thereby! contributed! to! the! government´s!


















The! first! period! of! pro7indigenous! mobilization! in! Brazil! is! also! constituted! by! two! partially!
























Protection! Service! (SPI)! was! becoming! increasingly! demoralized,! and! the! goals! and! practices! of!
indigenism!came!under!increased!scrutiny!of!anthropologists!and!public!servants!who!had!worked!
for! the! organization! and! who! were! sceptical! of! the! efficacy! and! morality! of! tutorship.! These!
anthropologists! had! entered! the! cadres! of! the! SPI! in! the! early! 1950s! imbued!with! knowledge! of!
contemporary! anthropology! and! avid! for! change.! They! noted! and! theorized! the! discrepancies!
between!the!stated!goals!of!the!indigenous!bureaucracy!(“protection!and!assistance”)!and!the!actual!
impacts!that!the! latter!was!having!on! indigenous!groups.!These!discrepancies! fuelled!critique!and!
contestation.!!
Darcy! Ribeiro,! an! anthropologist! who! worked! for! the! SPI! between! 1949! and! 1956,! elaborated!












inability! of! the! indigenist! bureaucracy! to! protect! the! Indians.! Grünberg! saw! a! war! between! the!
patrons! of! rubber! tapping! and! the! Kayabi! Indians,! forced! to! flee! to! the! recently! instituted! Xingu!
National! Park! (Grünberg! 2015).! Like! Ribeiro,! Grünberg! became! dedicated! to! denouncing! the!
shortcomings!of!South!American!indigenist!policies!and!idealizing!alternative!models!of!indigenism!
for! the!continent.!Ribeiro!and!Grünberg’s!work! is! representative!a!broader!set!of!anthropological!
critiques! against! the! foundations! and! practices! of! indigenous! tutorship! and! the! narrative! of!
!
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At! this! time,! an! informal! transnational! network! of! roughly! two! dozen! politically! engaged!
anthropologists! scattered! throughout! Latin! America! emerged.! These! researchers! shared! a! deep!








that! the!WCC!should!get! involved! in! South!America.! They!decided! to!organize!a!gathering!where!
anthropologists!with!experience!in!the!field!of!South!American!indigenous!policy!would!be!able!to!






automatically! a! network,! in! the! sense! that! they! were! constantly! meeting! each! other! in!
international! conferences! of! Americanists! and! that! they! also! needed! to! find! refuge! in! face! of!
military!persecution.!So!there!was!a!culture!of!mutual!assistance!and!support,!because!we!had!
always!been!considered!communists!by!the!military,!subversives,!and!we!were!seen!as!people!
who!wanted! to! turn! Indians! into! subversive! elements! against! the! state.! So! there!was! a! quite!
practical!sense!of! fraternity,!because!we!many!times!had!to!disappear! from!our!countries!and!
seek! exile! elsewhere.! In! Paraguay! you! found! exiled! Argentinians,! in! Argentina! you! found!










the! meeting! and! ensured! that! it! would! shelter! participants! from! political! interventions! was! the!
University! of! the! West! Indies! in! Bridgetown,! Barbados.! This! is! where! the! First! Symposium! on!
Interethnic!Friction!in!South!America!was!held!in!1971.!It!was!attended!by!19!anthropologists!from!
Argentina,! Brazil,! Colombia,! Bolivia,! Mexico,! Peru,! Paraguay,! Venezuela,! Switzerland,! Denmark,!
Germany! and! France,! all! of!whom!had! conducted! field! research! in! South!America! and!were!well!
acquainted!with!the!impacts!of!indigenist!policies!in!the!region.!As!they!engaged!in!political!critiques!
and! claim7making! in! the!name!of! indigenous! groups,! these! anthropologists! drew!on! their! sector7
specific!institutional!repertoires!in!order!to!put!together!a!critical!professional!network,!write!papers!
on!their!regions!of!expertise!and!organize!a!Symposium!at!the!end!of!which!they!signed!a!declaration!























2.! A! hypocrisy!manifest! in! the! rhetorical! protestation! based! on! first! principles! which! skilfully!
avoids!any!commitment!in!a!concrete!situation:!
3.!An!opportunism!that!although!it!may!recognize!the!present!painful!situation!of!the!Indian!at!
the! same! time! rejects! any! possibility! of! transforming! action! by! proposing! the! need! `to! do!






fight! for! freedom! and! on! the! other! hand,! a! redefinition! of! the! distorted! image! of! Indian!
communities! extant! in! the! national! society,! thereby! unmasking! its! colonial! nature! with! its!
supportive!ideology!(Bartolomé!et!al.!1971,!173).!
!
The!Barbados!Declaration!was!a!milestone!document.! It! articulated! severe! critiques!against! Latin!
American!indigenism!and!proposed!that!the!liberation!of!indigenous!peoples!should!be!undertaken!
by!these!peoples!themselves!(Bartolomé!et!al.!1971).!This!outcry!for!the!recognition!of!indigenous!
agency! challenged! the! underlying! foundations! of! Latin! American! indigenism.! It! challenged! the!
engagements!of!the!Church,!the!state!and!science!and!thereby!recognized!the!field´s!inter7sectoral!
pillars.! Following! the! Symposium,! some! anthropologists! returned! to! South! America! in! order! to!
develop!and!implement!this!new!indigenism.!In!1974,!after!having!his!Brazilian!visa!revoked!because!
of! his! engagement! in! Barbados,! Grünberg! travelled! to! Paraguay! where! he! worked! with! the! Pai!
Tavyterã!Indians.!He!founded!an!organization!called!the!Pai!Tavyterã!Project!(PPT),!which!engaged!in!





Rubem! Thomaz! de! Almeida! founded! the! Kaiowá!Ñandevá! Project! (PKN)! in! 1976! (Almeida! 2001).!
These!organizations!were!pioneers! in!experimenting!with!a!new!form!of! indigenism,! in!which! the!
!
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anthropologists! lived! among! the! Indians! and! intervened! as! requested! by! the! indigenous!
communities,!serving!as!mediators!between!the!village,!surrounding!society!and!the!state.!In!addition!
to!this,!the!PKN!was!pioneer!in!introducing!foreign!funding!into!the!field!of!pro7indigenous!activism!





their!own! rights!and! interests!and!depended!on! the!mediation!of! third!parties! in!order! to!gather!
resources!and!channel!their!grievances!and!demands.!Until!the!1970s,!these!third!parties!were!either!
missionary! organizations,! the! state! indigenist! bureaucracy! or! anthropologists! conducting!
ethnographic! research.! The! indigenist! support! organizations! represented! a! new! model! of!
intervention! in! the! field.! These! grassroots! support! organizations!were! important! in! backing! local!
political!organization!of!indigenous!groups!and!thoroughly!documenting!their!local!claims!–!especially!
claims!for!land!demarcation!(Almeida!2001).!!!!
Other! such! indigenous! support! organizations! emerged! in! the! following! years.! If! the! first! of! these!
organizations! was! founded! in! Brazil! in! 1976,! by! the! early! 1980s! there! were! nearly! 20! of! them,!
including!the!Centre!for!Indigenous!Work,!founded!in!1979,!the!Pro7Indian!Commission!of!São!Paulo!
and! the!Commission! for! the!Demarcation!of! Yanomami! Territory,! both! founded! in! 1978,! and! the!
Association! for! Indigenous! Support! of! São! Paulo,! founded! in! 1977.! Even! if! there!were! variations!
among!the!specific!forms!and!engagements!of!these!organizations,!they!were!all!rooted!in!the!idea!
of! the! transformation! of! indigenism! and! of! the! interethnic! field! coined! by! the! Barbados!
anthropologists.!They!were!guided!by!the!principle!of!working!alongside!indigenous!groups!in!their!
interests! and! in! defence! of! their! culture! and! rights.! Within! these! organizations,! anthropologists!
brought!the!Statute!of!the!Indian!to!life!by!deploying!their!skills!and!expertise!in!the!demarcation!of!
indigenous!lands!and!supporting!and!channelling!the!demands!of!indigenous!groups.!From!the!early!












That! Indians! organize! and! lead! their! own! liberation!movement! is! essential,! or! it! ceases! to! be!
liberating.! When,! non7Indians! pretend! to! represent! Indians,! even! on! occasion! assuming! the!
leadership! of! the! latter's! groups,! a! new! colonial! situation! is! established.! This! is! yet! another!
expropriation!of!the!Indian!populations'!inalienable!right!to!determine!their!future.!
Within!this!perspective,!it!is!important!to!emphasize!in!all!its!historical!significance,!the!growing!
ethnic! consciousness! observable! at! present! among! Indian! societies! throughout! the! continent.!
More!peoples!are!assuming!direct!control!over!their!defence!against!the!ethnocidal!and!genocidal!
policies!of!the!national!society.!In!this!conflict,!by!no!means!novel,!we!can!perceive!the!beginnings!
of! a! pan! Latin7American!movement! and! some! cases! too,! of! explicit! solidarity! with! still! other!
oppressed!social!groups.!
We!wish!to!reaffirm!here!the!right!of!Indian!populations!to!experiment!with!and!adopt!their!own!


















Second,! anthropologists! developed! and! brought! into! Brazil! a! novel! organizational! form! –! the!
indigenous! support! organization.! Through! their! connections! with! transnational! networks,! and!
especially! the! transnational! ecumenical! movement,! these! organizations! channelled! new! and!
previously!unavailable!resources!into!the!field!of!indigenism,!directing!them!towards!the!support!of!





Finally,! the!combination!of!cultural! innovation!–! innovation! in! the!practices!and!understandings!–!
with!organizational! innovation!–! the!establishment!of! indigenous!support!organizations!–!allowed!
anthropologists!to!advance!in!the!institutionalization!of!their!projects!and!visions.!To!be!sure,!their!
ideas!and!practices!remained!highly!contested!outside!the!boundaries!of!their!sector,!and!even!within!
anthropology! itself.! But! as! of! the! mid71970s,! the! notions! of! indigenous! political! autonomy! and!
cultural!recognition!with!indigenous!groups!became!an!increasingly!sustained!part!of!anthropology!
















But! by! the! time! this! document!was! published,! the! Catholic! Church! in! Latin! America!was! already!
starting! to!undergo!a!process!of! transformation.!Drawing!on! the!ecumenical!directives!and! inter7
cultural! spirit! of! the! Second! Vatican! Council! (196271965),! progressive! groups!within! the! Catholic!

















In! Brazil,! the! vocal! outcry! of! the! Barbados! Declaration! against! Christian!missionaries! fuelled! the!
engagement! of! reformist! sectors! of! the! Church! and! aggravated! the! incipient! crisis! of!missions! in!
Brazil,!which!were!being!questioned! for! their! ongoing!practices!of!mass!baptism!and! conversion,!











group! of! progressive! Jesuits! from! the! city! of! Diamantino!who!worked! in! the!Anchieta(Operation!
(OPAN)!took!advantage!of!the!gathering!to!propose!a!new!agenda,!which!included!the!formation!of!





It!was! in! this! light! that! the! Jesuits!proposed! the! foundation!of! the! Indigenous!Missionary!Council!
(CIMI).!On!April!23rd!1972,!CIMI!was! founded!and!attached! to! the!administrative! structure!of! the!




among!missionaries;!develop!awareness!among! the!Brazilian!population!about! the! indigenous!
cause;! establish! a! relationship! between! the! indigenous! missions,! CNBB! [National! Council! of!






in! profound! transformation! of! missionary! practice! and! religious! engagements! more! generally.!



















Salesian! Order,! was! elected! president! of! CIMI.! The! Salesians! were! known! for! their! conservative!
posture! and! for! their! tradition! of! “dialogue! and! collaboration”! with! government! and! state7led!
indigenism!–!a!position!which! they!were!not!willing! to!question.!But!already! in! late!1973,! Father!
Venturelli! renounced! his! position! as! president! of! CIMI! in! the! midst! of! an! internal! dispute! with!
progressive! missionaries.! At! the! time,! progressive! missionaries! and! bishops! from! CIMI! had! put!
together!a!report!documenting!the!systematic!violence!of!state!indigenism!against!indigenous!groups!
called!Y6Juca6Pirama:( The( Indian,(He(Who(Must(Die! (Biènnes! et! al.! 1973).!Declaring! his! profound!
disagreement!with!the!document!and!indignation!regarding!the!insubordinate!posture!of!the!men!
who!signed!it,!Venturelli!renounced!the!presidency!of!CIMI.!Father!Vicente!César,!another!member!
of! the!conservative!branch,! took!his!place.! In! the!midst!of! these!shifts,!Dom!Tomás!Balduíno,! the!
Bishop!of!Goiás!who!was!associated!to!liberation!theology!and!known!for!his!progressive!positions,!
assumed! the! vice7presidency! of! the! organization! and! increased! the! power! and! resources! of! the!
progressive!branch!within!CIMI.!!!!
In!1974,!despite!the!resistance!of!Vicente!César,!Y6Juca6Pirama!was!published!as!a!protest!statement!
against! the! treatment! of! Brazilian! Indians.! It! was! not! signed! by! CIMI! but! by! six! bishops! and! six!
missionaries.30!CIMI!vice7president!Dom!Tomás!Balduíno!was!amongst!them,!intensifying!the!already!






























It! did! not! take! long! for! government! to! retaliate! against! the! authors! of! the! report.! Dom! Pedro!





critical! stance! towards! government,! progressive! missionaries! put! together! a! mobile! team! which!
travelled!throughout!Brazil! in!order!to!visit!and!monitor! indigenous!reservations,!reporting!on!the!
conditions! of! indigenous! groups! (Prezia! 2003).32! This! was! a! crucial! instance! of! organizational!
















as! of! 1975.! These! assemblies! took! place! every! two! years! from! 1975! onwards.! They! represented!
important! moments! in! which! members! of! the! indigenous! pastorals! throughout! Brazil! shared!
information!and!experiences,!coordinated!engagements!and!revisited!the!core!values!and!principles!












FUNAI! held! a! large! conference! on! indigenous! policy! in! Manaus,! in! the! state! of! Amazonas,! but!
missionaries!from!CIMI!refused!to!attend,!causing!embarrassment!for!father!Vicente!César,!who!tried!
to! brush! off! the! discomfort! saying! that! the! missionaries! “were! probably! busy! with! previous!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33! “Funai! não! limitará! o! trabalho! das! missões”,! O( Estado( de( São( Paulo,! September! 5th! 1974.! Available! at!
http://www.docvirt.com/docreader.net/DocReader.aspx?bib=HemeroIndioRecortes&PagFis=10022&Pesq=!
According! to! the! news! article,! “Accompanied! by! the! president! of! the! Indigenist!Missionary! Council,! father! José!
Vicente! César,! the! general! [Ismarth! de! Araújo,! president! of! FUNAI]! visited! the! reservations! of! São!Marcos! and!
















indigenous!areas!–!not!only!as! the! tourists,! the! informal!merchants,!and!all! sorts!of!people!enter!
without!the!control!of!FUNAI!–!but!as!a!friend!of!thousands!of!Indians!who!know!me!and!know!that!I!
am!fighting!for!their!interests”.38!!











Egydio! Schwade! was! nominated! executive! secretary.! This! event! consolidated! the! dominance! of!





37! “CIMI! critica! ministro! e! atuação! da! FUNAI”,! A( Crítica,! April! 9th! 1975,! available! on!
http://www.docvirt.com/docreader.net/DocReader.aspx?bib=HemeroIndioRecortes&PagFis=10022&Pesq=!!
38! “FUNAI! proíbe! 2! missionários! de! assistirem! índios”,! O( Estado( de( São( Paulo,! June! 14th! 1975.! Available! at!
http://www.docvirt.com/docreader.net/DocReader.aspx?bib=HemeroIndioRecortes&PagFis=10022&Pesq=http://
www.docvirt.com/docreader.net/DocReader.aspx?bib=HemeroIndioRecortes&PagFis=10022&Pesq=!



































platform! in! which! actors! affiliated! to! different! institutional! sectors! could! share! their! research,!
experiences,!and!projects.!An!article!published! in!Porantim! in!1978!emphasizes!how,!missionaries!


























series! of! National! Assemblies! of! Indigenous! Chiefs,! another! important! instance! of! organizational!
innovation!promoted!by!the!CIMI!missionaries.!Indians!from!around!the!country!were!transported!
with! the! help! of! CIMI! to! these! gatherings,! where! they! would! receive! political! training,! material!










grievances,! and! the! main! issues! brought! up! at! the! assemblies! were! disseminated! through!
declarations,! transcriptions! and! articles! in! CIMI´s! newsletter! (CIMI! 1983,! 1985,! 1975,! 1977,! CIMI!























contributed! to! two! types!of! incremental! outcomes! in! the! field!of!Brazilian! Indigenism.! First,! they!
contributed!to!outcomes!that!were!internal!to!their!emerging!social!movement.!On!the!one!hand,!
these!outcomes!were!cultural,!since!they!pertained!to!new!forms!of!understanding!and!engaging!with!




invalid!and! in!need!of!tutelage.!Rather,!they!advanced!the! idea!that! Indians!were!full!citizens!and!
bearers!of!cultural!attributes!which!Brazilian!society!should!recognize!and!learn!from.!Based!on!this!
notion,!they!prepared!and!trained!missionaries!to!engage!in!inter7cultural!missionary!work,!where!
they!would!get! to!know!and!understand! indigenous!groups! in! their! specificities,!and! intervene! to!
!
133!
guarantee! their! rights! before! the! state.!Moreover,! they! challenged! the! notion! that! Indians!were!




Council! in! order! to! generate! important! instances! of! organizational! innovation.! The! first! was! the!
foundation! of! a! new! missionary! organization,! CIMI,! which! provided! a! unifying! structure! and!















of! Bishops! of! Brazil! (CNBB),! its! positions! and! engagements! became! institutionalized! within! the!









in! which! there! was! ample! convergence! across! institutional! sectors! about! the! core! premises! of!
Brazilian! indigenism.! Up! until! the! late! 1960s,! and! despite! the! tensions! which! characterized! the!
relationship!between!state,!church!and!science!in!the!field!of!Brazilian!indigenism,!there!was!broad!
inter7sectoral!convergence!around!the!notion!that!Indianness!was!a!transient!form!of!ethnic!identity!
that!was!bound!to!disappear!as! indigenous!peoples!were! integrated! into!national!society!and!the!
premise! that! Indians! needed! to! be! assisted! and! protected,! guided! as! objects,! down! the! road! of!
civilization.!But!the!intra7sectoral!engagements!of!different!actor!groups!in!the!first!period!of!pro7




these! sectors! can! be! roughly! divided! up! into! three! partially! overlapping! episodes,! each! of!which!




information!politics!by!using!data!produced!by! the!Brazilian! government! in!order! to!pressure! for!
policy! and! institutional! reform! in! the! field! of! indigenism.! They! did! this! by! publishing! reports! in!
prominent!media!outlets!which!caught!the!attention!of!large!organizations!such!as!the!International!
Red!Cross!and!the!United!Nations,!giving!the!Figueiredo!Report!powerful! international!visibility.! It!

















a! process! through!which! the! outcomes! and! reminiscences! of!mobilization! within! one! sector! are!
drawn! on! by! actors! mobilizing! in! another! in! order! to! justify! and! advance! their! goals.! The! most!
important! instance! of! cross7referencing! lies! in! the! activation! of! the! Statute! of! the! Indian! in! the!
contentious!processes!led!by!anthropologists!and!missionaries.!The!latter!referred!to!and!used!the!





Other! instances! of! cross7referencing! also! occurred! throughout! the! period,! for! instance! as!
missionaries! drew! on! the! Barbados! Declaration! to! legitimize! their! new! pro7indigenous! approach!
towards! the! official! doctrine! of! Church! and! to! reform! it! through! linkages! with! missionaries! and!
bishops! across! Latin! America.! Critical! anthropologists! referred! to! ongoing! efforts! of! progressive!
branches!within!the!Church!in!transforming!missionary!practice,!affirming!that!“we!recognize!that,!
recently,! dissident! elements! within! the! Churches! are! engaging! in! a! conscious! and! radical! self7
evaluation! of! the! evangelical! process”! (Bartolomé! et! al.! 1971,! 2).! But! these! processes!
notwithstanding,! it! is! important! to! emphasize! that! mobilization! was! uncoordinated! across!
institutional!sectors.!Activists!were!aware!of!what!was!happening!in!other!sectors!and!referred!to!
these! processes! in! their! engagements,! but! existing! data! does! not! suggest! that! journalists,!






through! different! repertoires.! The! progressive! missionaries! had! fought! their! first! battle! to! gain!
influence!over!the!Church,!and!after!having!consolidated!their!dominance!over!CIMI,!they!adopted!a!
highly! defiant! and! confrontational! stance! towards! government.! State7led! indigenism!was! publicly!

























Concerning! the! outcomes! which! are! internal! to! the! movement,! I! distinguish! between! cultural!
outcomes!and!infra7structural!outcomes.!The!former!is!constituted!by!the!novel!forms!of!engagement!
and!understandings!developed!deployed!by! activists,!while! the! latter! are! constituted!by! the!new!
organizations! and! networks! formed! in! the! midst! of! mobilization.! The! engagements! of! critical!
anthropologists!and!progressive!missionaries!represented!a!significant!shift!in!the!way!the!notion!or!
category! of! “indigenous”! was! understood! within! the! field! of! indigenism.! Activists! insisted! that!
indigenous!peoples!be!treated!as!full!citizens!and!subjects,!capable!of!political!self7determination.!
This!contrasted!significantly!with!previously!existing! ideas!of! Indians!as!relatively! incapable!beings!
who! were! in! need! of! patronizing! protection! and! assistance.! In! addition! to! this! resignification! of!
Indians!as!subjects!rather!than!passive!objects,!anthropologists!and!missionaries!also!drew!on!their!
knowledge!and!experiences!in!order!to!challenge!the!deeply7entrenched!idea!that!indigenous!groups!
were! bound! to! be! assimilated! and! integrated! into! Brazilian! society! –! in! a! word,! to! disappear! as!
Indians.! Rather,! they! argued,! indigenous! societies! and! cultures! are! resilient! and! capable! of!
responding! to! the! destructiveness! of! contact.! Public! policies! should! be! aimed! at! supporting! the!
material!and!cultural!reproduction!of!these!societies.!!!
In! their! writings! and! engagements,! public! anthropologists! and! progressive! missionaries! were!
developing!an!important!conceptual!argument!which!would!be!crucial!in!later!developments!of!pro7
indigenous!mobilization.!At!the!core!of!their!activities!was!the!notion!that!indigenous!identity,!land!







Marxist! roots!of! liberation!theology.!At! this!point! in! time,! the!pro7indigenous!activists!did!not!yet!






Alongside! these! cultural! innovations,! anthropologists! and!missionaries! also! engaged! in! significant!
instances!organization7building.! In! the!mid!1970s!critical!anthropologists! introduced! the!model!of!










through! their! grassroots! organizations,! placed!political! engagement! front! and! centre,! and! guided!
their!practice!by!the!demands!and!claims!of!local!indigenous!groups.!!!

















of! indigenism!more! broadly.! By! inter7sectoral! dissonance,! I! refer! to! a! situation! characterized! by!
contradictions! among! the! norms,! practices! and! broader! institutional! logics! prevalent! within! the!
institutional!sectors!structuring!an!inter7sectoral!regime.!!!
The! figure! below! illustrates! the! episodes! of! mobilization! described! above! and! the! incremental!
outcomes!they!each!contributed!to.!The!solid7line!arrows!indicate!the!connection!between!a!process!




































































































































































































































































































































































































































of! assimilation! and! indigenous! disenfranchisement.! What! may! have! been! minority! voices! of!
opposition!amongst!members!of!the!Catholic!Church!and!of!scientific!establishments!in!the!late!1960s!














Indian! into! national! society.! The! Statute! of! the! Indian! of! 1973! somewhat! reflected! this! incipient!
dissonance.!On!the!one!hand,!the!ambivalent!statute!reaffirmed!the!pillars!of!tutorship!by!casting!
indigenous!peoples!as!wards!of! the! state!and! reproducing! the! classification!of! indigenous!groups!
according! to! their! degree! of! integration! into! national! society.! On! the! other,! it! established! that!
indigenous!peoples!have!the!right!to!live!according!to!their!culture!and!regulated!extensive!tenure!
rights!for!indigenous!groups.!Over!the!course!of!the!next!years,!and!as!the!field!of!indigenism!became!
increasingly! polarized,! this! ambiguity!would! be! selectively! drawn! on! and! disputed! by! contenting!
actors.!
The!consolidation!of!intra7!and!inter7sectoral!institutional!dissonance!in!the!field!of!indigenism!is!here!



































This! chapter! and! the! next! trace! the! second! period! of! pro7indigenous! mobilization! in! Brazil! and!
investigate! its! incremental! outcomes.! This! period! begins! in! 1977,! as! actors! situated! across!
institutional!sectors!engaged!in!an!increasingly!coordinated!struggle!against!indigenist!policies!of!the!
military! government,! and! comes! to! a! close! in! 1988! with! the! passing! of! the! Brazilian! Federal!
Constitution.!The!period! is!composed!of! two!sequential!episodes!of!mobilization,!constituting! the!
third!and!fourth!episodes!of!the!trajectory!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization!being!studies.!The!third!








1970s! the! activists! and! organizations! which! integrated! the! pro7indigenous! movement! put! their!
differences!aside,!even!if!temporarily,!in!the!name!of!a!common!political!struggle.!They!actively!came!
together! to! attribute! and! dispute! the!meaning! of! the! institutions! which! existed! in! the! field! and!
effectively!advanced!their!preferred!institutional!interpretations.!
The! second! episode! begins! as! this! inter7sectoral! movement! engages! within! the! National!
Constitutional!Assembly!(NCA),!a!defining!moment!in!the!Brazilian!democratic!transition.!The!NCA!
itself!took!place!between!the!years!of!1987!and!1988,!but!it!was!placed!on!the!political!agenda!well!













seen! in! the! previous! chapter,! it! was! precisely! in! the! most! authoritarian! period! of! the! Brazilian!
dictatorship,! during! the!government!of!military!hardliner! Emílio!Médici! (196971973)! that! the! first!
episodes! of! pro7indigenous!mobilization! took! place.! In! 1974,!Médici!was! succeeded! by! the!more!
moderate!President!Ernesto!Geisel,!who!assumed!office!amidst!promises!to!make!up!for!the!social!
inequalities! and! ease! the! repressive! interventions! of! government.! Public! expectations! about! the!
Geisel! government,! especially! among! the! elites,! cantered! around! the! anticipation! that! his!







signalled! that! some! sectors! of! the! military! were! willing! to! engage! in! political! liberalization! and!
democratization,!from!1974!until!1977!few!steps!were!effectively!taken!in!this!direction.!During!these!
years,! the! promise! of! decompression! was! overshadowed! by! the! government´s! fear! of! electoral!
defeats!which!might!undermine!the!military´s!control!of!the!executive!and!legislative.42!It!was!only!in!
1977! and! 1978,! his! last! years! in! office,! that! Geisel! began! to! effectively! phase! out! authoritarian!
elements!of!the!regime.!He!abolished!the!AI75,!depriving!the!president!of!the!authority!to!declare!





had! maintained! some! degree! of! legitimacy! due! to! Brazil´s! “economic! miracle”! of! the! 1970s! –!
escalated.!
This!was!the!beginning!of!the!period!of!political!liberalization,!the!abertura,!a!time!during!which!civil!
society! thrived! in! the! country.! Church7based! mobilization,! the! feminist! movement! and! labour!








42! Unlike! other! authoritarian! regimes! of! its! time,! Brazil! kept! a! series! of! democratic! elements! in! its! political!
institutions,!such!as!legislative!elections,!presidential!terms!and!some!role!for!a!legislative7based!electoral!college!in!
the!presidential!selection!process!(Lamounier!1989).!According!to!scholars,!these!elements!indicate!the!ideological!
ambivalence!which!was! present!within! Brazil´s! ruling! élite.! This! ambivalence! can! also! be! found! in! the! disputes!




democratization! that! took! place! during! the! period.! This! is! the! political! context! within! which! the!
second!period!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization!in!Brazil!unfolded.!
!
6.3!The! controversy! of! indigenous! emancipation:! Weaving! together! an! interFsectoral! social!
movement!!!
In!the!mid71960s,!a!series!of!scandals!involving!corruption!and!systematic!abuses!against!indigenous!
peoples! perpetrated! by! the! agents! of! the! Indian! Protection! Service! (SPI)! had! resulted! in! its!
dismantling!and!replacement!by!the!National!Indian!Foundation!(FUNAI),!which!became!the!federal!








and! frontier! consolidation,! indicating! that! that! indigenous! rights! were! increasingly! perceived! by!
government!agents!as!an!obstacle!to!national!developmentalist!ambitions!(Comissão!Pró7Índio/São!























established! the! institution! of! indigenous! emancipation,! according! to! which,! “[a]n! indigenous!
community! may! be! emancipated! from! the! tutorship! regime! established! in! law! by! means! of! a!
presidential!decree!as!long!as![the!emancipation]!is!requested!by!the!majority!of!the!members!of!the!
group!and![as!long!as]!the!full!integration!of!the!group!within!national!society!is!attested!by!means!
of! an! investigation! carried! out! by! the! competent! federal! agency.”! This! was! the! clause! that! the!

















originally!collected!by!CIMI!and!organized! in! the!archives!of! the!organization.!Since!2014,! they!have!been!made!






entitled! to! the! special! rights! of! indigenous!peoples,! including! cultural,! social! and! land! rights.! The!
Ministry!of!Interior!defended!that!the!Statute!should!be!reformed!in!order!to!allow!for!emancipation!




collective! emancipation! and! reaffirmed! that! FUNAI´s! indigenist! policy! consisted! in! integrating!
indigenous!groups!into!society!as!quickly!as!possible,!stating!that!“in!the!areas!which!are!inhabited!






In! 1975! and! 1976,! civil! society! reacted! only! sporadically! to! the! government´s! statements.!
Anthropologists!were!quickest!to!react.!In!February!1975,!shortly!after!the!first!statements!of!Rangel!
Reis,! anthropologists! from! the! Göeldi! Museum,! situated! in! the! state! of! Pará,! criticized! the!
declarations!of!the!Ministry!of!Interior,!affirming!that!indigenous!integration!into!society!had!always!
placed! them! in! subordinate! social! positions,! and! that! indigenous! groups!would! require! sustained!




















and! joint! reaction! of! civil! society! sectors.! Missionary! organizations! had! been! silent! up! until! the!
moment,! but! missionary! work! had! now! been! explicitly! attacked! in! government! declarations.! In!
December! 1976,! missionaries,! anthropologists! and! indigenists! reacted! to! Minister! Rangel´s!
statement!by! issuing!a! joint!public!statement!against! the!emancipation!plans!and!denouncing!the!
violations!of!indigenous!rights!by!authorities.!
As!of!1977,!the!defiance!of!civil!society!against!emancipation!policy!escalated!as!new!actors!entered!
the! controversy!and!as! groups!affiliated! to!different! institutional! sectors!began!aligning!around!a!





major! newspaper! in! Brazil,! brought! together! the! president! of! FUNAI,! missionaries! and!
anthropologists! to! discuss! the! issue! of! emancipation! (Comissão! Pró7Índio/São! Paulo! 1979,! 10).!
Minister! Reis´! statements! were! criticized,! and! the! participants! agreed! that! the! state! should! not!
consider!the!issue!of!indigenous!emancipation!without,!first,!solving!the!problem!of!indigenous!land!
tenure.!In!April!that!same!year,!the!26!indigenous!chiefs!which!were!present!at!the!National!Assembly!












Meanwhile,! the! relationship! between! federal! government! and! the! pro7indigenous! movement!
became!increasingly!tense.!In!January!1977,!a!National!Assembly!of!Indigenous!Chiefs,!organized!by!
CIMI,! was! dissolved! following! a! direct! command! of! the!Ministry! of! Interior.48! The! assembly! had!
brought!together!140!indigenous!chiefs!from!fifteen!ethnicities!and!seven!states!in!order!to!discuss!











Reis! announced! that! President! Geisel! would! sign! the! emancipation! decree! within! the! following!
month,!and!that!this!decree!would!“benefit”!two!thousand!Indians,!who!would!receive! lands!that!
would!be!alienable!after!a!107year!period.!FUNAI!was!to!decide!which!Indians!would!be!emancipated.!
The! Terena! Indians!were! cited! as! an! example! of! an! indigenous! group!which!would! benefit! from!
emancipation!given!their!advanced!state!of! integration! into!national! society;! the! indigenous!chief!
Mario! Juruna,! of! Xavante! ethnicity,! was! also! cited! as! an! example! of! an! “emancipatable”! Indian.!
According!to!General! Ismarth!Araújo,!“to!keep!a!practically! integrated! Indian!under!the!regime!of!
tutorship!is,!in!my!opinion,!an!act!of!racial!discrimination,!and!government!does!not!want!to!create!

















Over! the! course! of! the! following! months,! intra7sectoral! mobilization,! especially! in! the! scientific!
sector,!would!expand!and!intensify,!while!inter7sectoral!networking!among!pro7indigenous!activists!
and! organizations! would! also! increase.! From! March! until! November! 1978,! anthropologists! met!






national! assembly! to! discuss! indigenist! policies,! and! published! a! joint! statement! promising! they!
would!struggle!against!the!“false!emancipation”!of!the! Indians.! In! June,!anthropologists!met!once!
again,!this!time!at!the!University!of!São!Paulo!(USP),!to!discuss!the!policy,!and,!on!August!28th,!they!
released!a!statement!condemning!any!attempt!at!indigenous!emancipation!given!the!conditions!in!
which! indigenous! groups! live.! The! statement! emphasizes! the! right! of! indigenous! groups! to! live!
according! to! their! cultures,! and! stresses! that! emancipation! depends! on! the! implementation! of! a!




more! difficult,! but! equally! important,! is! to! accept! these! other! groups! who! have! lost! their!
languages! and! their! traditional! customs! and! who! insist,! nonetheless,! in! maintaining! their!
indigenous!identities.!One!must!understand!that!these!movements!towards!the!reconstruction!of!
























We!must!keep!ourselves!completely! informed!and!must! inform!the!public!about! the!concrete!
cases! that! come! to!our! knowledge,! and!must! council! government!agencies! in! their! search! for!
adequate! solutions! to! the! problems! which! are! emerging.!We! need,! nonetheless,! the! help! of!
indigenists,!lawyers,!doctors,!religious!men,!journalists!and!the!population!in!general!if!we!are!to!
obtain! any! result.! In! this! sense,! we! propose! the! constitution! of! a! Pro7Indian! Commission!
(Comissão!Pró7Índio/São!Paulo!1979,!17720).!
!
This! statement! is! important! for! several! reasons.! It! activates! the! Statute!of! the! Indian! in! order! to!
challenge!the!plans!of!government!and!demand!the!implementation!of!indigenous!rights.!It!advances!
an! interpretation! of!what! these! rights! are! and! how! they! should! be! implemented.!Moreover,! the!






mobilization! over! the! following!months! demonstrated! that! the! call! was! heard! and! answered.! In!












Previous! governments,! even! if! they! enacted! policies! which! were! against! the! interests! of!
indigenous!groups,!did!not!mount!such!an!aggression!against!indigenous!populations!in!a!legal!
code!like!this!one.!Instead!of!regulating!the!Statute,!the!executive!branch,!sheltered!exclusively!







in!view!of! the!engagements!of!activists! situated! in!different! sectors.!Anthropologists,! Indians!and!
religious!men!and!women!were!giving!joint!press!conferences,!subscribing!publicly!to!each!other´s!
statements!and!framings!of!the!controversy,!and!signing!joint!manifestos!against!the!emancipation!
decree.! To! be! sure,! these! actors! continued! using! sector7specific! repertoires! in! the! midst! of!
contention:!anthropologists!held!symposiums!and!issued!more!or!less!theoretical!statements!which!
advanced!certain!conceptions!of!culture!and!cultural!diversity,!while!missionaries!and!episcopates!
continued! to! support! indigenous! and! religious! assemblies! and! held!masses! from! time! to! time! to!
attract!attention!to!the!plight!of!indigenous!peoples!(Prezia!2003).!The!Indians!themselves,!in!addition!
to!participating!in!the!Assemblies,!were!coining!public!statements!and!had!managed!to!organized!a!











fulfil! its! duties! as! the! tutor! of! indigenous! groups.! At! the! core! of! the! claims! being! voiced! by! the!







Against( the( False( Emancipation( of( the( Indian.! Over! 2000! people! attended! (Bicalho! 2010),! and!
notorious!jurists!sat!side!by!side!with!public!anthropologists!and!indigenous!leaders!as!they!spoke!
out! against! the! manoeuvre! of! the! government.! The! rally! was! supported! by! well! over! 100!
organizations!which!spanned!across! institutional!sectors!(Comissão!Pró7Índio/São!Paulo!1979,!30).!
They! included! national! and! international! associations! of! anthropologists,! engineers,! lawyers,!
geographers,! dentists,! and! doctors;! catholic! and! protestant! organizations! including! CIMI! and! the!
CNBB;! feminist! and! women´s! rights! organizations;! environmental! associations;! international!
universities! such! as! the! London! School! of! Economics,! youth! pastorals;! Bar! Associations;! youth!
pastorals;!student!groups,!and!many!others.!!
The!rally!marked!a!moment! in!which!pro7indigenous!mobilization!reached!broad!constituencies! in!













democratic! struggles.!Because,! after! all,! this!Public!Act!expresses!a!democratic!demonstration!




and! targeted! as! they! sought! to! promote! and! bridge! across! their! goals.! But! it! was! not! only!






We! are! not! impressed! by! the! Minister´s! declarations! in! the! press,! whereby! he! defends! our!
emancipation.!Because(we,(the(victims(of(this(policy,(are(the(only(people(who(can(provide(a(true(
assessment( of( what( emancipation( represents.! Mr.! President,! after! the! deadline! for! the!
demarcation!of!indigenous!land!has!expired,!we!find!ourselves!in!the!rightful!position!to!defend!
our!land,!in!case!the!competent!body,!FUNAI,!does!not!do!so.!We(demand(that(the(deadline(for(
the(demarcation(of(our( lands(be( respected(as(enacted(by( law,(and( that( the(bill( concerning( the(
emancipation,(authored(by(Minister(Rangel(Reis,!be!discarded.!
These!are!the!thoughts!of!the!Brazilian!Indian,!presented!by!their!representatives!that!are!here!
today:! Karipuna,! Palikur,! Galibi,! Dessana,! Apurinã,! Jamamadi,! Tapirapé,! Xavante,! Rikbaktsa,!
Pareci,! Kaiwa,! Kaingaing! and!Guarani,! at! the!meeting! held! in! Goias! on!December! 17719! 1978!
(Assembleia!de!Chefes!Indígenas!1989,!29).!
!
The! social! networking! between! actors! and! organizations! culminated! in! tightly7knit! contentious!













platform! a! series! of! professionals.! Together! and! alone,! anthropologists,! lawyers,! journalists,!
religious!men!and!artists!took!turns!in!an!inflamed!political!stage!with!indigenous!leaders!who,!as!




this!process!of!contention.!The! first! is! the! intensification!of!public!protest!and! resistance! to!state!
policies,! channelled! by!means! of! public! statements,! assemblies,! debates,! and! conferences.! Even!
though!the!military!government!was!beginning!to!show!signs!of!tolerance!towards!civil!society!and!
contestation,!the!building!up!of!protest!seen!above!was!still!unusual!at!the!time.!In!the!late!1970s,!








created!momentum! for! the! foundation! of! several! pro7indigenous! organizations! throughout! Brazil!
(Ricardo! 1991,! 71).! In! 1977,! the! National! Association! for! Indigenist! Action!was! founded! in! Porto!
Alegre! (ANAÍ);! in!1978,! the!Pro7Indian!Commission! (CPI7SP)!was! founded! in!São!Paulo!by! lawyers,!





Third,! the! actors! and! organizations! that! were! part! of! the! field! of! pro7indigenous! mobilization!
increasingly!worked!hand7in7hand,!coalescing!around!a!unified!goal!–!to!prevent!the!emancipation!
decree!and,!more!generally,!use! the!Statute!of! the! Indian! to!pressure! the! federal! government! to!





cooperate.! All! of! them! came! to! understand! and! frame! the! emancipation! policy! as! a! “false!
emancipation! of! the! Indian”,! an! authoritarian! move! carried! out! by! the! government! in! order! to!
emancipate! indigenous! lands! and! open! up! the! way! for! national! expansionisms! (Martins! 1979,!
Balduino!1979,!Dallari!1979).!The!issues!of!land!tenure!and!land!rights!were!placed!at!the!centre!of!
the! agenda! of! the! contentious! network,! which! unanimously! called! out! for! the! demarcation! of!
indigenous! territories.! Furthermore,! by! framing! emancipation! as! an! authoritarian! act! carried! out!
“from! above”,! imposed! by! the!military! government! upon! civil! society,! the! still! relatively! isolated!
indigenous!movement!could!connect!to!other!emerging!social!movements!and!broaden!its!alliances!
and! coalitions.! The! emergence! of! an! inter7sectoral! pro7indigenous! network! in! Brazil! therefore!



























movement!had! in! fact! turned!an! important! institutional! element!of! tutorship!on! its! head.! In! this!
episode,!the!underlying!temporal!logics!of!tutorship!as!well!as!part!of!the!authority!granted!to!the!
state!under!the!regime!had!been!successfully!challenged.!As!analysed!in!chapter!3,!one!of!the!powers!






from! the! government! and! appropriated! the! category! of! “Indian”.! This! represented! an! important!





(and! the! ward´s! supporters)! in! a! way! the! regime! is! recast! as! a! project! of! the! pro7indigenous!
movement.! In!a! selective!and! instrumental! framing!of! the! Indigenous!Statute,!which!stressed! the!
unfulfilled!deadline!for!the!demarcation!of!indigenous!lands!and!emphasized!the!rights!that!had!been!
attributed!to! indigenous!groups,!activists! insisted!that! tutorship!was!about!assistance,!protection,!
and!most!notably! land!demarcation.!They!also!emphasized!and!enacted!the!agency!of! indigenous!














Successful! resistance! to! emancipation! and! appropriation! of! identity! represented! an! important!
challenge!to!the!evolutionary!assumptions!underlying!the!tutorship!regime.!As!described!above,!the!
latter!was!rooted!upon!the!idea!that!indigenous!groups!would!sooner!than!later!be!integrated!into!















of! the! emancipation! controversy.! In! the! years! following! the! suspension! of! the! government´s!
emancipation!plans,! the!field!of! indigenist!organizations!not!only!endured!but!continued!to!grow.!
New!pro7indigenous!organizations!continued!emerging!in!the!in!the!late!1970s!and!early!1980s.!The!
year!of!1979!witnessed! the! foundation!of! the!Centre! for! Indigenous!Work! in!São!Paulo! (CTI),! the!
National!Association!for!Indigenous!Support!of!Bahia!(ANAÍ7BA)!and!the!Pro7Indigenous!Commission!















were! these!organizations! and! the! activist! affiliated! to! them!doing( in! the! early! 1980s?!Were! they!
networking,! collaborating! and! engaging! in! joint! struggle,! or! had! they! retreated! back! into! their!
institutional! sectors! and! organizations! after! the! anti7emancipation! campaign?! To! answer! these!
questions,! I! turn! to! the! documentation! of! mobilization! that! was! carried! out! by! pro7indigenous!





the! early! 1980s.! One! form! of! mobilization! that! became! more! prominent! at! this! time! was! the!
organization!of!sustained!debates!about!the!indigenous!question!within!academia!and!professional!
organizations!such!as!the!Brazilian!Anthropological!Association!(ABA),!the!Brazilian!Society!for!the!
Progress! of! Science! (SBPC),! the! National! Association! of! Social! Sciences! (ANSC)! and! important!
universities!such!as!the!Federal!University!of!Santa!Catarina!(UFSC),!the!University!of!São!Paulo!(USP),!
the!University!of!Campinas! (UNICAMP),! and! the!Federal!University!of!Rio!de! Janeiro! (UFRJ).! Such!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
54!UNI!was!supported!by!both!religious!and!secular!pro7indigenous!activists,!who!helped!the!organization!obtain!
support! and! funding! from! international! organizations! such! as! the! World! Council! of! Churches! and! Miseor.!
























Question! of! Human! Rights”! (Santos! et! al.! 1985).! Its! goal! was! to! bring! together! lawyers! and!
anthropologists!in!order!to!discuss!the!pluriethnic!reality!of!Brazilian!society!and!contribute!to!the!
formulation!of!strategies!that!would!allow!an!increasing!number!of!Indians!to!have!access!to!legal!




perspective! contained! in! indigenist! policies! and! to! implement! the! rights! which! were! already!
enshrined!in!exiting!legislation.!They!also!suggest!that!the!pro7indigenous!movement!was!developing!
an! increasingly!academic!engagement!towards!the!reform!of! indigenism.! If!the!previous!period!of!
mobilization!had! involved!anthropologists!working! in! the! field!with! indigenous!groups,!now!these!











does!not! imply!assimilation!and! the!ensuing!abandonment!of! indigenous!culture!and! identity.!
There!is,!nonetheless,!a!grave!contradiction,!not! in!the!Statute!of!the!Indian,!but!between!this!
legislation!and! the!attitudes!and!practices!which!are!dominant!vis7à7vis! indigenous!groups! (…)!








who! was! not! Indian.! From! 1980! until! 1983,! anthropologists! widely! protested! this! and! other!
government! interventions! in! indigenist! policy.! For! instance,! in! 1982! and! 1983,! ABA! used! the!
increasingly!liberalized!the!media!to!denounce!against!FUNAI´s!attempt!to!establish!official!criteria!
of! Indianness! in!order! to!discriminate! real! Indians! from!non7Indians! (Cunha!2012a).! It! also! issued!






























Ecumenical! Centre! for! Documentation! and! Information! (Centro! Ecumênico! de! Documentação! e!
Informação!1982,! 1983,! 1984).! First! of! all,! it! is!worth! noting! that! CEDI!was,! itself,! an! ecumenical!
organization!which!had!brought!together!religious!and!secular!activists!since!its!foundation!in!1972.!
In! the! late! 1970s,! it! instituted! the! Indigenous( Peoples( of( Brazil( Program,! in! which! activist!
anthropologists!such!as!Carlos!Alberto!Ricardo,!Fani!Ricardo!and!Vincent!Carelli!used!the!institutional!










The! data! systematized! in! these! publications! suggest! that,! in! addition! to! intense! intra7sectoral!
mobilization! of! religious,! scientific! and! professional! organization,! there! was! also! sustained! inter7
sectoral! collaboration! amongst! them.! For! instance,! in! 1981! the! Association! of! Lawyers! in! Rio! de!
Janeiro!(OAB7RJ)!formed!a!working!group!composed!by!CIMI,!UNI!and!OAB!representatives!in!order!
to! develop! a! series! of! legislative! proposals! aimed! at! putting! an! end! to! the! violence! and! land!




throughout!Brazil.!The! indigenous! leaders!had!emphasized! the! threat!posed!by! the!government´s!
initiative!to!establish!criteria!determining!who!is!and!is!not!indigenous,!and!insisted!on!the!need!for!




to!27th,! religious,! secular,!and!scientific!organizations!came!together!at! the!3rd!Annual!Meeting!of!
Indigenous! Support! Organizations,! at! the! end! of! which! a! statement! was! published! accusing!
government!of!not!granting!public!access!to!crucial!documents!pertaining!to!indigenist!policies,!and!





arguing! that,! according! to! the! Statute! of! the! Indian,! the! transfer! of! Indians! can! only! take! place!
exceptionally,!for!well7specified!motives,!and!by!means!of!a!presidential!decree.!Two!months!later,!
eighteen! pro7indigenous! organizations! came! together! in! the! Fourth!Annual!National! Assembly! of!
Indigenous! Support! Organizations,! where! they! signed! a! joint! statement! protesting! against! the!















existing! organizations! such! as! ABA,! SBPC,! ANSC,! and! public! universities! in! order! to! promote! and!
diffuse!debates!about!the!rights!and!entitlements!of!indigenous!peoples!and!the!duties!of!the!state!
vis7à7vis! the! latter.! They! published! numerous! media! articles! and! books! which! allowed! these!
reflections!to!spread!across!the!burgeoning!pro7indigenous!field!and!society!more!generally.!They!
drew! on,! interpreted! and! appropriated! the! indigenous! statute! in! ways! that! were! considered!
favourable!to!the!Indians.!The!problem,!they!concluded,!was!not!the!existing!legislation,!but!the!way!
it! was! enacted! and! enforced! by! the! authoritarian! bureaucracy.! Such! debates! contributed! to! the!





to! gain! acceptance! and! legitimacy! in! the! eyes! of! society! and! of! a! government! that! insisted! that!
indigenous!groups!did!not!have!the!right!to!self7organization.!!
Third,!and!despite! the! foundation!of!UNI,! the!mobilization!of! indigenous!peoples!continued!to!be!
extensively!mediated!and!organized!by!indigenous!support!organizations,!that!is,!by!non7Indians.!Still!
classified! as! “relatively! incapable”! under! the! Brazilian! Civil! Code,! Indians! were! not! allowed! to!








Fourth,! in! addition! to! their! intra7sectoral! engagements,! the! community! of! religious! and! secular!
indigenous! support! organizations! also! acted! in! a! concerted! and! coordinated! matter! against! a!
common!target!and!around!shared!goals.!As!of!the!late!1970s!and!well!into!the!early!1980s,!there!
was!increased!social!networking!among!these!organizations,!which!came!together!at!institutionalized!
national! conferences! and! published! joint! notes! and! statements! protesting! against! government!
measures.!Coordinated!mobilization!was!sustained! in!part!by!a!common!target:!FUNAI!and,!more!
broadly,! the!militarization! and! subordination! of! indigenist! policies! to! national! security,! economic!
development!and!frontier!expansion!and!consolidation.!It!was!also!sustained!by!shared!repertoires!
of!action,!namely!the!publication!of!joint!statements!and!protest!notes!and!the!organization!of!public!












against! the! Indians! when! they! decided! to! invite! the! then! president! of! FUNAI,! cornel! [Paulo!
Moreira]!Leal,!to!give!a!speech.!In!this!moment,!opposition!against!the!military!was!growing,!and!









The! episode! presented! by! Ramos! demonstrates! the! difficulty! that! pro7indigenous! activists! had,!
despite!their!calls!for!indigenous!autonomy!and!the!recognition!of!diversity,!cultural!and!otherwise,!
in!dealing!with!the!protagonism!of!indigenous!peoples!as!it!actually!was.!Ramos!(1995)!suggests!that!
in! the! process! of! movement! institutionalization,! the! white! and! urban! activists! had! distanced!
themselves!from!the!Indian!of!flesh!and!bone,!and!began!to!interact!with!an!idealized!Indian!who!
would! abide! perfectly! by! political! ideals! of! the! left! urban! oppositions! to! the! authoritarian!
government.! But! this! incident! suggests! that! the! Indians! had! a! different! reading! of! the! situation,!
different!political!strategies!and!often!a!very!different!relationship!with!authorities.!!!!
Despite!such!tensions!and!disagreements,! throughout! the!1980s! the!movement!was!able! to!keep!
itself!together.!Still!according!to!Ramos,!in!the!period!ranging!from!the!early!to!the!mid71980s,!
[I]nternal! divergences,! dictated! by! interests!which!were! not! always! convergent! (for! example,!











underpinned! the! inter7sectoral!pro7indigenous!movement.!Even!after! the!construction!of! linkages!
connecting!across!institutional!sectors,!actors!and!organizations!evolved!in!the!movement!were!still!
primarily!affiliated!to!very!different!sectors!where!organization!and!networking!was!more!constant!
and! stable.! For! instance,! CIMI!missionaries!may! have! gathered! and! protested! in!many! occasions!
alongside! scientists,! but! this! interaction! never! became! as! routine! as! the! interactions! between!
missionaries! and!episcopates!within! the!Church.!Missionaries!had! their! own,! autonomous! and! to!
some! extent! exclusive! arenas! of! organization! and! interaction,! such! as! the! CIMI! assemblies,!



















This! coordination! occurred! as! actors! situated! across! institutional! sectors! came! to! perceive!
themselves!as!affected!and!threatened!by!a!common!enemy!–!the!government´s!emancipation!plans.!
But! this!perception!was!not! the!only!element! in! the!construction!of!an! inter7sectoral! contentious!
network.!Rather,!it!was!followed!by!intense!inter7sectoral!social!networking!by!activists,!who!began!
to!organize!and!attend!joint!meetings,!press!conferences,!and!seminars.!There!was!even!a!special!










activists! debated,! interpreted,! selectively! activated! and! publicly! disputed! the! meaning! and!
implications! of! the! institutional! elements! which! were! within! their! reach.! Academics! tested!
interpretations! and! put! together! theories! about! the! implications! of! legal! regulations.! Indigenous!
chiefs! enacted! a! form!of! active!political! engagement!which! conflicted!with! the!notion!of! relative!
incapacity!and!political!passivity.!!By!doing!this,!these!different!actor7groups!were,!in!their!own!ways,!
publicly!disputing!the!very!terms!and!structure!of!the!field!of! indigenism!–!they!were!engaging! in!
institutional! framing.!Most! instances! of! institutional! framing!were! carried! out!with! the! elements!
provided!by!the!Statute!of!the!Indian.!In!the!late71970s,!the!pro7indigenous!movement!framed!this!
piece! of! legislation! as! an! unambiguous! declaration! of! indigenous! rights.! Activists! drew! on! it! to!
emphasize!the!imperative!of!cultural!recognition!and!to!publicly!announce!the!unfulfilled!obligations!
of! government! vis7à7vis! indigenous! peoples.! Moreover,! they! subverted! and! appropriated! the!
institutional! category! of! “indigenous”! contained! in! the! statute! in! order! to! recast! the!meaning! of!
indigenous!identity!and!reorganize!the!field!of!indigenism!more!generally.!!
This! episode! contributed! to! two! incremental! outcomes.! First,! the! anti7emancipation! campaign!
ensued! in! the! consolidation! of! an! inter7sectoral! pro7indigenous! movement,! connecting! across!
institutional! sectors! and! bringing! together! actors! in! distant! social! sites.! Despite! the! different!
strategies!and!perspectives!of!actors!taking!part!in!this!movement!network,!and!the!tensions!which!
many!times!ensued,!they!were!able!to!put!their!differences!aside,!at!least!temporarily,!in!order!to!
pursue! common! goals! and! mobilize! around! common! targets.! Moreover,! the! pro7indigenous!




movement! network! was! comprised! by! the! following! organizations! from! different! institutional!
sectors:!Brazilian!Anthropological!Association!(ABA),!National!Association!of!Indigenist!Action!(ANAÍ7
RS),! the! Ecumenical! Centre! for! Documentation! and! Information! (CEDI),! the! National! Council! of!
Brazilian!Bishops!(CNBB),!the!Brazilian!Bar!Association!(OAB),!the!Brazilian!Society!for!the!Progress!of!
Science!(SBPC),!the!Brazilian!Society!of!Social!Sciences!(SBSC),!the!Centre!for!Indigenous!Work!(CTI),!







and! implications! of! institutionalized! norms! and! categories.!When! they! advanced! their! preferred!
interpretations! concerning! the! content! and! elements! of! these! norms! over! other,! dominant,!
interpretations,! they! also! contributed! to! piecemeal! institutional! change.! By! demanding! that!
government! fulfil! its! obligations! towards! indigenous! peoples! and! insisting! on! the! permanence! of!
“Indian”!as!a!legal!category,!the!pro7indigenous!movement!challenged!the!government´s!authority!
to! determine! ethnic! attribution,! and! defied! the! temporal! logic! of! tutorship,! according! to! which!
indigenous!groups!were!bound!to!disappear!as!ethnic!communities!as!they!progressively!integrated!
















of!1979,! the!Brazilian!economy!entered!a!progressive!downward! spiral! that,! despite!having!been!











the! shifting! political! and! economic! contexts! in! order! to! advance! their! goals.! In! 1983784,! Brazil!
witnessed! an! unprecedented! rise! in! civil! society! activity! in! the! campaign! for! direct! presidential!
elections,!known!as!the!Diretas(Já!!(which!roughly!translates!into!direct(elections(now).!The!campaign!
was!largely!unsuccessful!due!to!backstage!elite!manoeuvring,!but!it!resulted!in!the!return!to!civilian!












It!was! in! this! context! of! crisis,! flourishing! civil! society! and! search! for! new!political! and! economic!
institutions! that! claims! for! a! new! federal! constitution! intensified! in! the! mid71980s.! The! idea! of!
enacting!a!constitutional!assembly!was!not!entirely!new!in!Brazil.!Since!the!1970s!different!sectors!of!
society!had!advanced,!albeit!in!an!intermittent!matter,!the!idea!that!a!new!constitutional!order!was!




the! party! launched! a! “Manual! of! the! Constituent”! (Manual( da( Constituínte).! That! same! year,!
mobilization! for!a! constitutional!assembly!already! transcended!political!parties,!with! the!Brazilian!
Association! of! Lawyers! (OAB)! publishing! a! formal! announcement,! called! the! “Manaus! Letter”,! in!



















to! influence! it! through! different! strategies.! The! movement! adopted! a! decidedly! institutional!
engagement!with!the!NCA,!making!use!of!different!forms!of!participation!established!in!its!Internal!
Regiment!to!advance!institutional!projects.!To!do!this,!it!transformed!its!institutional!critiques,!which!
were! many! times! reactions! and! responses! to! government! policies,! into! projects! and! concrete!
proposals! that! were! defended! and! negotiated.! The! NCA! provided! an! opportunity! for! the! pro7
indigenous! movement! to! systematize! diffuse! ideas! into! core! institutional! proposals! that! were!
assessed!by!the!constitutional!deputies.!!
In! the! following! sections,! I! trace! the!process!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization! throughout! the!NCA,!
analysing!how!it!prepared!for!and!engaged!in!the!constitutional!debates,!the!battles!it!won!and!lost,!
and! the! institutional! outcomes! of! this! episode! of!mobilization,!which! lasted! from!1985,!with! the!


















time,! including! the! right! to! live! according! to! their! cultures,! rights! of! full! citizenship! and! the!
conservation!and!usufruct!of!their!lands!and!natural!resources.!!










Indian! is! based! on! this! assumption,! and! the! official! indigenist! agency,! FUNAI,! frequently!
complements!the!“civilizational”!work!of!confessional!organizations!(Santilli!1991,!13).!







specify! rights!and!entitlements!which!would!support! the! flourishing!and!endurance!of! indigenous!
societies.!Other!than!the!constitution,!the!only!other!legislation!that!referred!to!indigenous!peoples!
was!the!Statute!of!the!Indian!which,!as!seen!above,!was!ambiguous!at!best!–!and!assimilationist!at!
worst! –! regarding! its! more! general! stance! towards! indigenous! peoples.! But! the! pro7indigenous!
movement!had!been!mobilizing!and,!to!some!extent,!affecting!the!implementation!of!tutorship.!They!



















of! the! constitutional! assembly! through! technical! information,! but! also! constantly! carrying! out!
political! alignments,! networking! and! negotiations”! (Lacerda! 2008,! 41).! CIMI! also! instituted! a!
specialized!print!newsletter!called! Informes(Constituíntes,!which!sought!to!spread!news!about!the!
NCA! to! indigenous! support! organizations! and! to! indigenous! communities.! From! 1987! until! the!




[E]nable! the! interaction! between! Congress! and! the! Church! by! promoting! contact! with!
constitutional! deputies,! articulating! with! other! religious! and! popular! organizations,! receiving!
suggestions,!passing!on!information!about!the!unfolding!of!the!constitutional!process!to!different!












At! the! time,! an! intense! debate! developed! concerning! how! the! NCA! would! be! elected.! Social!
movements!campaigned!for!an!exclusive!constitutional!assembly,!composed!of!deputies!elected!with!













































Indians!should!have! the! right! to! land,!which! is! their!habitat,! that! is,! the!place!where! they! live!




2.! DEMARCATION! AND! GUARANTEE! OF! INDIGENOUS! LANDS.! According! to! Law! n.! 6001/73,! the!
deadline!for!the!demarcation!of!all!indigenous!lands!expired!on!December!21st!1978.!Today,!only!
1/3!of!these!lands!are!demarcated.!Because!of!this,!it!is!necessary!to!insert!this!issue!into!the!new!















5.! RECOGNITION! AND! RESPECT! FOR! THE! SOCIAL! AND! CULTURAL!ORGANIZATIONS! of! indigenous!
groups!with!their!projects!for!the!future,!in!addition!to!the!guarantee!of!full!citizenship.!Brazil!is!a!
pluriethnic! state,! that! is,! a! state! that! has! the! luck! to! be! constituted! by,! amongst! others,! 170!
different!indigenous!peoples!(UNI!et!al.!1986).!!!!
!
Of! the! five! topics,! four!are!directly! related!to! land,!an! issue!which!had!been!extensively!debated,!
monitored!and!researched!by!the!pro7indigenous!movement!in!the!preceding!years.!Moreover,!the!




their! process!of! civilization!and! integration.!Moreover,! land!was! linked! to! the! full! citizenship! and!
cultural!rights!of!indigenous!groups.!!
Mentioning!the!rights!of!poor!squatters!was!a!signal!to!the!rural!social!movements!which!were!also!
participating! in! the! constitutional! debates.! The! pro7indigenous! movement! was! aware! of! its!
limitations! in!terms!of!size,!visibility!and!outreach,!and!knew!that!they!had!to!constitute!alliances!
with!broader!progressive!sectors!if!they!were!to!have!any!results!in!the!NCA!(Santilli!1991,!Centro!
Ecumênico! de! Documentação! e! Informação! 1987).! In! total,! 29! organizations! subscribed! to! UNI´s!





































representation! in! the! assembly! and! then! had! unsuccessfully! sought! to! elect! indigenous!
representatives,! this! was! far! from! a! best7case! scenario.! Activists! knew! about! the! obstacles! and!
difficulties! they! might! face! in! the! upcoming! battles,! and! framed! their! strategy! of! mobilization!
accordingly.!When!asked!to!speak!about!this!strategy,!Santilli!answered!the!following:!







The! second! issue! is! more! related! to! tactics.! The! point! was! this:! we! had! to! present! our! own!
propositions,!we!could!not!be!on!the!defensive,!retreated.!Once!the!game!started,!we!had!to!have!








and! to! interact! as! much! as! possible! with! the! assembly! “from! within”.! Fortunately,! the! Internal!
Regiment! of! the! National! Constitutional! Assembly! (IRNCA)! opened! up! several! possibilities! for!
institutionalized! participation! of! social! movements! in! the! NCA.! The! pro7indigenous! movement,!




The! ANC! was! formally! installed! on! February! 1st! 1987,! but! it! would! take! another! month! for!
deliberations!to!begin.!From!early!February!until!mid7March,!there!were!intense!discussions!over!the!





















dedicate! 578! of! their!meetings! to! holding! public! hearings!with! organizations! representing!






organized! by! at! least! 3! legally! constituted! associations,! which! are! responsible! for! the!
signatures.! Such! proposals!were! to! be! handed! in! to! and! analysed! by! the! Systematization!
Commission.!!
!
The! institutionalization! of! popular! amendment! proposals! was! a! large! victory! for! mobilized! civil!
society,!since!it!ensured!a!channel!of!direct!participation!in!the!NCA.!As!we!will!see!in!the!paragraphs!




eight! thematic! Commissions! and! twenty7four! Subcommissions.! The! Subcommissions! deliberated!

















































Draft#articles Draft#articles Draft#articles Draft#articles









The! norms! pertaining! to! indigenous! peoples! were! discussed! within! the( Subcommission( of( Black(
Peoples,( Indigenous( Peoples,( Persons( with( Disabilities( and( Minorities.! This! Subcommission! was!
structured!under!the!Commission(on(Social(Order.!Identifying!important!opportunities!for!incidence!






to! indigenous! groups! and! the! recognition! of! their! cultures! and! values.! While! the! National!
Coordination! of! Indigenous! Rights! managed! to! ensure! full! support! from! all! pro7indigenous!
organizations!for!this!proposal,!there!were!important!tensions!surrounding!the!document.!Namely,!



























































9th,! were! postponed! due! to! insufficient! quorum.! It! was! during! the! third! meeting! of! the!
Subcommission,!held!on!April!22nd!1987,!that!the!presence!of!indigenous!peoples!made!itself!visible!
(NCA!1987b).!Forty!indigenous!leaders!from!seven!different!ethnicities!were!present!at!the!hearing!





















In! the!Subcommission,! the!Unitary!Proposal!was!subscribed!and!presented!by!Deputy! José!Carlos!
Sabóia!(PMDB7MA),!and!defended!by!two!indigenous!leaders!–!Idjarruri!Karajá!and!Cacique!Raoni.!In!
their!speeches,!the!three!men!recalled!the!violence!to!which!indigenous!peoples!had!been!historically!
submitted,!and! that! it!was! the!duty!of! the!NCA! to! start!a!new!chapter! in! the! treatment!of! these!
minorities.! The! following!meetings! were! dedicated! to! expert! panels! and! public! hearings,! as! was!
established! in!the! IRNCA!(NCA!1987b).!On!April!23rd,!an!expert!panel!composed!of!anthropologist!
Manuela! Carneiro! da! Cunha! and! sociologist! Florestan! Fernandes! discussed! the! historical!
development!of!indigenous!rights!in!brazil!and!the!social!problems!faced!by!Blacks!and!Indians!in!the!
country.! On! April! 29th,! Dom! Erwin! Krautler,! president! of! CIMI! spoke! alongside! the! lawyer! Carlos!











was!held! in! the!Gorotire! Indigenous!Village,!home!of! the!Kayapó! Indians,!situated! in! the!south!of!
Pará.!The!president!of!the!Subcommission!Ivo!Lech,!along!with!Subcommission!members!Benedita!
da!Silva!(PT7RJ),!José!Carlos!Sabóia!(PMDB7MA),!Salatiel!Carvalho!(PFL7PE)!and!Ruy!Nedel!(PDT7RS),!








text! defined!Brazil! as! a! pluriethnic! state,! granted!extensive! land! rights! to! Indigenous!Groups! and!



















took! advantage! of! the! public! hearings! to! make! speeches! and! present! to! the! congressmen! the!
conditions! in! their! villages.!Moreover,!a!group!of! indigenous!chiefs,!many!of!which!Kayapó,!were!
constantly! present! in! the! galleries! and! hallways! of! the!NCA,! reminding! the! congressmen!of! their!







that! Brazil! was! a! pluriethnic! country,! the! extension! and! elaboration! of! territorial! rights! –! were!



















Up! until! the! approval! of! the! draft! text! by! the! Commission! on! Social!Order,! CIMI!may! have! been!
convinced!that!the!adoption!of!a!more!moderate!stance!was!the!best!choice,!despite!the!different,!
more! radical,! political! project! of! the! Church.! But! the! success! of! the!movement! in! the! Thematic!
Subcommission!and!Commission,!and!the!ease!with!which!the!basic!pillars!of!the!Unitary!Proposal!
had!been!approved,!led!CIMI!to!speculate!that!the!National!Coordination!of!Indigenous!rights!had!
































put! together! by! mid7July! 1987! a! first! Draft! Constitution.! Most! of! the! proposals! of! the! National!
Coordination!had! remained! in! this!draft,!although! terms! like!“indigenous!nations”,!present! in! the!
draft!of!the!Commission!on!Social!Order,!had!been!removed.!It!was!to!this!Draft!Constitution!that!




The! popular! amendment! proposal! developed! by! CIMI! was! supported! by! three! organizations:!
Operação! Anchieta! (OPAN),! The! National! Association! of! Indigenous! Support! (ANAÍ7RS)! and! the!
Movement!for!Justice!and!Human!Rights!(Indigenous!Missionary!Council!et!al.!1987).!The!document!
proposed! changes! in!most! of! the! articles! which! had! been! previously! discussed! and! approved.! It!
established!that!Brazil!“is!a!federative!and!plurinational!republic”!(article!1),!and!that!“the!Indigenous!
Nations! are! public! legal! entities,! constituted! by! societies,! communities! or! ethnic! groups! which!
consider! themselves! as! distinct! segments! of! society! given! their! historical! continuity! with! pre7
Colombian!societies!of!which! they!are!aware”! (Article!3).!Moreover,! “the!members!of! Indigenous!
Nations”,! the! document! proposed,! “have! their! own! nationalities,! distinct! from! the! Brazilian!














one! of! Brazil´s! largest! newspapers! (O! Estado! de! São! Paulo! 1987).! It! accused! CIMI! of!working! for!
“foreign! interests”! which! wanted! to! hinder! mining! in! Brazil! by! prohibiting! mining! activities! in!
indigenous! territories.! It! also!accused!CIMI!of!being!part!of! a!World!Council! of!Catholic!Churches!
which!were!trying!to!advance!the!concept!of!“indigenous!nations”!in!order!to!promote!and!benefit!








for! the!handing! in!of!popular! amendment!proposals! –! a! request!was! filed!by!a! group!of! thirteen!
congressmen,!asking!for!the!installation!of!a!Parliamentary!Commission!of!Inquiry!to!investigate!the!
accusations.! Throughout! the! next!month,! a! series! of! investigations! were! carried! out,! and! it! was!
ultimately!concluded!that!the!accusations!against!CIMI!and!the!CNBB!were!fraudulent!and!untrue!
(Lacerda!2008).!But!the!damage!had!been!done.!Right! in!the!middle!of!the! investigations,!Deputy!
Bernardo! Cabral,! reporter! of! the! Systematization! Committee,! released! on! August! 26th! a! First!



















organizations! –! proposals! n.! 39! and! 40.! The! first! was! CIMI´s! proposal,! backed! by! three! other!
organizations!(Indigenous!Missionary!Council!et!al.!1987).!The!second!was!a!more!moderate!proposal!
presented! by! UNI! and! supported! by! thirteen! pro7indigenous! organizations! (Union! of! Indigenous!


























cannot! omit! yourselves! and! you! cannot! remain! indifferent! to! this! aggression! advanced! by!
economic!powers,!by!greed,!and!by!the!ignorance!of!what!it!means!to!be!indigenous.!Indigenous!
































































































































































































































The! disputes! were! based! on! a! few! key! terms!which,! in! the! eyes! of! the! activist,! would!make! an!
enormous!different!in!the!interpretation!and!implementation!of!the!new!constitution.!Two!of!these!
terms,! which! expressed! broader! projects! pertaining! to! indigenous! peoples,! were! “immemorial!





















The! final!phase!of!mobilization! in! the!NCA!began! in! late! January!1988!with! the! installation!of! the!
Plenary!of!the!NCA,!which!had!560!congressmen!and!women.!Earlier!that!month,!important!changes!
had!been!made!to!the!Internal!Regiment!of!the!Nacional!Constitutional!Assembly.!The!original!IRNCA,!




project!or!which!affected!more! than!one!article! (IRNCA,!Article!8).!Unhappy!with! the!progressive!
outcomes! of! the! Systematization! Commission,! conservative! and! moderate! congressmen! united!
around!a!fluid!coalition!called!the!Centrão!–!the!Big!Centre!–!in!order!to!change!the!rules!of!the!game!
and! veto! some! of! the! norms! which! were! encompassed! in! the! A7Project.! Resolution! 03/1988,!








put! it,! “sensitize”! of! the! constituents! (Gaigner! 1988a).! Already! in! March! 1988,! some! important!
articles! pertaining! to! indigenous! peoples! which! were! scattered! in! different! sections! of! the!
constitution!were!voted.!Article!24,!for!instance,!determined!that!it!was!the!exclusive!competence!of!
the!Union!to!legislate!about!indigenous!populations,!and!Article!22!listed!as!belonging!to!the!Union!




On! March! 18th,! a! caravan! of! 50! Kayapó! chiefs! arrived! in! Brasília! in! order! to! participate! in! the!
constitutional!process!(Gaigner!1988b).!According!to!Lacerda!(2008),!they!had!been!advised!by!CIMI!
about! the! threats!posed! to! their! rights!by! the!new!constitution!and!wanted! to!participate! in!and!



















CIMI! had! given! up! on! its! radical! proposals! of! a! “plurinational! state”! and! on! lobbying! for! the! full!
prohibition!of!mining!on!indigenous!lands.!According!to!CIMI´s!legal!advisor,!to!insist!on!their!original!
project!would! imply! hardship! in! the! future! negotiations! over! the! chapter! on! indigenous! peoples!



















sectors!of! the!NCA.! In! an! interview!held! in! 2016,!Márcio! Santilli,! political! advisor! to! the!National!
Coordination! of! Indigenous! Rights! in! the! NCA,! explained! how! one! bishop! helped! pro7indigenous!
activists!get!support!from!an!unlikely!ally!which!was!decisive!in!the!last!phase!of!negotiations:!

















and! at! the! same! time! it!was! like…he! functioned! like! a! tweezer!manoeuvre,! because! to! stand!
against! him! meant! that! you! were! standing! to( the( right( of( the( right,! it! generated! a! sort! of!
embarrassment,!so!no!one!wanted!to!me!more!conservative!than!him…but!the!entire!thing!was!



































the! discussions! about! article! 268! because! of! the! term! “originary”.!We! decided! that! the! issue!



































Article 231. Indians shall have their social organization, customs, languages, creeds and traditions 
recognized, as well as their original rights to the lands they traditionally occupy, it being incumbent 
upon the union to demarcate them, protect and ensure respect for all of their property.  
Paragraph 1. Lands traditionally occupied by Indians are those on which they live on a permanent 
basis, those used for their productive activities, those indispensable to the preservation of the 
environmental resources necessary for their well-being and for their physical and cultural reproduction, 
according to their uses, customs and traditions.  
Paragraph 2. The lands traditionally occupied by Indians are intended for their permanent possession 
and they shall have the exclusive usufruct of the riches of the soil, the rivers and the lakes existing 
therein.  
Paragraph 3. Hydric resources, including energetic potentials, may only be exploited, and mineral 
riches in indigenous land may only be prospected and mined with the authorization of the National 
Congress, after hearing the communities involved, and the participation in the results of such mining 
shall be ensured to them, as set forth by law.  
Paragraph 4. The lands referred to in this article are inalienable and indisposable and the rights thereto 
are not subject to limitation.  
Paragraph 5. The removal of indigenous groups from their lands is forbidden, except ad referendum of 
the national congress, in case of a catastrophe or an epidemic which represents a risk to their 
population, or in the interest of the sovereignty of the country, after decision by the national congress, 
it being guaranteed that, under any circumstances, the return shall be immediate as soon as the risk 
ceases.  
Paragraph 6. Acts with a view to occupation, domain and possession of the lands referred to in this 
article or to the exploitation of the natural riches of the soil, rivers and lakes existing therein, are null 
and void, producing no legal effects, except in case of relevant public interest of the union, as provided 
by a supplementary law and such nullity and voidness shall not create a right to indemnity or to sue 
the union, except in what concerns improvements derived from occupation in good faith, in the manner 
prescribed by law.  
Paragraph 7. The provisions of article 174, paragraphs 3 and 4, shall not apply to Indian lands.  
Article 232. The Indians, their communities and organizations have standing under the law to sue to 
Text Box 1. Indigenous rights in the Brazilian Federal Constitution of 1988 
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Each!of! these!conflicting!elements! represents! the!different!perspectives! that!were!present! in! the!
development! of! the! norm! –! as!well! as! the! insistence! of! Jarbas! Passarinho,!who! served! as! a! key!



















wanted! to! take! out! all! references! to! immemorial! occupation! as! a! restrictive! qualification! of!
indigenous!land!rights.!To!solve!this!conundrum,!he!came!up!with!a!new!term!which,!in!its!uncertain!
meaning,!pleased!all!parts!involved:!












lawyers! and! anthropologists! in! later! disputes.! In! other!words,! activists! prepared! the! institutional!
context!for!further!framing!and!disputes.!The!idea!of!traditional!occupation!was!perceived!to!have!










introduced! normative! elements! that! overcame! the! idea! that! Brazil! would! undergo! an! inevitable!






have! their! social!organization,! customs,! languages,! creeds!and! traditions! recognized!and! they!are!
entitled! to! the! resources! that! are! necessary! for! the! material! and! cultural! reproduction! of! their!
communities.!
Finally,!Article!232!established!that!indigenous!peoples!have!the!legitimacy!to!represent!and!defend!
their!own! rights!and! interests.! Even! if! the!Article! specifically! refers! to! their! right! to!defend! these!




rights! and! interests,! this! means! that! the! indigenist! bureaucracy! no! longer! had! the! authority! or!
prerogative!to!intervene!in!acts!of!indigenous!peoples!or!to!substitute!for!their!volition.!Based!on!this!
norm!and!on!Article!231,!Indians!could!claim!their!right!to!self7organization!and!self7representation!
independently! of! FUNAI! or! any! other! government! agency.!Moreover,! the! Federal! Constitution! of!
1988!institutionalized!the!intervention!of!the!Federal!Public!Prosecutor’s!Office!(MPF)!in!all!judicial!
suits!involving!the!rights!and!interests!of!Indigenous!peoples.!Different!from!the!logics!of!tutorship,!
this! does! not!mean! that! the!MPF! substitutes! or! the! Indians! in! court.! Rather,! they! intervene,! as!






persuasion!and!negotiation,!elements!of! these!projects!within! legal! system.!During! this!period!of!
institutional! innovation! and! creativity,! the! inter7sectoral!movement! drew! on! the! critiques! it! had!
previously! coined! against! tutorship! and! dominant! practices! in! the! field! of! indigenism! to! weave!
together!a!cohesive!institutional!proposal!that!could!be!defended!and!advanced!in!the!NCA.!The!pro7
indigenous!movement!had!entered!the!NCA!organized!in!a!common!front!–!the!National!Campaign!




considered! Indians! to!be! transient!and!provisional!beings.!The!project!of! the!movement!was! that!
ethnic!identity!be!considered!in!its!endurance!and!resilience,!and!that!indigenous!societies!be!granted!
a!place!in!the!future!of!the!nation.!Their!proposal!for!indigenous!land!rights!follows!this!logic!of!future7








During! the! episode,! the! movement! interpreted,! appropriated! and! interacted! with! the! unfolding!





of! order! for! the! future! (Emirbayer! and!Mische! 1998).! Their! diagnosis! of! the! situation! sparked! in!
activists! a! sense! of! urgency! and! need! for! proactivity.! To! advance! their! institutional! project,! the!





individual! constituents!as!well! as!party! leaderships!and!put! together!popular!amendments! to! the!
constitution.!Throughout!the!process,!indigenous!peoples!were!present!in!the!galleries!and!hallways!
of! National! Congress.! They! performed! dances! and! rituals,! crowned! congressmen! and! intensively!
pressured!constituents!to!support!their!cause.!!
In!the!plethora!of!repertoires!deployed!by!the!movement!to!promote!their!institutional!projects,!we!
can! see! the! coordination! of! intra7sectoral! specificities! and! modes! of! engagement.! The!
anthropologists!and!other!scientists!were!active!in!promoting!and!disseminating!technical!analyses!
by! means! of! expert! panels,! public! hearings! and! texts,! while! CIMI! continued! to! support! the!
mobilization! of! indigenous! groups! at! the! bases! and! continuously! disseminate! information! on! the!
constitutional! process! across! levels! and! sectors! of! mobilization! by! means! of! the! Constitutional!







sectoral! coordination.! The!evidence!presented!above! suggests! that! all! organizations! agreed!upon!
these!basic!themes.!Nonetheless,!actors!diverged!significantly!on!the!ultimate!projects!they!had!in!
mind! concerning! the! institutional! architecture! of! this! inter7ethnic! society.! If! the! pro7indigenous!
movement!had!started!off!with!a!single!proposal!and!front,!the!unfolding!of!the!constitutional!process!
led! the! actors! affiliated! to! the! religious! sector! to! reconsider! the!moderate! stance! that! had! been!






version!of! the!Federal!Constitution! can!only!be!understood! in! light!of! the!enduring! inter7sectoral!
linkages!which!composed!the!movement.!It!was!a!Catholic!bishop!–!Dom!Erwin!Kräutler!–!who!got!
access!to!an!unlikely!ally!in!the!NCA.!This!access!was!passed!on!to!Márcio!Santilli,!who!was!working!







rights,!and!citizenship! rights!of! indigenous!peoples.!Moreover,! the!1988!Federal!Constitution!also!










and! the! second! ranging! from! 1985! until! 1988.! Both! of! these! episodes! where! characterized! by!
intensified! inter7sectoral! mobilization,! in! which! actors! and! organizations! affiliated! to! different!






order! to! coordinate! joint! forms! of! resistance! and! mobilization.! Such! networking! allowed! the!
movement! to! bring! together! skill7sets! from! different! sectors! as! they! disputed! the! meaning! and!
implications!of! the!Statute!of! the! Indian!and! formulated! joint!political!proposals.! The! latter!were!
constituted! by! the! core! political! demands! that! were! progressively! developed! throughout! the!
emancipation! controversy:! the! demarcation! of! indigenous! lands,! the! recognition! of! indigenous!
cultures!and!the!establishment!of!full!citizenship!for!indigenous!peoples.!
Moreover,!by!collectively!and!publicly!disputing!the!meaning!of!the!institutional!elements!contained!
in! the! Statute! of! the! Indian! –! a! process! I! refer! to! as! institutional! framing! –! the! inter7sectoral!
movement!contributed!to!an!instance!of!institutional!change.!Namely,!it!affected!the!socially7shared!
signification!of! an! institutionalized! category!which!underpinned! the! regime!of! tutorship!–! that!of!
“indigenous”.!Until!this!moment,!this!category!had!been!signified!and!institutionalized!“from!above”,!
by!government!agents,!and!had!largely!served!as!a!device!of!control!and!governance!of!identities,!
people! and! resources.! It! referred! to! indigenous! groups! as! transient,! relatively! incapable,! and!
politically!voiceless.!But!by!activating!and!framing!this!institutionalized!category!in!a!novel!way,!by!






which! rejected! the!emancipation!policy! and! insisted!on! the!endurance!of! “indigenous”! as! a! legal!
category!and!a!social!group.!!
The! fifth! episode! of! pro7indigenous! mobilization! began! with! the! preparations! for! the! National!
Constitutional!Assembly!(NCA)!and!ended!with!the!approval!of!the!Brazilian!Federal!Constitution!of!
1988.!This!episode!was!constituted!by! intense! inter7sectoral!mobilization,!which!was!relevant!and!
consequential! in!two!ways.!Activists!and!organizations!situated! in!different!sectors!participated! in!
processes!of!institutional!innovation,!whereby!piecemeal!critiques,!projects!and!visions!of!order!were!






the! rightfulness! of! the! movement´s! claims,! the! latter! contributed! to! an! important! instance! of!
institutional! change.! The! importance! of! inter7sectoral! ties! is! illustrated! by! the! importance! of! the!




Even! if! important! parts! of! the! movement´s! institutional! project! were! not! enshrined! within! the!
constitutional!text!–!for!instance,!mining!on!indigenous!lands!was!not!prohibited!but!only!restricted,!




their! rights! and! interests.! The! territorial! rights! of! indigenous! peoples! had! also! been! significantly!
transformed!in!light!of!the!claims!of!the!movement.!!




















































































































































































































































































































































































of! the! Federal! Constitution! of! 1988! represents! a! landmark! moment! in! the! field! to! which! pro7
indigenous! mobilization! contributed! significantly.! Beyond! the! specific! norms! which! were!



































The! present! chapter! and! the! next! shift! back! to! the! local! level! and! to! socio7territorial! dynamics!
involving! Terena! communities! presented! in! chapter! 3! in! order! to! investigate! how! the! outcomes!
generated! in! the! first! two!periods!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization!–! including!novel!organizations,!
practices,!networks!and!institutions!7!influenced!contention!over!land!tenure!among!the!Terena,!their!
allies!and!antagonists.!Up!until!the!1970s,!the!Terena!Indians!that!had!not!migrated!to!nearby!cities!
were! living! within! indigenous! reservations,! small! land! parcels! that! had! been! discriminated! by!

















1980s! had! challenged! dominant! notions! of!what! it!meant! to! be! indigenous.! From! legal! category!
instituted! by! the! state! to! refer! to! primitive! and! transient! ethnic! identification,! the! category!






Constitutional! Assembly! (NCA),! the! Federal! Constitution! of! 1988! had! recognized! the! right! of!
indigenous!groups!to!their!traditionally!occupied!territories,!culture!and!forms!of!social!organization.!
This!meant!that! Indians!could!now!organize! in!order!to!engage! in!political!claim7making,!and!that!
identity7based! rights! attributed! to! indigenous! peoples! could! be! interpreted! according! to! a! new!
overarching!logic!which!saw!indigenous!societies!as!enduring!elements!of!the!Brazilian!nation.!!!
If! systematic! and! broad7based! pro7indigenous!mobilization! first! emerged! in! the! national! political!
scene,!as!of! the!1980s!and!especially! in! the! late!1990s! the!outcomes!of!national7level!contention!
started!to!be!activated!and!drawn!on!by!actors!in!the!northern!region!of!Mato!Grosso!do!Sul.!This!
shift! of! contention! to! the! local! level! inaugurates! the! third! period! of! pro7indigenous!mobilization,!
which!is!deeply!rooted!in!local!contexts!and!in!indigenous!politics!and!seeks!to!affect!and!change!local!




novel! patterns! of! claim7making! and! forms! of! indigenous! territorialization.! The! analysis! of! the!











administrative! processes! of! land! demarcation! in! three! Terena! territories.! It! is! constituted! by!
contentious! interactions!between!Terena!political! factions,! the!federal! indigenist!bureaucracy!and!
anthropologists!who!mediate!between!these!two!sectors.!Throughout!the!episode,!there!is!significant!




leaders! and! to! the! social! skill! demonstrated! by! mediators! who! position! themselves! strategically!
between! institutional! sectors.! Despite! stretching! out! to! national! arenas! of! decision7making,! this!
episode!is! locally7rooted!in!that!their!claims!aim!to!consolidate!new!forms!of!social!and!territorial!
organization!among!the!Terena!Indians!in!MS.!By!activating!and!developing!novel!interpretations!of!
the! Federal! Constitution! of! 1988! and! by! deploying! a! series! of! repertoires! to! advance! these!
interpretations,!the!pro7indigenous!network!contributed!to!an!instance!of!incremental!institutional!
change:!the!sanctioning!by!FUNAI!of!new!forms!of!Terena!territorialization!in!MS.!The!publication!of!
administrative! demarcation! reports! in! the! mid72000! validating! indigenous! land! claims! in! Buriti,!
Cachoeirinha!and!Taunay7Ipegue!and!altering!the!territorial!boundaries!in!the!region!inaugurates!a!























(section! 8.2).! Even! if! these! processes! do! not! fall! within! but! rather! precede! the! fifth! episode! of!
mobilization!investigated!in!this!chapter,!they!encompass!important!precursors!of!this!episode,!such!
as!the!penetration!of!an!indigenous!support!organization!–!the!CTI!7!into!Terena!territories!and!the!
increasing! politization! of! the! land! question! among! the! Terena! Indians.! After! having! briefly!
investigated! these! precursors,! I! go! on! to! trace! the! onset! of! the! fifth! period! of! pro7indigenous!
mobilization! (section! 8.3)! and! to! investigate! how! the! concatenation! of! increasingly! inter7sectoral!
institutional! repertoires! contributed! to! the! validation! of! indigenous! land! claims! by! the! federal!
indigenist! bureaucracy! (sections! 8.4! and! 8.5).! I! conclude! by! summarizing! the!main! patterns! and!
outcomes!of!the!fifth!episode!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization!(section!8.6).!
!
8.2!Precursors! of! mobilization:! Indigenist! support! organizations! and! indigenous! associations! in!
Terena!reservations!(1981F1988)!
As!seen!in!chapter!3,!as!of!the!early!20th!century!the!Terena!Indians!had!been!confined!into!a!set!of!
land! parcels! called! reservations.! Throughout! the! decades,! these! reservations! were! progressively!





were! no! mediators! or! allies! which! supported! the! territorial! claims! of! indigenous! groups.! In! this!
historical! context,! the! explicit! territorial! claims! articulated!by! indigenous! leaders!were! comprised!
within! the! boundaries! of! the! reservation;! they! did! not! so!much!question! the! legitimacy! of! those!
boundaries! or! the! process! of! reservation! itself! but! rather! argue! that! parcels! of! land! to! which!
indigenous!communities!were!entitled!had!been! invaded!by!farmers.!But!this!does!not!mean!that!
those!boundaries!were!taken!to!be!legitimate!and!consolidated!by!Terena!Indians.!It!only!means!that,!
in! the! dialogue! between! indigenous! leaders! and! public! authorities,! they! were! not! passible! of!
contestation.!But!on!an!informal!and!routine!level,!indigenous!groups!acted!out!their!inconformity!
vis7à7vis!the!territorial!limits!of!the!reservation!on!a!daily!basis,!proving!that!these!boundaries!were!
highly!permeable.! Such!permeability!was!possible!because!many!of! the!men!who!worked!on! the!
farms!surrounding! indigenous!reservations!were!Terena!themselves,!and!allowed! Indians! to!hunt,!
fish!and!gather!on!the!estates!(Azanha!2005).!But!given!the!constellation!of!actor!groups!within!the!
situation!of!the!reservation,!such!inconformity!could!only!remain!on!the!informal!and!routine!level.!















FUNAI! was! absolutely! resistant! to! reopening! and! revisiting! the! demarcation! processes.! When!
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struggle.! Azanha! justified! his! eagerness! to!work!with! land7related! issues! by! summoning! previous!
experiences!the!CTI!had!with!other!indigenous!groups!throughout!Brazil:!





























normally! the!cacique!of! the! largest!village!within! the!reservation,!where!the! indigenous!station! is!
located!–!was!the!cacique7general,!i.e.,!the!cacique!that!had!precedence!over!all!others.!All!resources!







decentralization.! Political! factions! –! many! times! composed! of! family! alliances! –! that! were! not!




FUNAI! was! nearly! always! called! on! to! intervene! as! a! “moderating! power! that! is! demanded! and!
legitimated! by! the! Indians,! and! that! seeks! to! generate! a! balance! or! imbalance! of! power! that! is!
favourable!to!this!or!that!faction”!(Ferreira!2014,!269).!The!extent!of!intervention!by!FUNAI!within!







an! alliance! with! the! faction! of! Sabino! Albuquerque,! a! Terena! from! Cachoeirinha,! and! began! to!
promote!debates!about!land!tenure!and!land!demarcation.!The!results!of!this!incipient!alliance!can!
already!be!seen!in!1982,!when!Albuquerque,!together!with!the!captain!of!Cachoeirinha,!visited!the!


















descriptions! about! the! legal! status! of! the! land! previous! to! titling! and! about! how! the! previous!
occupants!–!the! Indians! 7!were!removed.!But,! in!addition!to!the! ineffectiveness!and!reluctance!of!
FUNAI!–!which!only!formally!responded!to!the!claims!made!by!the!Indians!in!1985!–!to!address!land!












In! 1985,! no! less! than! 3! years! after! the! complaint! had! been! filed! by! the! Terena! Indians,! an!























issue,! the! dynamics! of! local! politics,! or! the! reluctance! of! TERRASSUL! in! collaborating! with! the!
indigenous!cause.!!!
Parallel!to!the!unfolding!of!events!in!Cachoeirinha,!in!the!nearby!Terena!reservation!of!Buriti!the!issue!





several! petitions! and! letters! to! FUNAI! in! the! beginning! of! the! decade! complaining! about! the!
progressive!invasion!of!their!territories!(National!Indian!Foundation!1982).!In!the!late!1980s,!FUNAI!
announced! it!would!revisit!a!few!demarcation!procedures! in!MS!and,!due!to!the! insistence!of!the!
Terena!Indians!from!Buriti,!their!reservation!was!one!of!the!territories!that!would!be!revised.!But!the!
move!backfired.!Through!an!agreement!signed!in!1987,!FUNAI!placed!TERRASSUL!–!as!seen!above,!







1988,! a! fact!which! could! represent! an!obstacle! to! the!opening!of! a! new!demarcation!or! revision!
process.!
This! episode! illustrates! well! the! obstacles! faced! by! Terena! Indians! in! having! their! land! claims!










stable,! and! explicit! land! claims! continued! to! be! formulated!within! the! boundaries! of! the! Terena!






shift! in! the! local!constellation!of!actors,!since! it! represented!the!pluralization!of! interlocutors!and!















the! processes!which! unfolded! at! the! national! and! transnational! levels! –! were! deeply! embedded!
within! local! indigenous! politics.! The! factionalism! among! indigenous! groups,! as! well! as! their!
relationships!with!FUNAI!and!other!mediating!agencies,!played!an!important!role!in!the!development!
of!local!contention,!and!any!mobilization!around!land!tenure!would!imply!the!interaction!and!alliance!





Terena! Indians! from!different! reservations!had!been!pressuring!FUNAI! in! the!1980s! to! revise!and!
enforce!the!territorial!boundaries!of!the!reservations,!which,!they!claimed,!had!been!progressively!
encroached!by!surrounding!farms.!These!claims!continued!into!the!1990s.!In!1997,!four!caciques!from!





it”! (National! Indian!Foundation!1982,!61).!The!caciques!claimed!that!500!ha!of! their! territory!was!
invaded!by!neighbouring!farms,!and!requested!that!FUNAI!investigate!and!address!the!issue,!since!
land!was! an! enormous! problem! for! the! community.! The! response! came!nearly! a! year! later! from!
FUNAI!in!Brasília,!stating!that,!in!order!to!solve!the!issue!of!the!disputed!territory,!“it!is!necessary!to!







































election!of!Zeca!do!PT!for!governor,!Sabino!and!his!political!group! judged! it!was!time!to! invest! in!
mobilizing!around! the! land!question.! They!went! looking! for!Azanha!–!who!at! the! time! resided! in!





the! limits! of! their! reservation.! When! Azanha! insisted! on! the! institution! of! a! TWG! to! revise! the!
demarcation!of!Cachoeirinha,!he!received!a!request!from!FUNAI!that!he!also!work!to!solve!the!land!
question!in!Buriti.! !The!identification!of!the!three!reservations!together!could!enable!a!systematic!
revision!of!Terena! territories.! The! reservations!made! it! seem!as! if! the!Terena!had!always! lived! in!
isolation! within! the! state7imposed! territorial! boundaries,! but! it! was! possible! that! these! three!















nature! of! the! revision! process.! It!was! not! about! one! demarcation! gone!wrong,! but! rather! about!
systematic!vices!in!the!way!land!had!been!allocated!to!indigenous!groups!and!farmers!in!MS!since!
the!consolidation!of!the!development!frontier.!!
At! the! time,!Azanha!had!ample!knowledge!of! the!social!and! land! tenure!situation!concerning! the!
Indians!of!Cachoeirinha,!but!he!knew!very!little!about!the!Terena!communities!of!Buriti!and!Taunay7













preliminary! research! aimed! at! the! revision! of! the! limits! of! the! indigenous! lands! of! Cachoeirinha,!
Taunay/Ipegue!and!Buriti”!(National!Indian!Foundation!July!9th,!1999).!The!group!was!composed!by!
Rogério!Alves!Resende,!a!historian!from!the!CTI,!Cláudio!Roberto!Pereira!Nunes,!an!engineer!from!
TERRASSUL,! Ercílio! Donatoni,! agricultural! technician! from! TERRASSUL,! and! Gilberto! Azanha,!
anthropologist!and!coordinator!of!the!TWG.!The!composition!of!the!group!signalled!that,!under!the!












communities.! Those! claims! and! grievances! would! have! to! be! elaborated! together! with! the!



















by! the!State!of!Mato!Grosso! in!1916.!The!other! land!parcels!were!purchased! later:! the!parcel!
“Recurso”! in! 1917! (by!Augostinho!Rondon,! annex! 6);! “Bority”! in! 1917! (by!Otaviano!Garcia! de!
Souza,!annex!n.4);!“Alegre”!in!1920!(by!José!Diogo!Garcia!de!Souza,!annex!n.!8)!(…)!
All! of! these! processes! lack! any! proof! of! ‘first! occupation’! and! its! basic! requisites! [which! are]!













could! potentially! be! affected! by! the! revision! and! demarcation! of! Terena! territories.! This! work!
deconstructed!the!legal!basis!of!those!estates.!But!it!was!only!half!of!the!job.!The!other!half!required!
that!the!TWGs!interact!closely!with!indigenous!communities!in!order!to!collect!and!systematize!their!
land! claims! and! determine! which! of! those! claims! could! be! framed! as! “traditionally! occupied!
territories”!and!recommended!for!demarcation.!This!is!where!significant!tensions!would!occur.!!





















that! the! neighbouring! farmer! had! by! now! begun! to! legalize! his! land,! which! was! claimed! by! the!










2067211).!The! Indians!demanded!that!the!demarcation!of! the! land! in!Buriti!be!sped!up!by!FUNAI.!











hold! their! first!meeting! in! this! Regional! [Office! of! FUNAI]! tomorrow,! April! 19th”! (National! Indian!
Foundation!1993,!84).!!
The! land! occupation,! then,! in! addition! to! exerting! pressure! on! FUNAI! to! advance! with! the!
demarcation! procedure,! also! served! as! leverage! for! the! Indians! and! opened! up! a! channel! of!
communication!with!landowners!and!other!state!agencies.!The!meeting!on!April!19th!included!three!
representatives!of!regional!landowners!7!Vanth!Vani,!Leonel!Lemos!and!Ricardo!Bacha!7,!indigenous!
leaders! from!Buriti,! agents! from! FUNAI! and! a! representative! from! the!National! Confederation! of!
Agriculture!(CNA).!According!to!a!news!report,!the!Indians!and!the!farmers!had!decided!to!form!an!








Despite! this! agreement,! the! owner! of! the! Estância! Alegre! Farm! announced! he! would! file! a!
repossession!suit.!















a! report! written! by! the! chief! of! the! Land! Department! of! FUNAI! to! the! president! of! that! agency!
describing! a! visit! to! the! village! of! Buriti,! Walter! Coutinho! presents! the! reasons! behind! this!
disagreement:!!!
According!to!the!report!presented!by!the!TWG!of!Ordinance!553/PRES/99,!the!area!that!is!claimed!























is! to! be! demarcated! as! indigenous! reservation! under! Federal! Law!6001! of! 1973.! This! point! is!
especially! important,! given! that! the! TWG! is! also! responsible! for! the! revision! of! the! limits! of!
Cachoeirinha! and! Taunay/Ipegue,! also! occupied! by! Terena! Indians,! where! a! partial! territorial!
revision!based!on!Article!26!of!the!Indigenous!Statute!was!also!proposed!(Coutinho!2000,!36).!
!
What! these!excerpts!show! is! that! there!was!disagreement!not!only!concerning!the!extension!and!
limits!of!the!territory!that!was!to!be!identified!as!indigenous!by!FUNAI.!A!crucial!point!concerned!how(
the( demarcation( of( those( territories( would( be( legally( framed,! i.e.! with! reference! with! what!
institutional!framework.!The!TWG!had!recommended!that!only!part!of!the! land!demanded!by!the!
indigenous! communities! of! Buriti,! Taunay7Ipegue! and! Cachoeirinha! be! demarcated! as! traditional!
territories,!and!the!rest!be!expropriated!by!the!government!and!delimited!as!indigenous!reservations!
–! an! institution!which! dated!back! to! the! early! 20th! century! and!was! regulated!by! the! Indigenous!
Statute! of! 1973.! The! indigenous! groups! refused! to! have! their! land! demarcated! as! reservations!
because!they!believed!that,!due!to!the!lack!of!proper!regulation,!this!process!would!be!too!long!and!

































FUNAI! issued!Ordinance! 490/PRES/FUNAI! (National! Indian! Foundation! January! 13th! 2000),!which!
instituted! a! Technical!Working! Group! to! “carry! out! the! identification! and! delimitation! of! Buriti”.!








































the! law! and! with! the! options! that! the! law! offers,! which! in! this! case! were! basically! two:! the!












































entirety! of! the! land! be! identified! as! a! reservation,! and! not! as! traditionally! occupied! territory.!
According!to!Lasmar,!these!leaders!stated!that!they!had!reached!an!agreement!with!landowners!and!




















higher! cadres! of! FUNAI.! On! August! 22nd,! Walter! Coutinho,! from! the! Department! of! Land! and!
Delimitation!of! FUNAI,! arrived! in!Campo!Grande!and!negotiated!with! the! indigenous!groups.! The!
caciques!demanded! that!a! replacement! for! the!coordination!of! the!TWG!be! found.!Coutinho!and!
Lasmar!were!summoned!to!a!village!meeting!in!Buriti!on!August!23rd,!and!were!once!again!detained!
by!indigenous!leaders!until!the!matter!was!solved.!In!a!report!written!by!Coutinho!on!the!events!of!












for! the! demarcation! of! reservations! instead! of! traditionally! occupied! territories.! On! that! same!
occasion!in!which!Coutinho!and!Lasmar!were!being!held!in!Buriti,!the!leaders!changed!their!position!


















which! constituted! a! new!working! group! for! the! identification!of! the! three! Terena! lands.!Gilberto!
Azanha!was!the!coordinator!of!these!groups!(National!Indian!Foundation!February!10th!2001).!!
The!demarcation!of!Buriti!was!carried!out!quickly.!This!was!possibly!due!to!the!fact!that!Azanha!had!
already! conducted! considerable! research! in! the! previous! TWG! he! had! coordinated.! But! it! is! also!
possible! that! the! Buriti! Indians! had!managed! to! pressure! FUNAI! into! accepting! their! terms,! and!





















been! demanded! by! the! Indians.! Moreover,! the! entirety! of! this! territory! had! been! identified! as!








which! mirror! the! different! requirements! of! the! Federal! Constitution! for! the! identification! of!
traditionally! occupied! territories:! permanent! dwelling;! productive! activities,! environment;! and!









the! opinions! of! anthropologists! and! jurists! converge! –! is! based! on! the! assumption! that! the!
“traditional! occupation”! enshrined! in! article! 231! [of! the! Constitution]! refers( at( once! to! the!
historical!presence!of! indigenous!groups!within!a!determined!area!and! to! the!specific! form!of!
occupation,!a! form!that! is!essentially!different! from!ours,!because! it! is!based!on! [their]! “uses,!
customs!and!traditions”.!In!addition!to!this,!it!is!pacified!today!that!the!“permanent!character”!of!







they(have( lost( their(possession,( since,(as( tutored(peoples,( they(could(not(demand(their(
rights( in( court;( in, these, cases,, they,had,not,given,up,on,having, the, land…In(order( to(
identify(an( indigenous(possession( it(necessary( to(observe( if( there( still( is,( in( the(area,(a(
!
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palpitating( indigenous( influence,(demonstrating( that,(not(many(years(ago,( the( Indians(
had(their(habitat([within(the(area](–(which(was((traditionally(occupied(–(and(were(expelled,(
forcefully(or(not´((in,(Duprat,!Parecer!MS!n.!6279/DF).(
Therefore,! the! concept! of! “permanent! dwelling”! refers! us! to! the! past,! in! the! same!way! that!
different!elements!in!the!constitutional!definition!refer!to!different!temporalities:!the!concept!of!
areas(used(for(productive(activities!and!areas(containing(the(environmental(conditions(required(
for( their(well6being! refer! to! the! current!moment;! just! like! the! [the! concept! of! lands! that! are]!
necessary( for( their( physical( and( cultural( reproduction,! given! its! projective! tone,! points! to! the!













and! the!one!on!Taunay7Ipegue! in!2004! (Azanha!2001b,!2004).!More! than! the!delineation!of!new!
territorial!boundaries,!these!reports!were!pointing!to!a!new!way!of!thinking!about!the!temporality!of!
indigenous!culture!and!identity!(placed!in!the!past!as(well(as!in!the!future)!as!well!as!the!terms!of!the!




of! these! lands,! and! that! to! win! the! battles! in! the! legal! system,! both! sturdy! evidence! and! legal!
arguments!were!necessary.!!











Buriti! 4,500! 2,100! 17,2000!
Cachoeirinha! 5,000! 3,000! 30,000!






antagonism! with! indigenous! groups! contain! important! elements! in! the! construction! of! new!
institutions!of!land!tenure.!These!reports!present,!systematize!and!analyse!new!bodies!of!evidence!
that!underpin!the!argument!of!illegality!of!land!titles!in!MS.!The!demonstration!of!illegality!is!a!step!
in! the! deconstruction! of! the! legitimacy! of! the! existing! land! tenure! structures! –of! unsettling! the!
structure!of!property!rights!in!the!region.!This!makes!existing!structures!vulnerable!to!the!proposition!
of! new! forms! of! land! tenure! allocation! –! new! rules! and! practices.! If! the! existing! structures! are!
destabilized!and! their! legitimacy!questioned,! they!are!more!easily! substituted!by!new! structures.!
They!also!elaborate!a!new!rationale!for!indigenous!land!demarcation!in!the!region.!This!rationale!is!
based!on!a!reading!of!the!temporal!dimensions!of!Article!231!of!the!Federal!Constitution!










tenure.! These! reports! provide! a! new! layer! of! legitimacy! to! indigenous! land! claims,! since! they!
represent!the!ratification!of!FUNAI!that!the!contested!territories!are,!indeed,!traditional.!!
Finally,!unlike!in!previous!rounds!of!contention,!indigenous!groups!were!no!longer!demanding!to!have!
the! reservations! and! territorial! boundaries! of! the! early! 20th! century.! They! were! proposing! new!
boundaries.! The! proposition! was! negotiated! between! indigenous! groups! and! the! TWGs,! which!
developed!theories!and!interpretations!of!the!institutional!context!(constitution,!other!available!laws!
and!regulations)!and!deliberated!upon!what!extension!of!the!Indian´s!territorial!demands!could!be!




cumbersome,! requiring! the!approval!of! the!proposed!demarcation!by! the!Ministry!of! Justice!and,!























taken! from! the! representatives! of! the! [indigenous]! villages,! caciques! Venício! Jorge,! Antônio!
Aparecido,! Jânio! Reginaldo,! and! professor! Alberto.! The! parties! had! thoroughly! discussed! the!
proposal!and!reached!the! following!agreement:!The! Indians!would,!on!this!date,!clear!out! the!
following!farms:!Bom!Jesus!Farm,!Buriti,!Três!R,![and]!Querência!de!São!José,!all!situated!within!
the!municipality!of!Sidrolândia,!MS,!taking!with!them!all!their!belongings.!In(return,(the(Federal(
Justice( System( commits( itself( to( speeding( up( all( the( processes( that( involve( the( indigenous(
community(of(Buriti.(This(speeding(up(encompasses(the(carrying(out(of(an(anthropological(study(














which! required! that! the!Minister! of! Justice! issue! an!Ordinance!declaring! the! land! as! traditionally!
occupied.!Within!the!village!of!Cachoeirinha,!a!process!of!mobilization!began!to!take!place,!pushed!
by! local! political! leaders! and!with! the! support! of! CIMI! (Ferreira! 2014,! 377).!Already! in! 2003,! and!
responding!to!the!territorial!claims!that!were!being!advanced!by!the!residents!of!Cachoeirinha,!CIMI!
began!to!visit!different!indigenous!villages!in!Cachoeirinha!and!organize!events!to!discuss!how!the!









indigenous! leaders! from!Buriti! spoke! about! how,! since! the! late! 1990s,! they! had! been! organizing!
themselves!for!the!“reclaiming!of!land”.!This!was!a!moment!in!which!the!acquired!skills!of!the!Buriti!







began! to! travel! together! and! to! hold! discussions! after! the! seminars.! CIMI! intervened! in! order! to!






land! belong! the! reservation! had! been! ours,! we! knew! that! because! out! parents! used! it,! and!
because! they! told!us…we!also!knew!because!we!used! the! land! to!hunt,! for! leisure…but! those!
seminars…there!we!were!really!able!to!talk!about!these!things!and!to!think!about!them.!And!we!
talked! about! getting! that! land! back.! People!with!more! experience! explained! to! us…what! is! a!
reclaiming,!what!we!should!do!and!what!we!shouldn’t!do…and!we!listened!and!thought!about!it!
and!discussed!a!lot.!That!was!really!the!beginning!of!a!process.!Plus,!we!went!around!every!one!
of! the! villages! in! Cachoeirinha,! we! knocked! on! everyone´s! door! to! tell! them! about! the!
mobilization.!We!knew!this!could!be!risky!because!there!were!people!who!were!against!what!we!
























territory,! but! nothing! was! happening.! And! so! one! day! we! decided! that! we! would! not! wait!
anymore.!We!decided!to!go!ahead!and!do!the!reclaiming!in!order!to!pressure!government,!so!that!
the!demarcation,!which!is!our!right,!would!be!concluded.!We!didn’t!believe!in!meetings!anymore,!






As! can! be! seen! from! this! statement,! the! reclaiming!was! carried! out! as! a! strategy! for! pressuring!
government!and!speeding!up!demarcation.!Given!the!previous!conversations!of!indigenous!leaders!






FUNAI! and! the!Ministry! of! Justice! signalled! that! some! leaders! –! and! their! supporters! 7!might! be!
excluded!from!the!territorial!gains!that!would!ensue!from!demarcation.!Reclaiming!can!therefore!be!
interpreted,!at!this!specific!time,!as!a!form!of!guaranteeing!a!place!at!the!negotiations.!
On! November! 28th! 2005,! one! of! the! 53! estates! affected! by! the! land! demarcation! process! was!
occupied! by! around! 30! families.! The! estate! was! called! Fazenda! Vitória! and! was! owned! by! João!
Proença! de! Queiroz.! The! landowner! quickly! filed! a! repossession! suit! and! in! December! the! first!
instance!judge!issued!a!preliminary!decision!mandating!that!the!Indians!leave!the!occupied!land.!A!
repossession! order! was! issued! and! the! federal! police! began! coordinating! an! eviction! operation!




didn’t! know!how!mobilized!we!were.!We! sent!word!out! to! all! the! people! from!Cachoeirinha,!
explaining! our! hardship,! asking! for! their! support,! saying! that! we! needed! to! fight!












for! land! tenure! amongst! the! Terena.! When! asked! today! about! the! first! reclaiming! in! Terena!
territories,!most!people!will!refer!not!to!the!2000!occupations!in!Buriti,!but!to!the!2005!reclaiming!in!








as! the! right! to! a! balanced! environment,! consumer! protection,! and! cultural! rights.! These! new!




The! primary! function! of! the! 6th! CRC! is! to! ensure! that! there! is! a! channel! between! traditional!
communities!and!the!MPF.!In!practice,!the!interaction!between!the!local!MPF!and!local!communities!







In!addition!to!ensuring!the! interface!between! local!communities!and!the!MPF,!the!chamber! looks!
over! the! nomination! of! federal! prosecutors! to! work! in! areas! where! the! situation! of! indigenous!




instance! of! control,! guaranteeing! the! local! prosecutors! will! contribute! to! and! participate! in!
institutional!activism.!!!











possession! of! the! Indians! was! consolidated! in! the! following! years.! And! the! consolidation! of!
possession!was!actually!the!result!of!multiple!and!converging!processes.!On!the!one!hand,!there!
was!the!strong!resistance!and!mobilization!of!the!Terena!themselves,!which,!in!a!first!moment,!











































speed!up! its!process!of!decision7making! in! legal! suits.! It! is!not! to! say! that! the! reclaimings!always!
worked,! but! the! processes! described! above! show! that! these! acts! enabled! indigenous! groups! to!
generate! a! level! of! instability! that! pushed! the! administration! and! the! judiciary! to! respond! –!
sometimes!favourably,!sometimes!not.!And!even!an!unfavourable!decision!seems!to!have!be!better!
for! the! movement! than! no! decision! at! all,! since! it! keeps! the! debates! and! mobilization! –! here!
understood!as!a!conversation!–!going.!!!
Second,!the!reclaimings!activated!a!new!tie!in!the!field!of!contention,!linking!together!the!MPF!and!






legal! right! to! the! land.! But! in! both! cases,! the! MPF! was! summoned! –! by! order! of! the! Federal!






represents! the! issues! of! the! government! in! the! judiciary,! state! attorneys! were! prohibited! from! issuing! formal!
















bureaucrats,! and! later! public! lawyers! sought! to! make! sense! out! of! the! variety! of! institutional!
elements!which!were! available! to! them.! The!meanings! of! “traditionally7occupied! territories”! and!








Inter7sectoral! ties! were! crucial! for! the! Terena! Indians! –! who! gradually! took! the! lead! within!
mobilization! processes! 7! to! advance! their! preferred! interpretation! of! the! heterogeneous! and!
ambiguous! institutional! context.! In! developing! the! land! identification! reports,! indigenous! groups!
drew!on!their!collective!memories!and!narratives!of!land!tenure!in!order!to!frame!and!transmit!their!
land!claims!to!authorities!–!namely!to!FUNAI´s!technical!working!groups!and,!when!possible,!to!higher!
cadres!within!the!bureaucracy.!Meanwhile,! the!TWGs!were!engaged! in!framing!those!demands! in!





and! framing! were! often! contentious,! with! important! tensions! and! conflicts! arising! between!
indigenous!groups!and!FUNAI.! In! these! situations,! inter7sectoral! ties!were!kept! together!by! three!
types!of!engagement.!First,!by!the!skilful!leadership!and!mediation!skills!of!Azanha,!who!positioned!
himself! between! the! social! worlds! of! the! bureaucracy,! village! life! and! anthropology! in! order! to!
negotiate! and! consolidate! agreements! between! the! different! parts! involved! in! the! contention.!
Second,!the!ties!were!forcefully!activated!by!the!highly!disruptive!tactics!–!kidnappings,!occupations!
of! public! buildings,! occupations! of! farms! –! in! order! to! pressure! for! the! continuation! of! the!





plant! and! to! settle! residents!of! the! villages!who!had!nowhere! to! live.! Through! these! repertoires,!





done! since! the!1970s!–!organizing! seminars! and!assemblies! in!order! to!bring!previously! separate!
indigenous!groups!together!and!promote!communication!amongst!them.!In!the!specific!instance!of!
mediating!between! the!Terena!of!Buriti! and!Cachoeirinha,!CIMI!was!promoting! the!diffusion!of!a!
claim7making! repertoire! –! the! reclaiming! –! and! trying! to! promote! alliances! between! indigenous!
leaders!within! and! across! reservations.! Shortly! after! that,! in! 2005,! the! Public! Prosecutor´s!Office!
(MPF)!also!integrated!the!field!of!contention!by!actively!defending!the!rights!of!indigenous!groups!
inside! and! outside! of! court.! They! defended! and! advanced! indigenous! rights! by! deploying! legal!
instruments!and!legal!arguments!in!court!and!by!negotiating!with!local!politicians.!!
The! episode! of! mobilization! contributed! to! three! outcomes,! two! of! which! are! internal! to! the!
movement!and!one!of!which!is!institutional.!First,!it!ensued!in!the!emergence!of!inter7sectoral!ties!at!
the! local! level! which! brought! together! indigenous! leaders! from! different! reservations,!
!
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common! for! FUNAI! to! refuse! to! give! assistance! to! indigenous! groups! settled! on! disputed! lands.!
Moreover,!in!the!case!of!the!Mother!Earth!reclaiming,!the!Terena!came!massively!from!other!villages!
to! support! resistance! to! the! enforcement! of! the! repossession! order.! In! addition! to! this,! in! the!















not! the! end! of! contention.! As! stated! explicitly! by! Azanha! (2014),! they! knew! that! the! demarcation!
procedures!and!indigenous!land!claims!would!inevitably!be!questioned!and!disputed!in!court.!Just!like!at!














from! reclaimed! territories.! They! did! this! by! challenging! all! the! moves! made! by! the! indigenous!
movement!in!the!justice!system.!Each!and!every!step!taken!towards!the!administrative!demarcation!
of!indigenous!territories,!each!and!every!reclaiming,!was!questioned!in!the!judiciary!and!tentatively!




The! bet! was! proven! wrong! on! more! than! one! count.! Pro7indigenous! activists! responded! to! the!
counter7mobilization!strategy!by!activating!their!ties!to!public!lawyers!and!following!contention!into!
the! legal! sector.! They! activated! narratives! about! the! history! of! frontier! consolidation! in!MS! and!
developed!arguments! about! the!unlawfulness!of! land! titles,! disputed! the!meaning!of! the! Federal!
Constitution,!and!coined!institutional!interpretations!that!justified!why!the!delimitation!of!indigenous!
lands!proposed!by!the!movement!was!morally!and!legally!superior!to!existing!land!tenure!structures.!













to! administrative!procedures!of! land!demarcation.!On! the!other,!what!happens!within! legal! suits!
feeds!back!into!and!influences!other!modes!and!arenas!of!contention.!Legal!decisions!can!validate!or!
reject!specific!demands!and!forms!of!claim7making.!They!can!hinder,!suspend!or!foster!administrative!
demarcation!processes!as!well! as! call! for! the!production!of! further!historical! and!anthropological!





new! institutions! of! land! tenure,! coined! through! the! framing! and! recombination! of! existing!
institutional!elements.!This!episode!partially!overlaps!with!the!previous!one.!It!involved!the!weaving!
together! institutional! repertoires! from! different! sectors! –! the! legal! skills! of! public! lawyers! were!
activated!by!and! interacted!with! the! reclaimings!of! indigenous! communities! and! legal! arguments!
drew!on! the!anthropological! knowledge! contained! in!demarcation! reports! 7,!which!were!brought!
together! in! legal! disputes! concerning! the! legality! of! ownership! and! possession! over! disputed!
territories.! Towards! the! end! of! the! episode,! inter7sectoral! ties! were! strengthened! through! the!
consolidation!of!the!Terena!Assembly!and!a!stable! inter7sectoral!network!emerged!in!the!struggle!
over!Terena!territories.!!
I! begin! by! investigating! the! different! paths! through!which! land! tenure! disputes! involving! Terena!
territories!were! channelled! into! the! judiciary,! revealing!not! only! the! legal! codes! and! instruments!











impacted! by! mobilization! is! to! understand! how! this! sphere! of! decision7making! is! activated! and!
brought!into!the!dispute.!Answering!this!question!allows!for!the!identification!of!which!actors!in!the!
struggle! have! access! to! the! judiciary! and! which! underlying! conflicts! spurred! the! drive! for!
judicialization.! The! previous! episode! of! pro7indigenous! mobilization! and! its! outcomes! –!




landowners! against! administrative! procedures! that! identify! traditionally! occupied! territories! and!
support! the! land! claims! of! indigenous! groups.! The! legal! suits! filed! by! landowners! against! such!
procedures!discuss!the!problem!of!land!ownership,!that!is,!the!legal!right!of!dominium!over!land.70!
Already! in! the!early!2000s,! landowners!became!aware! that!administrative!demarcation!processes!
taking!place!within!the!federal!administration!posed!serious!threats!to!their!land!tenure.!As!seen!in!
the! previous! chapter,! in! 1999! a! Working! Group! was! instituted! by! FUNAI,! led! by! anthropologist!
Gilberto!Azanha!of!the!Centre!for!Indigenous!Work!(CTI),!to!revise!the!territorial!boundaries!of!three!
Terena! reservations:! Buriti,! Cachoeirinha,! and! Taunay7Ipegue.! Throughout! the!2000s,! these! three!
demarcation!processes! slowly! advanced,! and! indigenous! groups! from!other! reservations,! such! as!
Pílad! Rebuá,! began! demanding! the! revision! of! their! territories! in! accordance! with! constitutional!
norms!as!well.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
70!While! they!may!be!closely!related,!ownership!and!possession!are! legally! two!different! institutions.!Possession!










invalidate,!ab( initio,! the!rights!of!ownership!that! landowners!thought!they!held!over!the!disputed!
territories.!To!identify!and!demarcate!a!parcel!of!land!as!traditionally!occupied!by!indigenous!groups!
in!the!terms!of!Article!231!of!the!Federal!Constitution!means!to!declare!void!all!legal!acts!7!contracts,!







judicialization! of! these! processes,! especially! since! 2006,! 2007.! We! adopted! a! strategy! of!
deepening!the!discussion!and!not!allowing!that!ideological!machine!that!was!put!to!the!service!of!
government![referring!to!FUNAI]!to!simply!run!over!our!rights.!Judicialization!slowed!down!the!





suit! called! a! declaratory! suit,! by! means! of! which! landowners! ask! the! judiciary! to! declare! the!
lawfulness! of! their! ownership! over! the! land! and! to! validate! their! property! rights.! This! is! always!
coupled!with!a!second,!complementary,!request,!to!annul!the!administrative!demarcation!procedure.!
Indeed,! the! recognition! of! ownership! by! landowners! cannot! coexist! with! the! identification! of! a!





















In! Declaratory! Suit! 2001.60.00.386673,! pertaining! to! the! ownership! of! a! set! of! estates! in! the!
municipality! of! Buriti,! landowners! develop! three! arguments! as! to! why! the! property! rights! of!
titleholders!are!valid!and!the!administrative!demarcation!procedure!of!Buriti!must!be!invalidated:!1)!
the!demarcation!procedure!of!Buriti!is!invalid!because!it!did!not!respect!the!right!to!information!of!





and!evidence!produced! in!declaratory! suits!are!oriented! towards! the!past,!and! towards! the!past7
based!legitimation!of!property!rights.!According!to!the!petition,!
37.!If!the!Indians!do!not!have!the!right!to!return!to!the!land!that!they!one!day!inhabited,!because!




















in! legal! suits! and,! on! the! other,! by! the! pro7indigenous! engagement! and! ethos! that! has! become!





of!which,! as!was! demonstrated! in! previous! chapters,! are! outcomes! of! previous! episodes! of! pro7
indigenous! mobilization.! As! presented! in! chapter! 3,! the! Statute! of! the! Indian! is! an! ambiguous!
document! that!preserves! FUNAI´s! role!as! the! legal! tutor!of! indigenous!peoples,! considered! to!be!
relatively! incapable! of! representing! their! own! rights! and! interests.! As! the! tutor! and! legal!
representative!of!indigenous!interests,!FUNAI!is!to!participate!in!all!legal!suits!that!involve!indigenous!
groups.!According!to!Article!63!of!the!Statute!of!the!Indian,!“No(judicial(measure(will(be(issued(on(a(
preliminary( basis( in( causes( that( involve( the( interests( of( the( Indians( (Silvícolas)( or( Indigenous(
Patrimony,(without(the(previous(hearing(of(the(Federal(Union(and(the(federal(indigenist(bureaucracy.”!


















legal! professionals!defending! the!administrative!demarcation!process! also! intervene! in! legal! suits!
through!the!activation!of!the!Court!of!Appeals!to!revise!the!decisions!issued!by!first!instance!judges.!
There!are!different!ways!through!which!such!intervention!is!carried!out.!First,!when!a!first!instance!





when!the! judge!has!resolved!the!conflict!put!forth! in!the!suit,! the!contending!parts!can!file!a!civil!
appeal!requesting!that!the!second!instance!court!–!again,!TRF!3!–!analyse!and!revise!the!first!instance!
sentence.!!!!
























Buriti! 1! 3! 1! 2! 7!
Cachoeirinha! 6! 4! 0! 2! 12!
TaunayF
Ipegue!
2! 2! 0! 0! 4!
PíladFRebuá! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
Limão!Verde! 1! 6! 1! 1! 9!














The! second!way! territorial! disputes! are! channelled! into! the! judiciary! results! from! the! interaction!









judge! issue!a! repossession!order!allowing! them! to! regain!possession!of! the!occupied! land!parcel.!
Judicialization! here! takes! the! form!of! repossession! suits! (ação( de( reintegração( de( posse)! filed! by!
landowners!against! the! indigenous!community! responsible! for! the!occupation!and!against!FUNAI.!
Since! repossession! suits!may! take! a! long! time! to! be! sentenced,! they! are! always! filed! along!with!
preliminary!injunction!requests!(pedido(liminar)!asking!the!legal!authority!to!issue!an!eviction!order!
against!indigenous!groups!occupying!the!disputed!land!parcel!in(the(very(beginning!of!the!suit.76!!This!








peaceful! possession! over! the! object! of! dispute;! and! (b)! if! this! possession! was! disturbed! by! the!
aggrieved!act.!If!these!two!requisites!are!in!place,!so!argue!the!claimants,!a!repossession!mandate!
should!be!issued.!!
Like! in! the! case! of! declaratory! suits! filed! against! land! demarcation! procedures,! the! filing! of! a!
repossession! suit! also! activates! FUNAI! and! the! MPF! to! engage! in! court.! The! requests! made! in!
repossession!suits!–!including!preliminary!injunction!requests!–!cannot!be!analysed!before!FUNAI!and!
the!MPF!intervene!in!the!case.!And!in!each!and!every!case,!public!lawyers!from!FUNAI!and!the!MPF!












Even!when! their! arguments! of! public! lawyers! are! not! accepted! by! the! judge,! the! intervention! of!
FUNAI! and! the! MPF! slows! down! the! decision7making! process! and! the! eventual! granting! of! a!
repossession!order!(mandado(de(reintegração(de(posse).!Under!normal!circumstances,!the!evaluation!
of!a!preliminary! injunction! is!made!at!the!very!moment!the! judge!receives!the! initial!petition!and!
without! hearing! the! defendant.!With! the! intervention! of! these! organizations,! this! decision! takes!
longer,!since!some!time!is!necessary!for!FUNAI!and!the!MPF!to!be!summoned!into!the!process,!for!





When! there! is! a! preliminary! possession! injunction! to! be! analysed! in! court,! we! know! how!
important!that!is.!So,!once!the!judge!summons!our!statement,!we!send!someone!to!the!reclaimed!
territory,!and!this!person!will!talk!with!the!indigenous!groups,!analyse!the!situation,!and!write!a!
report! on! the! state! of! affairs! in! the! reclaiming.! This! report!will! be! annexed! to! our! statement!
against!the!repossession!order!and!sent!to!the!judge.!It!is!important!to!send!the!right!person!to!
do!write! this! report,!because! it! is! an! important!document.!We!need! to! send! someone!who! is!
interested!and!engaged!in!indigenous!struggles,!someone!who!will!write!a!good!document,!who!
will!pay!attention!to!the!claims!and!demands!of!the!group.!With!the!data!we!collect!through!these!
























For! these! and! other! reasons,! the! Federal! Prosecutor! positions! itself! for! the! rejection! of! the!
preliminary!injunction!formulated!by!the!authors!of!the!suit.!The!goal!here!is!not!to!analyse!the!types!
of!arguments!used!by!the!MPF!in!the!defence!of!Indigenous!possession,!but!merely!to!demonstrate!
that! the! agency! has! been! active! in! elaborating! and! presenting! in! court! arguments! that! sustain!
indigenous!possession!over!disputed!land!parcels.!!
In! addition! to! the! intervention! of! FUNAI! and! of! the! MPF,! the! Indians,! their! communities! and!
organizations! also! have! “standing! under! the! law! to! sue! and! to! defend! their! rights! and! interests”!
(Federal!Constitution!of!1988,!Article!232),!meaning!that!they!should!have!a!voice!in!all!the!legal!suits!
that! affect! their! rights! and! interests.! Like! FUNAI! and! the! MPF,! indigenous! communities! will! be!































filed! in! the! second! instance! seeking! to! suspend! the! enactment! of! the! sentence! until! the! final!
judgment!of!the!civil!appeal!by!the!Court!of!Appeals.!!




are! disputed! by! Terena! Indians.! What! these! tables! show! is! that,! even! if! landowners! have! the!
monopoly!of!initial!access!to!the!justice!system!–!all!of!the!suits!that!were!initially!filed!questioning!
the!possession!of!contested!territories!were!authored!by!landowners!–!pro7indigenous!lawyers!have!
been!activating!the!control!of! first! instance!decisions!by!the!Court!of!Appeals.!Every! interlocutory!


























Buriti! 15! 25! 7! 6! 6! 59!
Cachoeirinha! 4! 5! 1! 0! 1! 11!
TaunayFIpegue! 3! 3! 0! 1! 0! 7!
PíladFRebuá! 3! 4! 0! 0! 0! 7!
Limão!Verde! 2! 4! 0! 0! 0! 6!













Possession!suits! 25! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0!
Interlocutory!appeals!
in!repossession!suits!
6! 11! 10! 4! 7! 0!
Civil!appeals!in!
repossession!suits!
0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 8!
Suspension!of!
sentence!
0! 3! 3! 0! 1! 0!
Others! 5! 2! 2! 0! 3! 0!























the! judicial!arena!disputing!possession.!Even! if! they!are!not!the!ones!to! initially!activate!and!take!
possession! claims! to! the! judiciary! –! this! is! done! always! by! the! landowners! –! these! actors! trigger!


















elaborates!on!the!significance!and! implications!of! these!patterns!and!raises!some!questions!as! to!
their!explanation.!These!questions!will!be!taken!up!in!more!detail! in!sections!9.4!and!9.5,!where!I!






territory.! Such! declaration! of! legality! is! one! of! the! ways! that! the! legitimacy! of! possession! is!
constructed.! From!2000! until! 2015,! a! period! in!which! previously! taken7for7granted! forms! of! land!
allocation!were!being!unsettled,!landowners!involved!in!contention!looked!to!the!courts!and!to!the!
law!in!order!to!reconstruct!the!legitimacy!that!had!been!shaken.!!
As! explained! in! the! section! above,! more! than! one! decision! will! typically! be! issued! within! one!
possession!suit.!And!since!possession!over!a!single!land!parcel!is!typically!disputed!in!multiple!suits!–!
normally!within!an!original!possession!suit!and!several!appeals! 7,! there! is!a!plethora!of!successive!

















are! two! possible! contents:! recognition! of! landholder! possession! and! certification! of! indigenous!
possession! (LP!and! IP).79! Since! these! legal! suits! are! triggered!by! land!occupation,! a! legal!decision!
declaring!the!right!or!probable!right!to!possession!of!the!landholder!is!the!equivalent!of!a!declaration!






(SS),81!extraordinary!appeals! (EA),!and!special!appeals! (SA).! Furthermore,! I!distinguished!between!
preliminary! and! final! decisions,! given! that! they! analyse! different! requisites! and! have! different!
implications.!!
An!extensive! list!of!possible!types!of! judicial!decisions!emerges!through!the!combination!of! these!




























until! 2016.! Slightly!more! than! half! (55%)! of! the! decisions! issued! in! such! suits! have! declared! the!
lawfulness!of! indigenous!possession!over!the!disputed!territory!and!most!of! these!decisions!were!
issued!in!second!instance!courts,!giving!them!greater!stability!and!permanence.!In!fact,!a!closer!look!

















1st!Instance,!preliminary! 7! 8.60%! 19! 23%!
















7! 8.60%! 0! 0%!
STF! 0! 0%! 1! 1.20%!








constructed! in! time.! It! must! have! endurance.! The! longer! a! decision! validating! the! legality! of!








groups.! Following! the! reclaiming,! a! repossession! suit!was! filed,! ensuing! in! a! preliminary! decision!
legitimating! indigenous! possession,! followed! by! a! final! 1st! instance! sentence! recognizing! the!
possession!of!the!landholders!and!then!by!a!subsequent!2nd!instance!decision!which!again!recognized!
the! legality!of! indigenous!possession.!Each!of!these!sequences!unfolds! in!similar!ways:!they!begin!
with!a!reclaiming!followed!by!a!repossession!suit;!within!that!suit!different!decisions!are!subsequently!




Nonetheless,! there!were!cases! in!which!the! land!was!reclaimed!but!no! judicial!suit!was! filed! (this!
happened! when! an! agreement! was! reached! between! Indians! and! landowners! pertaining! to!
possession! or!when! extra7judicial! evictions!were! undertaken! by! the! landholders! or! their! security!
guards)!and!there!were!other!cases!for!which!I!was!unable!to!find!the!relevant!suits!or!to!access!the!
documents! (petitions,! decisions,! documental! evidence)! which! would! be! necessary! to! trace! the!
sequence!of!decisions!within!the!legal!process.!In!total,!I!identified!55!land!reclaimings.!For!eight!of!
those! reclaimings,! no! legal! suit! was! filed.! For! another! seven! of! them,! I! could! not! find! enough!
information!to!fill!out!state7sequence!tables.!In!the!end,!I!put!together!a!state7sequence!database!for!
40!units!of!analysis,!i.e.,!40!disputed!territories.!!
For! those! 40! units,! I! traced! the! sequencing! and! unfolding! of! legal! decision7making! over! time,!
examined!which!actors!have!had!their!land!tenure!claims!recognized!within!the!legal!sector!and!for!
how!long!and!when!such!validation!produced!effects.!The!plot!below!presents!these!40!sequences!in!
a!state! index!plot!ranging!from!April!2000!until! January!2016.! In!the!figure,! red!colours!represent!

















From! the! plot,! we! can! also! see! that! judicial! decisions! favouring! indigenous! possession! were! on!
average!more!durable!than!those!favouring! landowner!possession.!Furthermore,!within!the!set!of!
the!most! recent! possession! suits! –! those! that! were! filed! after! 2010,! all! of! the! all! of! the! judicial!
decisions! that! are! currently! in! force! validate! indigenous! possession! over! the! land.! There! is,!
nonetheless,! a! significant! set! of! sequences! (n=7)! in!which! the! courts! had!declared! the! legality!of!
indigenous!possession! for!a! long!period!of! time! (8!years),!afterwards! reversing! those!decisions! in!
favour!of!landowner!possession.!We!can!also!see!that!there!are!four!cases!in!which!no!further!appeals!





























issued!by! first! instance! judges,! and,! in! the! second! instance,! civil! appeals!were! sentenced! against!
indigenous!possession.!From!2012!until!2016,!the!judiciary!has!become!divided!in!a!way!that!it!had!
not!been!before.!Even!if!we!look!only!at!one!level!of!decision7making!–!the!Court!of!Appeals!–!we!see!
that! there! is! no! consensus! concerning! which! contending! actor! is! entitled! to! possession.! In! civil!
appeals,!possession!is!granted!to!landholders!and!in!interlocutory!appeals,!it!is!granted!to!indigenous!
groups.!In!addition!to!this,!for!the!first!time!the!first!instance!judges!–!historically!prone!to!issuing!







The! table!below!presents! the!aggregate!duration!of!all! types!of! judicial!decisions! from!2000!until!
2016.! If! we! assume! that! the! legitimacy! conferred! by! judicial! decisions! to! territorial! claims! is!
constructed! and! strengthened!over! time,!we! can! conclude! from! this! table!–! and! from! the! charts!
presented! above! –! that! the! indigenous! groups! have! probably! risen! from! these! processes!with! a!
greater!sense!of! legitimate!custody!over!the! land!than!landowners.!All! in!all,! the!total!duration!of!
decisions!that!validate!the!legality!of!indigenous!possession!was!three!times!longer!than!those!that!



















































Total! 1,703! Total! 652!
(
Decisions(in(declaratory(suits:(Who(owns(the(land?!(
In! all! the! cases! analysed! in! this! study,! declaratory! suits! were! filed! by! landowners! against! the!
administrative!demarcation!procedures!carried!out!by!FUNAI.!The!reason!for!this!is!simple.!Under!the!
institutional!framework!of!the!Federal!Constitution!of!1988!and!of!Federal!Ordinance!1.775!of!1996,!
the!administrative!demarcation!procedure!aims! to!declare! that!a! certain! territorial! extension! is! a!
traditionally(occupied(indigenous(territory!and,!the!moment!this!occurs,!all!ownership!rights!over!that!
territory!are!declared!null!and!void.!In!the!legal!processes!that!ensue,!landowners!defend!the!legality!
and!validity!of! their! titles,!and!argue!why! the!attempt! to! frame!the!disputed! land!as! traditionally!















within! the! decision! is! issued,! there! are! five! possibilities:! original! declaratory! suits,! interlocutory!
appeals! in! declaratory! suits,! civil! appeals! in! declaratory! suits,! suspension! of! sentence! suits,! and!
originary!civil!suits!in!the!STF.!!
An!extensive! list!of!possible!types!of! judicial!decisions!emerges!through!the!combination!of! these!



















see! their!ownership!over! land!validated! than! it!has!been! for! the! indigenous!movement! to!obtain!
judicial!certification!of!the!administrative!demarcation!procedure.!!It!also!demonstrates!that,!like!in!
possession!suits,!first!instance!judges!were!more!likely!to!favour!the!land!tenure!claims!of!the!pro7





another!one!–!pertaining! to! Limão!Verde.!The! fact! that! the!STF! is! so! reluctant! to! recognizing! the!
validity!or!even!the!plausible!validity!of!indigenous!land!demarcation!has!signalled!to!actors!situated!
within!the!pro7indigenous!network!–!including!FUNAI,!the!MPF!and!the!Federal!Union!–!that!other!














1st!Instance,!preliminary! 3! 13%! 6! 26%!




3! 13%! 0! 0!
Court!of!Appeals,!
Interlocutory!Appeal,!Final!
1! 4.3%! 1! 4.3%!
Court!of!Appeals,!Civil!
Appeal,!Final!













STF,!Appeal,!Final! 0! 0! 1! 4.3%!














of! administrative! demarcation! processes.! In! the! first! case,! the! owners! of! nearly! all! the! estates!











(n.!1).!And! in! three!other!cases! the!demarcation!process!was!obstructed! for!years!by!preliminary!
decisions!ordering!the!suspension!of!these!processes,!decisions!which!were!later!reverted.!So!even!










validated! or! enabled! the! administrative! demarcation! process! to! proceed.! Existing! demarcation!



















































judiciary!shifted!positions!vis7à7vis! indigenous! land!claims! in!2006!and!then!again! in!2013?!Which!
aspects!of!mobilization!inside!and!outside!of!the!judiciary!played!a!role!in!influencing!these!patterns,!
and!through!which!channels!did!such!influence!occur?!
A! second! related! question! concerns! how! the! institutional! elements! of! ownership! and! possession!
were! connected!within! and! across! legal! disputes.! From! the! data! presented! above,! it! seems! that!
judges!have!been!very!reluctant! to!declare!the!nullity!of! land!titles!(i.e.! to!validate!administrative!
demarcation!procedures),!but!they!have!also!been!reluctant!to!deny!indigenous!groups!possession!




















within! litigation,! and! most! notably! within! possession! suits,! indicates! that! an! incremental! yet!
significant!shifts!in!the!interpretation!of!the!law!have!occurred,!which!I!take!to!represent!a!form!of!
institutional! change.! But! a! fuller! picture! of! these! change! processes! requires! analysing! how! they!
emerged!from!the!contentious!interactions!between!the!social!movement,!legal!professionals,!the!
state!and!landowners.!It!also!requires!looking!more!closely!into!the!content!of!the!judicial!decisions!
to!understand!how!they!are!being!constructed!and! justified.! In!this!section! I!analyse!the!forms!of!
engagement! and! claim7making! used! by! the! movement! within! the! judiciary! to! advance! their!






From!2005!until! 2011,! the! indigenous!movement! reaped! significant! victories!within! the! judiciary.!
Even!without!the!finalization!of!administrative!demarcation!procedure!–!i.e.!without!the!sanctioning!
of!the!demarcation!by!the!President!of!the!Republic!7,!several!indigenous!reclaimings!were!recognized!
as! legitimate!by! judicial! authorities.! Such! recognition!of! legitimate!possession! resulted! from! legal!





















suits.! Since! indigenous! possession! is! explicitly! protected! in! the! Federal! Constitution,! it! is! the!
Constitution!that!must!set!the!terms!of!the!possession!suit.!And!since!the!Constitution!clearly!states!
that! indigenous!groups!have! the! “originary! right”! to! territories! they! traditionally!occupy,! it! is! the!
requisite!of!traditional!occupation!–!and!not!the!requisite!of!civil!occupation!or!of!civil!property!–!that!







































This! decision! and! the! rationale! behind! it! was! commonly! repeated! by! first! instance! judges! in!
repossession!suits!following!indigenous!reclaimings.84!Nonetheless,!once!litigation!reached!the!Court!
of!Appeals!through!the!interlocutory!appeals!filed!by!the!MPF,!FUNAI!or!legal!representative!of!the!
indigenous!communities,! things!were!considerably!different.! Judges! in! the!Court!of!Appeals!were!
immediately! more! prone! to! upholding! the! argument! of! constitutional! possession! and! the!
impossibility!of! issuing!a! repossession!order!until!a! final! stance!had!been!reached!concerning! the!




into! the! sphere! of! influence! of! constitutional! law.! From! this! perspective,! the! norms! which!
mandate! the! issuance!of! a! repossession!order!based!on! the!disseising!of!private!property!are!















not!even!been!declared!yet!by! the!Minister!of! Justice).!This! sends!out!a! fundamental!message! to!











produce! and! examine! extensive! evidence! concerning! the! traditional! character! of! indigenous!
occupation!before!any!decisions! can!be! issued.!This!means! that!possession! suits!will! be! long!and!
cumbersome.! It!also! implies!that,! if! indigenous!groups!have!gained!possession!through!reclaiming!
and! if! they!manage!to!avoid! the! issuance!or!enforcement!of! repossession!orders!by! first! instance!
judges,! then! they!will! hold! possession! over! the! territory! for!many! years! until! evidence! has! been!
produced!and!analysed!in!court!and!a!final!sentence!reached.!!!!
From!the!arguments!and!decisions!that!were!made!in!this!suit!and!repeated!in!many!others,!we!can!















region!could!be!traced.!Anthropological!knowledge!was!used! in! the!theorization!about! traditional!
occupation!and!about! the!cultural! identity!of! indigenous!groups! involved! in! litigation.!Third,! legal!
!
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that!was! in!place! in! the! immediate!past!–! the!custody!of! the!possessor.!But! the!activation!of! the!
Federal!Constitution!and!the!channelling!of!historical!and!anthropological!evidence!into!the!judiciary!
considerably! shifted! the! temporal! horizon! of! legal! decision7making! into! the! distant! past,! more!
specifically!into!the!late!19th!and!early!to!mid!20th!centuries.!Because!of!this,!each!possession!suit!was!
transformed!into!a!complex!discussion!about!the!historical!patterns!and!institutions!of!land!tenure!in!










evictions,! and! that! these!processes!do!not!disfigure! the! traditional! character!of!occupation! –! the!
customary!relationship!–!between!Indians!and!the!land:!!!
21.!The!anthropological!study!produced!by!the!Working!Group!was!elaborated!based!on!extensive!












anthropological! report.! And! forced! eviction! foes! not! disfigure! the! traditional! character! of!
occupation,!as!was!well!stated!by!Justice!Tourinho!Neto,!President!of!the![Court!of!Appeals!of!the!
First!Region]:!




given! up! on! having! the! land! as! their! own! (…).! The! permanence! required! by! the!
Constitutions! of! 1934,! 1937,! and! 1946! refers! to! the! past.!The! one! demanded! by! the!
constitutions!of!1967,!1969,!and!1988,!to!the!future.!Note!that!the!past!constitutions!
mandated!that! indigenous!possession!over!the!territories!they!permanently!occupy!be!
























up! a!Division! (Turma).! In! 2005! and! 2006,! all! the! civil! appeals! questioning! first! instance! decisions!
concerning! indigenous! lands! were! distributed! to! the! Fifth! Division,! composed! of! Justices! André!






The!votes!of!Nabarrete!and!Tartuce!were!crucial! in!the!process!of! legitimation!of! indigenous! land!
tenure.! First,! because! they! sanctioned! the! historical! narrative,! developed! within! anthropological!
reports,! that! depicted! the! process! of! frontier! consolidation! as! both! violent! and! unlawful.! This!





locations!within! the!area.! These!expulsions!were! carried!out!by! the! first!holders!of! land! titles!
within! the! area!with! the! intent!of! implementing! agricultural! activities! upon! those! lands.! Even!






which!the! Indians!were!persecuted! in! their! lands,! in!which!their! lives!were!threatened,!and! in!











formal! titles! and! even! if! they! had! to! dissimulate! such! attachment.! Again,! excerpts! of! the!
anthropological!report!were!brought!into!the!process!and!endorsed!by!the!justices:!
The!contact!of! the!Terena!with! the!Buriti! lands,!despite! their!expulsion!and!confinement,!was!














By! analysing! these! facts! –! the! previous! land! possession! of! the! Indians,! their! resilient! ties! to! the!
territory! and! the! violent! nature! of! the! historical! processes! of! frontier! development! –! in! light! of!
historical! legislation,! the! Justices! reached! the! conclusion! that! the! land! titles!brought! forth!by! the!
landowners!were!worthless.!To!do!this,!the!magistrates!meandered!into!a!thorny!discussion!about!



























The! well7known! Royal! Ordinance! of! April! 1st! 1680,! later! extended,! in! 1758,! to! all! of! Brazil,!
recognized!as!originary!the!indigenous!rights!over!their!land,!the!congenital!and!primary!source!
of!possession.!Later,!when!Law!601!of!1850!defined!the!so7called!devolved!lands,!it!made!clear!








frail! basis! upon! which! the! legitimacy! of! property! rights! rest! became! painfully! exposed,! and! the!
illegality!of!primary!land!titles!was!recognized!and!declared!by!the!Court!of!Appeals.!This!position!was!
strengthened!by!the!fact!that,!at!the!time,!the!demarcation!procedure!pertaining!to!Buriti!was!also!











































In! sum,! the! mid! 2000s! to! the! early! 2010s! marked! a! time! in! which! overlapping! legal! processes!
recognized!the!legality!of!land!tenure!claims!made!by!indigenous!groups.!The!possession!suits!did!not!





But!much! changed!as! of! 2010.! Change!had,! in! fact,! been! in! the!making! for! years,! as! landowners!
prepared!and!deployed!a!set!of!strategies!to!hinder!the!demarcation!of! indigenous!territories!and!
prevent! mobilization! of! the! indigenous! movement.! Just! as! the! latter! was! developing! its! own!
interpretations!of!the!Federal!Constitution!and!advancing!them!in!court,!so!where!the!landowners.!


















should! be! demarcated! as! one! continuous! land! or! as! many! small,! isolated! islands.! It( became! a!













had!not! remained!on! the! land!due! to!what! the!Supreme!Court! referred! to!as!obdurate!disseising!
(esbulho( renitente),! i.e.! when! the! Indians! had! been! violently! dispossessed! and! prevented! from!

















precedent! to! be! followed! in! other! suits! discussing! land!demarcation,! since! the! contexts! in!which!









in! 2005,! but! things!would! be! different! seven! years! later.! The! judgment,!which!was! concluded! in!




In! light! of! the! evidence! to! be! found!within! this! process,! it! is! impossible! to! speak! of! effective!
disputes!concerning!the!possession!of!indigenous!lands!at!the!time!of!the!Federal!Constitution!of!
1988.!After! the! Indians!had! left! the!area! in! the!1940s,!a!peaceful!coexistence!was!established!
between!indigenous!groups!and!landowners,!reinforcing!the!argument!that!the!Indians!accepted!




They! were! communicated! about! each! judicial! decision! that! impacted! the! demarcation! of! their!
territories.!And!it!was!not!only!in!the!judiciary!that!the!tides!were!turning!against!indigenous!groups.!















longer! FUNAI! –! responsible! for! indigenous! land! demarcation.101! So! at! the! same! time! that! actors!
mobilized!in!favour!of!landowner!interests!were!working!from!within!the!legal!system!trying!to!push!





It!was! in! reaction! to! these!shifting!contexts! that!a!group!of!Terena! Indians!–! led!by!Luiz!Eloy!and!
Lindomar! Terena,! among! others! –! felt! the! need! to! strengthen! communication! and! mobilization!
among! the! Terena! communities.! At! the! time,! Eloy! was! studying! law! at! the! Dom! Bosco! Catholic!
University!and!was!involved!in!a!project!called!“Networks!of!Knowledge”,!aimed!at!promoting!the!
entrance!and!permanence!of!indigenous!peoples!in!universities.!He!was!from!the!village!Ipegue,!in!
Taunay7Ipegue,! and! had! grown! up! in! the! village! before! going! to! Campo!Grande! to! complete! his!
studies.! ! Lindomar,! from! the! village!of!Argola! in! the! reservation!of! Cachoeirinha,!was! one!of! the!
leaders! that! had! participated! in! the!Mother! Earth! reclaiming! in! 2005.! In! July! 2010,! Networks! of!






















communities,! with! Lindomar! and! some! others.! And! things!were! getting! really! bad,! with! new!










organizations! and! other! organizations.! Situated! simultaneously! within! academia,! the! village,! and!
CIMI,! Luiz! Eloy! was! crucial! in! stitching! together! the! Assembly! and! the! underlying! alliances.! As! a!













mostly! isolated! from! each! other.! And! it! was! difficult! to! gather! the! leaders! from! different!




and!understanding!what!we!were!doing,! they! started! to!understand!how! important! it!was! to!
discuss!things!together,!to!discuss!out!land,!to!talk!about!the!suits!and!the!eviction!orders…so!the!
assembly! grew.! By! 2013! we! had! leaders! from! almost! all! communities! with! us,! and! also! had!












2012.! Representatives! of! human! rights! organizations! such! as!Global! Justice! are! also!present.! The!
































First,!we! repudiate! all! instrumental! forms! that! the! anti7indigenous!movement! is! deploying! to!
encroach!our!historically!conquered!rights,!such!as!Ordinance!2498!published!by!the!Ministry!of!
Justice!on!October!31st!2011,!which!determines!that!state!governments!also!participate! in! the!











May! the! judiciary! finally! sentence! the! suits! that! concern! the! demarcation! of! our! lands.! We!
denounce!the!judicialization!of!our!lands,!the!judiciary!with!its!laxness!has!not!solved!the!problem!
of!demarcation,!but!has!rather!issued!systematic!decisions!against!indigenous!communities.!We!













important! leader! in! the! indigenous! movement! and! had! already! attained,! at! the! time,! national!







many!communities!were!gathered! together,!people!who!had!probably!never! really! thought!about!
























immediate! reaction! from! Terena! Communities.! Terenas! from! different! villages! were! already!
mobilizing!together!in!the!Assembly,!networks!of!communication!were!already!in!place,!and!news!
travelled!quickly!across!the!region.!On!the!very!day!of!the!eviction,!Terena!communities!from!the!
lands!of!Taunay7Ipegue!and!Limão!Verde! carried!out! their! first! reclaimings.!And! the! Indians! from!
!
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Buriti! not! only! reoccupied! Buriti! Farm,! but! also! reclaimed! three! other! estates.! The! chart! below!








mobilization.! Given! the! violent! events! in! Buriti! and! the! intense! processes! of! mobilization! that!
followed!in!June!2013,!the!resolution!of!the!“land!question”!in!MS!became!perceived!as!an!urgent!














































































































































































































leaders! was! briefly! put! by! Lindomar,! who! stated! that! “The! problem! is! that,! now,! without! the!
Roundtable,!there!is!no!agreement.!Indians!will!begin!reclaiming!again!and,!on!the!other!side,!the!













the! compensation! of! landowners! for! their! losses! were! legally! viable! strategies! to! advance!
demarcation! in!places!where! resistance!was! intense.!Having!attained! significant! legitimacy,! these!
alternatives! could! be! used! by! different! actor! groups! in! other! arenas! of! institutional! struggle! and!
legitimation.!!We!see!this!in!the!final!document!issued!by!the!Council!of!Terena!Leaders!at!the!Great!
Terena! Assembly! in! November! 2014.! In! this! document,! the! Indians! refuse! to! engage! in! a! new!
roundtable,!and!demand!that!different!legal!strategies!–!demarcation!and!expropriation!–!be!used!to!
advance! the! consolidation! of! indigenous! possession! over! territories! in! different! legal! situations.!
According!to!the!document!(Council!of!Terena!Leaders,!2014):!
Given!the!current!attacks!against!the!rights!of!indigenous!groups,!such!as!the!PEC![Constitutional!















e)! The! support! of! the! General! Attorney’s! Office! (AGU)! in! the! process! concerning! the!
Indigenous!Land!of!Limão!Verde!within!the!Federal!Supreme!Court!(STF),!with!the!aim!of!
deconstructing! the! decision! of! the! Second! Circuit! of! that! court! that! applied! the!
unconstitutional!thesis!of!the!temporal!mark;!
f)! Finally,! concerning! the!Buriti! indigenous! territory,!given! that! the! landowners!have!not!














































community.! According! to! the! site! visit! reports,! he!was! shown! around! the! villages! as!well! as! the!
























to!a!preliminary! injunction! issued!by!a! first! instance! federal! judge.!Furthermore,!after!visiting! the!




In! each! decision! that! followed! the! site! visits,! judge! Pereira! expressed! his! recently! acquired!
perceptions!about!the!ongoing!land!disputes:!
I!make!this!digression!in!order!to!observe!that!the!present!decision!is!based!upon!new!information!






after! having! pondered! about! the! arguments! presented! by! FUNAI! and! by! the! Indigenous!
Community!in!the!interlocutory!appeals!they!presented;!after!having!evaluated!the!precedents!of!

















In! a! set! of! repossession! suits! filed! against! reclaimings! in! Taunay7Ipegue,! Pilad7Rebuá! and!







community! has! already! consolidated! its! possession! over! the! disputed! territory,! and! that! this!
possession!would!very!likely!not!be!reverted,!since!the!Indians!clearly!felt!they!were!entitled!to!the!
territory!and!were!already!using! it! in!productive!and! traditional!ways.! Since! indigenous! lands!are!
under!the!domain!of!federal!government,!what!this!situation!meant!from!a!legal!point!of!view!what!
the!Union!had! carried!out!an! indirect!expropriation!of! the! landowners,! and! that! these! should!be!
compensated!for!their!loss.!So,!in!each!one!of!these!cases!Pereira!goes!on!to!convert!the!repossession!





land?! The! legal! remedy! for! cases! in!which! private! property! has! been! taken!over! by! the! state!











the! due! compensation! to! the! landowners! (…).! The! destiny! of! these! lands! is! already! perfectly!
settled.! Moreover,! the! eviction! of! the! indigenous! communities! could! bring! about! grave!




In! these! decisions,! Pereira! is! explicitly! saying! that! he! accepts! the! arguments! formulated! by! the!
community,!FUNAI!and!the!MPF!–!that!the!Indians!should!stay!on!the!land!–!but!gives!them!a!new!
legal! framing,! transforming! repossession! suits! into! indirect! expropriation! suits.! He! also! explicitly!





2015,! and! it! opened! a! new! precedent! for! the! justification! of! indigenous! land! occupation! in! the!















It! is! true! that! the! First! Section! of! this! Court,! in! the! Motion! for! Reconsideration! n.!
2001.00.60.38660! understood! that! the! area! discussed! in! the! present! suit! [Buriti]! cannot! be!
considered!traditionally!occupied!by!indigenous!groups,!and!recognized!that!the!landowners!have!
lawful!domain!over!the!estate.!
However,! if! we! do! not! receive! and! uphold! the! present! appeal! [which! seeks! to! prevent! the!
enactment!of!the!repossession!order],!there!is!a!risk!that!a!greater!evil!will!be!brought!upon!the!




































of! institutional!elements! that!were!available!within! the! institutional! contexts,!many!of!which!had!
ensued!from!previous!episodes!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization.!They!combine!elements!validated!by!











Edson! Lasmar,! the! anthropologist!who! coordinated! the! first! Technical!Working!Group! to! identify!
Buriti,!agrees!with!this.!He!adds!that!indirect!expropriation!and!the!purchase!of!territories!stands!for!
the! legitimation! of! the! violent! dispossession! suffered! by! indigenous! groups! and! for! the! formal!
recognition!of!illegal!land!titles.!He!also!notes!that!this!type!of!compensation!was,!from!day!one,!the!
project! of! landowners,! who! wished! to! bypass! the! Federal! Constitution! at! any! expense! to! avoid!
economic!losses!(Lasmar!2016).!!









and! locally! rooted! episodes! of! contention.! In! the! sixth! episode,! indigenous! leaders! struggled! to!
activate!and!maintain!inter7sectoral!networks!of!mobilization!that!would!advance!the!administrative!
demarcation! of! indigenous! territories.! The! episode! was! marked! by! continuous! processes! of!
institutional! sense7making! and! framing.! It! contributed! to! three! incremental! outcomes:! the!
emergence! of! inter7sectoral! networks! of! mobilization! at! the! local! level,! which,! despite! their!
importance,!were!highly!unstable!and!tense,!the!consolidation!of!a!new!repertoire!of!claim7making!–!
the! reclaiming! –! and! the! conclusion! of! three! demarcation! reports! attesting! to! the! traditional!
character!of!three!Terena!territories!and!establishing!new!extensions!for!these!territories.!!
The! seventh! and! final! episode! of! pro7indigenous! mobilization! began! as! landowners! channelled!
contention! into! the! legal! sector! by! filing! repossession! and! declaratory! suits! against! indigenous!
reclaimings.! The! pro7indigenous! movement! was! able! to! respond! to! such! processes! of! counter7
mobilization!in!the!judiciary!by!activating!ties!to!legal!professionals!within!FUNAI!and!the!MPF.!!
Given!the!pro7indigenous!ethos!which!had!been!growing!in!the!MPF!and!in!sectors!of!FUNAI!after!the!
passing!of! the!Federal!Constitution!of!1988!and! the! linkages! that!were!developing!between! legal!
professionals!within!these!agencies!and!the!pro7indigenous!movement,!the!latter!was!able!to!make!





the! Terena!Assembly,!which! brought! together! and! institutionalized! alliances! between! indigenous!






order! to!devise!new! institutional! solution!which!allow! indigenous!groups! to! remain!on! reclaimed!
!
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lands! while! enabling! the! compensation! of! affected! landowners.! The! concatenation! of! these!
mechanisms! of! disruption! and! institutional! theorization! throughout! the! decade! led! to! the!
development! and! validation! of! alternative! institutional! justifications! for! indigenous! possession!
throughout!the!2000s!and!2010s.!The!overlapping!processes!of!institutional!innovations!added!up!to!
incremental!–!and!still!ongoing!–!processes!of!institutional!change.!!
The! figure!below!presents! the! incremental!outcomes!which!ensued! from!the! third!period!of!pro7
indigenous!mobilization!in!Brazil.!The!sixth!episode!ensued!in!two!outcomes!which!are!internal!to!the!
movement!–! the! activation!of! inter7sectoral! networks! and! the!emergence!of! a!new! repertoire!of!
claim7making!–!and!one!institutional!outcome,!namely!the!approval!of!administrative!demarcation!
reports! identifying! three! traditional! Terena! territories.! The! seventh! episode! ensued! in! the!
consolidation!of! the!Great!Terena!Assembly,! the! straightening!of! ties!between! indigenous!groups!

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































inter7sectoral! network! formation! to! refer! to! processes! through! which! ties! of! cooperation! and!
mobilization!are!constructed!and!activated!by!actors!situated!across!institutional!sectors!in!the!midst!
of!contention.!By!institutional!framing,!I!refer!to!the!collective!and!public!processes!through!which!
activists! and! supporters! attribute!meaning! to! existing! institutional! elements!while! disputing! their!
implications!within!the!movement!and!with!contending!parties.!In!sections!10.3!and!10.4,!I!describe!
the! empirical! manifestations! as! well! as! the! theoretical! significance! of! these! recurrent! social!





The! analysis! of! pro7indigenous! mobilization! in! Brazil! suggests! that,! rather! than! producing! single!
instances!of!transformation!in!institutionalized!norms!and!procedures,!mobilization!can!contribute,!
over! the! long! run,! to! multiple! instances! of! change! that! add! up! to! trajectories! of! institutional!
transformation.! In! doing! so,! they! transit! between! different! types! of! institutional! engagements,!
operating!both!from!within!and!from!outside!of!existing!institutional!structures!(McAdam!and!Scott!
2005,! Van! Dyke,! Soule,! and! Taylor! 2004,! Schneiberg! and! Lounsbury! 2007),! and! deploy! multiple!
repertoires!and!tactics.! In!order!to!trace!these!processes,! it! is!necessary!to!adopt!a!long7term!and!
dynamic!framework!in!the!analysis!of!social!movement!outcomes!(Bülow!2014,!Zajak!2014).!











decisions,! as! well! as! norms! established! within! non7state! institutional! sectors,! such! as! the! codes!
governing!life!in!religious!organizations!and!scientific!practice.!In!analysing!these!types!of!outcomes!
together,!I!have!shown!how!they!interact!and!influence!each!other.!!





sectors! such! as! science,! religion! and,! less! significantly,! the! media.! In! these! episodes,! activists!
mobilized!within!their!primary!sectors!of!affiliation!and!drew!on!transnational!resources,!norms!and!
networks! in!order! to!question! the!pillars!of!Brazilian! indigenism.!Their!efforts! resulted! in! the! first!
instance!of!formal!institutional!change!–!the!passing!of!the!Statute!of!the!Indian!–!and!the!emergence!
of! new! pro7indigenous! organizations,! practices! and! beliefs! within! the! Catholic! Church! and!
anthropology.! Institutionalized!within! the! religious! and! scientific! sectors! in! the!mid71970s,! these!
elements! became! the! seeds! of! counter7institutions! that! challenged! the! norms,! categories! and!







and! built! on! it! in! order! to! challenge! federal! policy7making! and! engage! in! sustained! processes! of!
institutional!innovation.!During!the!democratic!transition,!activists!mobilized!on!the!national!scale!as!
they!made!claims!targeting!agencies!and!bodies!of!the!state.!In!responding!to!government!attempts!








This! inter7sectoral!movement!network!was!crucial! for!pro7indigenous!engagement! in! the!National!
Constitutional!Assembly!(NCA)!of!1987788.!During!this!episode,!activist!converted!their!broad!goals!













period!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization,!mobilization!shifted!to! the! local! level,!and!the! instances!of!
organizational,! cultural! and! institutional! change! which! ensued! from! the! national! mobilization!
described!above!were!appropriated!by!Terena!leaders,!communities!and!their!allies!as!they!leveraged!
strength!and!engaged!in!sustained!territorial!claim7making.!These! incremental!outcomes!provided!
the!resources!which!were!deployed! in! territorial!contention! to!affect!deep!shifts! in! the!dominant!
socio7territorial!situation.!The!activation!of!elements!ensuing!from!previous!rounds!of!mobilization!
was!crucial!for!the!development!of!novel!and!expansive!land!claims!by!indigenous!groups.!These!land!







self7organize,! and! the! pervasive!mediation! of! the! federal! indigenist! bureaucracy! prevented! them!
from! developing! enduring! alliances! with! actors! and! organizations! which! could! support! their!
resistance!against!territorial!dispossession.!This!socio7territorial!arrangement!began!to!change!in!the!
1980s,!when!an! indigenist!support!organization,! the!Centre! for! Indigenist!Work!(CTI),!entered!the!
scene! and! started! organizing! and! providing! resources! for! Terena! Indians! in! the! Cachoeirinha!
Reservation.!The!presence!of!this!new!actor!challenged!the!monopolistic!mediation!of!FUNAI!over!
indigenous! groups.! But! given! the! obstacles! to! mobilization! under! the! tutorship! regime,! further!
change!took!years!to!develop.!Over!a!decade!passed!when,!in!the!late!1990s,!the!CTI!worked!closely!




under! the! concept! of! “traditionally! occupied! territories”! enshrined! in! the! Federal! Constitution! of!
1988.!It!was!in!this!context!of!land!demarcation!and!expansive!indigenous!territorialization!that!the!
reclaiming! emerged! as! a! repertoire! of! claim7making,! first! used! to! pressure! government! into! land!






through! the! foundation! of! the! Great! Terena! Assembly.! The! ties! of! cooperation! and!mobilization!
between!Terena! Indians,!public! lawyers,! researchers!and!anthropologists!has!been!crucial! for! the!
movement’s!ability!to!respond!to!highly!unfavourable!shifts!contexts!of!mobilization.!By!defending!
their! institutional! projects! in! the! legal! sector! and! engaging! in! collective! and! public! processes! of!
institutional! meaning7attribution! –! which! I! refer! to! as! institutional! framing! 7! the! pro7indigenous!




This! evidence! reveals! a! long7term! trajectory! of! mobilization,! composed! of! episodes! which! are!
interlinked!through!the!reflexive!engagement!of!activists,!which!has!become!increasingly!local!and!
increasingly!engaged!with! the! formal! institutional! system.! In! the! first!period!of!mobilization,!pro7
indigenous! activists! drew! on! transnational! ties! and! resources! in! order! to! coin! new! practices,!
categories!and!institutional!projects!which!challenged!the!existing!institutional!regime.!In!the!second!
period,! they! mobilized! predominantly! on! the! national! level! and! targeted! state! sectors.! Activists!
disputed! the! meaning! of! existing! institutional! elements! and! channelled! parts! of! their! counter7
institutional!projects!into!the!legal!system,!contributing!to!the!consolidation!of!a!novel!institutional!
framework!which!encompassed,!albeit!in!an!ambiguous!manner,!the!projects!and!goals!which!pro7
indigenous! activists! had! developed! in! the! previous! decade.! In! the! third! period,! the! institutional!
engagement!of!pro7indigenous!activists! shifted.!They!now!worked! from!predominantly!within! the!
existing! institutional!system!–!which!they!had!themselves!contributed!to!developing!–! in!order!to!
dispute! its! interpretation! and! signification.! This!was!done!within! administrative!procedures,! legal!
suits!as!well!as!reclaimings,!which!after!all!sought!to!activate,!give!meaning!to!and!enact!existing!land!
tenure!institutions.!As!institutional!elements!proposed!by!the!movement!were!incorporated!into!the!




The! seven! sequential! episodes! and! three! consecutive! periods! of! pro7indigenous! mobilization!
analysed! in! this! study! reveal! two!processes! that!were!present! at! different! times! and! in! different!
settings! and! which! underpinned! the! movement’s! capacity! to! contribute! to! gradual! institutional!
change.! Following!Maynz! (2014),! I! refer! to! these! processes! as! social!mechanisms,! understood! as!
recurrent!social!processes!linking!a!set!of!initial!conditions!to!specified!outcomes.!I!call!the!first!of!
these! social! mechanisms! interFsectoral! network! formation,! which! refers! to! the! process! through!
which!ties!of!alignment!and!mobilization!are!constructed!and!activated!by!actors!situated!across!
institutional!sectors!in!the!midst!of!contention.!Such!ties!can!be!formed,!sustained!and!activated!in!













2015).! In! the! fourth,! fifth!and!seventh!episodes!of!mobilization,!activists!across! sectors!perceived!




inter7sectoral! consequences,!by!activating!and! strengthening! inter7sectoral! ties.! It! is! important! to!
note! that! some! of! these! shifts! –! like! the! judicialization! of! land! tenure! disputes! –! was! itself! a!
consequence!of!previous!rounds!of!mobilization.!
In! all! of! these! episodes,! the! formation! of! inter7sectoral! ties! was! important! for! the! movement’s!
capacity!to!contribute!to!institutional!change!and!for!its!capacity!to!respond!to!and!withstand!shifts!
























movement,! inter7sectoral!networks!of!mobilization!also!contributed!to! its! resilience.!For! instance,!
when! the! administrative! demarcation! procedures! were! being! questioned! in! the! legal! sector! by!
landowners,!the!activation!of!inter7sectoral!alliances!between!indigenous!leaders,!anthropologists,!
and! lawyers! allowed! the! legal! skills! of! the! latter! to! be! used! in! courts! to! defend! indigenous! land!
demarcation.! When! strategic! litigation! was! hindered! by! means! of! the! Temporal! Mark! Doctrine,!




ties!of! cooperation!between! the! religious! sector! 7!namely!bishops!–!and!political! strategists!were!
crucial! for! opening! up! new! forms! of! channelling! the! movement´s! institutional! project! into! the!
constitution.!Or! take! the!Terena! leaders! in!episode! six,!who,! given! the!perceived!opportunity! for!
mobilization! that! the!election!of! the!governor! from! the!Worker’s!Party! represented,! immediately!
activated!their!ties!to!Azanha!so!that!he!would!pressure!FUNAI!to!open!up!the!demarcation!procedure!
and!assume! the! role!of! coordinator!of! the!TWG.! In!each!of! these!episodes,! the! construction!and!
activation!of! inter7sectoral!network! ties!enabled! the!movement! to!effectively! respond!to!shifts! in!







These! elements! demonstrate! that! there! are! important! similarities! between! the! formation! and!









indigenist! support! organizations! and! the! formation! of! the! coalition! for! indigenous! rights! at! the!
National!Constitutional!Assembly!of!1998.!This!intense!social!networking!ensued!in!the!development!
of! shared! institutional! projects! and! an! inter7sectoral! political! identity,! which! gave! the! network!
stability!and!endurance!and!ensued!in!the!formation!of!what!can!be!called!an!inter7sectoral!social!
movement!network!(Diani!2016,!Diani!and!Bison!2004)!




of! view! be! heard! and! taken! into! account.! In! the! absence! of! sustained! spaces! and! arenas! for!
communication!and!recognition,!the!ensuing!social!network!was!much!more!unstable!than!the!one!
that!emerged!in!the!previous!period.!Alignment!was!achieved!through!the!insistent!engagement!of!
indigenous! groups,! which! was! at! times! cooperative! and! at! times! disruptive.! Disruptive! forms! of!
network! activation! and! inter7sectoral! alignment! included! the! kidnapping! of! anthropologists,! land!
occupations!and!occupations!of!public!buildings.!While!these!forms!of!inter7sectoral!alignment!did!







the! episode,! indigenous! groups! interacted! loosely! with! public! lawyers! in! order! to! advance! the!








Moreover,! in! the! instances! in!which! the! stronger!variation!of! inter7sectoral! contentious!networks!
emerged,! we! also! see,! in! addition! to! the! institutionalization! of! arenas! in! which! routine! social!
networking! can! occur,! a! second! form! of! stabilizing! and! reinforcing! inter7sectoral! ties:! the! active!
construction!of!inter7sectoral!recognition.!I!use!this!term!to!refer!to!the!cultural!processes!by!means!
of!which!perception!and!acknowledgement!of!diverse!forms!of!claim7making,!skills!and!knowledge!






disaggregation! of! the! social! movement.! Therefore,! stabilizing! inter7sectoral! relationships! implies!
successfully! constructing! channels!of! communication!and! ties!of! recognition!across! very!different!
social!worlds.!These!processes!build!on!and!contribute!to!the!growing!literature!which!focuses!on!the!







claim7making.! Such! recognition! has! been! promoted! by! indigenous! leaders! and! communities!who!
invite!their!inter7sectoral!allies!into!arenas!of!mobilization!and!life!situations!in!which!the!value!and!









Another! instance! of! recognition7building! can! be! identified! in! the! engagement! of! indigenous!




land! parcels! to! plant! badly7needed! staple! foods! and! to! maintain! their! livelihoods.! The! federal!
magistrate! saw! and! experienced! life! on! the! reclaiming,! the! social! dynamics! that! sustained! that!
territory! and! its! significance.! After! these! visits,! the! issuing! of! eviction! orders! against! the! Terena!
decreased!significantly.!Such!processes!help!explain!the!partial!victories!of!Terena!mobilization!over!
land!tenure!during!a!time!in!which!contexts!have!become!extremely!unfavourable!to!their!claims.!!
This! analysis! shows! us! that! there! are! important! commonalities! and! also! variation! between! the!
processes!of! inter7sectoral!network!construction! in!the!different!periods!and!episodes!analysed! in!
this! study.! Inter7sectoral! ties! played! a! crucial! role! in! the! capacity! of! the!movement! to! influence!







The! second! social! mechanism! which! can! be! identified! through! the! study! of! pro7indigenous!
mobilization! in!Brazil!pertains!not! to! internal!movement!dynamics,!but! to!how!social!movements!
interact! and!engage!with! institutional! contexts! throughout! long7term! trajectories!of!mobilization.!
Throughout! the! episodes! and! periods! of! contention,! the! pro7indigenous! movement! engaged! in!
multiple!and!sequential!processes!of!institutional!interpretation!and!meaning7attribution.!I!call!these!




interests!of!movements!and!the!challenges!they!mount! in!pursuit!of!those! interests”! (Diani!2013,!









decisions.!Moreover,! institutional! framing! is!not!a!peaceful!or!merely! symbolic!process;! rather,! it!
implies! intense! disputes! about! the! implications! of! society7wide! norms.! Institutional! framing! is! a!
contentious! process.! By! engaging! in! the! public! and! collective! framing! of! these! institutions,! the!
movement! contributed! to! several! instances!of! institutional! innovation!and! linked!across!different!
episodes!and!periods!of!mobilization.!
In!nearly!all!episodes!of!contention,!institutional!elements!were!used!as!building!blocks!by!activists!




Statute!contained!elements!which!were!highly!unfavourable! to! the!goals!and!projects!of! the!pro7
indigenous! movement.! Nonetheless,! in! mobilizing! against! indigenous! emancipation,! the! latter!
carefully! selected! and! interpreted! the! clauses! within! the! statute! that! guaranteed! the! cultural!
recognition!and!land!rights!of!indigenous!groups.!This!is!an!engagement!akin!to!the!focusing!function!
of! frames.!Clauses!which! reinforced! the!assimilationist! logic!of! tutorship!were!downplayed!or! set!
aside.!The!coining!of! institutional! interpretations!was!carried!out!by!bringing! together! indigenous!
leaders,! who! provided! first7hand! testimony! about! the! need! for! territorial! demarcation,!
anthropologists! and! lawyers,! who! developed! legal! and! policy! interpretations! of! the! institutional!
framework!that!were!supportive!of!indigenous!demands.!The!result!of!this!framing!activity!was!the!
piecemeal!transformation!in!the!implementation!of!tutorship.!!
In! the! third!period!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization,! activists! continuously!engaged!with,! sought! to!
make!sense!of!and!disputed!the!meaning!of!the!increasingly!complex!institutional!contexts.!In!the!
late!1990s,! the! interpretation!of!elements!contained! in! the!Federal!Constitution!of!1988,!and! the!
1996!regulations!of!these!institutions!was!carried!out!through!the!joint!engagement!of!indigenous!
leaders!and!anthropologists.!Each!of!these!carried!sector7specific!repertoires!which!were!crucial!for!
their! ability! to! construct! interpretations! and! dispute! the! meaning! of! that! complex! institutional!
framework.!The!result!of!their!joint!mobilization!was!the!issuing!of!official!land!identification!reports!




carrying!different! skill! sets!and!knowledge!provided! the!movement!network!with!a!wide!array!of!











institution! of! indirect! expropriation.! These! elements! were! brought! together! with! recent!
recommendations!of!the!National!Justice!Council!(CNJ)!in!order!to!develop!a!new!institutional!form!
that!would!guarantee! indigenous!possession!over! territories!whilst!ensuring! the!compensation!of!
landowners!for!their!loss.!
By! engaging! in! this! type!of!meaning! attribution,!movements!not!only! contributed! to! institutional!
innovation! –! because! they! selected! and! interpreted! institutions! in! ways! that! strengthened! their!
projects! –! but! they! also! produced! a! sense!of! continuity! between!different! episodes,! periods! and!
sectors!of!mobilization.!By!activating!and! interpreting!the!federal!constitution!of!1988,!which!had!
ensued!from!previous!episodes!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization,!and!the!Statute!of!the!Indian,!Terena!
Indians!and!public! lawyers! generated!a! link!between! their! struggles! and! those!undertaken! in! the!
1970s!and!1980s.! In!defending!the! implementation!of!the!Federal!Constitution!and!engaging!with!




for! the!highly!ambivalent! institution!of!“traditional! territories”!because! they!assessed! that! such!a!
concept!could!easily!be!activated!and!interpreted!by!pro7indigenous!anthropologists!in!future!rounds!
of! contention.! The! term! “traditional”! was! part! of! the! anthropologist’s! vocabulary,! but,! given! its!
semantic! openness,! it! also! pleased,! for! completely! different! reasons,! the! conservatives! at! the!
constitutional!assembly.!By!supporting!the!use!of!this!concept!in!the!land!tenure!institutions!of!the!
Federal! Constitution,! the!movement! strategically! contributed! to! the! construction! of! institutional!
ambiguity! which! would! later! be! used! to! its! advantage.! Moreover,! in! the! sixth! episode! of! pro7
indigenous!mobilization,! Azanha! sought! to! develop! identification! reports!which!were! impeccable!
from!the!legal!point!of!view,!because!he!knew!that!those!reports!would!be!questioned!in!the!legal!


















The! present! study! contributes! to! the! literature! on! social!movements! and! institutional! change! by!
systematically!investigating!the!dynamic!interactions!between!movements!and!institutional!contexts!
of! action! and! specifying! two! mechanisms! through! which! mobilization! contributes! to! gradual!
processes!of! institutional! transformation.!First,! this! research!contributes! to! the!body!of! literature!
which!has!addressed,!criticized!and!sought!to!overcome!the!structuralist!biases!in!political!process!
approaches! to! social! movement! theory! (Goodwin! and! Jasper! 1999).! The! latter! have! tended! to!







systems! (Emirbayer! and! Sheller! 1999),! the! dynamic! approach! that! I! have! developed! to! analyse!
mobilization! and! its! outcomes! demonstrates! that! movements! are! capable! of! contributing! to!
important! shifts! in! their! contexts! of! action! and,! at! times,! of! generating! the! opportunities! and!
contextual! elements! that! are! activated! in! subsequent! processes! of! contention.! Moreover,! the!
dynamic! framework!also! reveals!how! these! shifts! are! in! turn! channelled!back! into!and!affect! the!
!
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forms! and! patterns! of! further!mobilization.! This! approach! provides! analytical! tools! to! recast! in! a!
dynamic!and!interactive!vein!the!relationships!between!movements!and!context!of!action.!
The! present! study! also! contributes! to! the! growing! research! that! has! been! carried! out! on! social!
movements!and!networks.!While!the!most!prominent!approaches!in!this!field!have!treated!networks!
as!important!facilitators!of! individuals’!decisions!to!become!involved!in!collective!action!(McAdam!
1988;! Kitts! 2000)! or! as! consequence! of! collective! action! that! generates! broad! and! complex!
organizational! fields! (Diani! 1995),! I! have! investigated! how! inter7sectoral! network! ties! affect! the!
movement’s! capacity! to! contribute! to! institutional! change.! The! development! of! an! inter7sectoral!
framework! for! the! study! of! mobilization! has! allowed! for! the! investigation! of! how! contentious!
networks!form!across!institutionalized!social!boundaries!and!come!to!encompass!actors!situated!in!
institutional!sectors.!From!a!social!structure!perspective,!I!have!shown!that!inter7sectoral!network!
construction!affects! the!movement’s!capacity! to!contribute!to! institutional!change!by!aggregating!
within! the! contentious! network! several! institutional! repertoire! and! forms! of! engagement! with!
institutional!contexts!and!enhancing!the!movement’s!capacity!to!respond!to!and!withstand!shifts!in!
contexts!of!action.!In!addition!to!this,!and!engaging!with!cultural!approaches!to!social!movements!
and!networks! (Mische!and!Pattison!2000,!Mische!2003),! I!have! identified!different!ways! in!which!
inter7sectoral!networks!can!be!reinforced!and!stabilized!through!the!communicative!engagements!of!
activists.! These! include! the! institutionalization! of! inter7sectoral! arenas! of! communication! and!
collaboration!and!the!active!construction!of!recognition!and!acknowledgment!of!inter7sectoral!skill!
sets!and!forms!of!claim7making.!
The!underlying!approach! to! institutions!and! institutional! change!adopted! in! this! study!has!drawn!






central! to! a! better! understanding! of! the! ways! thought! which! activists! engage! with,! shape! and!
transform! their! institutional! contexts! of! action.! Moreover,! while! pragmatist! institutionalists! and!
historical! institutionalists! have! increasingly! theorized! the! openness! or! ambiguity! of! institutional!
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openness! as! well! as! agents! which! explore! such! openness! in! order! to! contribute! to! institutional!
change.!
Finally,!by! tracing!and!describing!how!activist!engage! in!attributing!and!disputing! the!meaning!of!
society7wide!institutionalized!norms,!and!elements,! I!have!contributed!to!the!framing!literature! in!
cultural! sociology! and! social! movement! analysis.! While! this! literature! has! been! predominantly!
focused! in! studying! aspects! of! framing! –! including! collective! action! frames,! frame! alignment,!
discursive! frames!and!master! frames!–!which!are!relevant! for! the!movement!and! its!processes!of!
mobilization,!I!have!explored!the!many!times!contentious!framing!of!society7wide!institutions!as!a!








term! episodes! or! cycles.! Many! of! these! have! occurred! in! Brazil’s! recent! history.! Two! important!
examples!are!the!Diretas(Já!campaign!for!direct!presidential!elections!in!the!mid71980s!or!the!1992!
campaign! for! the! impeachment! of! president! Fernando! Collor! in! the! early! 1990s.! Following! the!
predictions!of!political!process!theory,!these!movements!died!off!after!their!primary!demands!were!
addressed! (or! not)! by! public! authorities.! Possibly,! the! lack! of! robust! inter7sectoral! ties! and! the!
resilience! that! comes! along!with! them! contributed! to! these! short7term! patterns! of!mobilization.!














that! many! times! institutional! elements! and! other! outcomes! of! mobilization! can! be! forgotten,!
strategically!set!aside!or!made!unavailable!or!inaccessible!to!movements.!In!other!words,!outcomes!
are!not!always!picked!up!on.!This!raises!the!question,!also!to!be!analysed!in!further!research,!of!why!










Process7tracing! in! the! social! sciences! is! a! research!method! deployed! by! scholars!who!wish! to! go!







mechanism! is! often! understood! as! an! intervening! variable! or! a! set! of! intervening! variables! that!
explain! why! a! correlation! exists! between! an! independent! and! a! dependent! variable.”! Explicitly!
positioning! themselves! against! the! “mechanism! as! intervening! variable”! approach,! Beach! and!
Pedersen!(2013)!define!a!causal!mechanism!as!a!“theorized!system!that!produces!outcomes!through!














outcome! process7tracing,! the! second! is! theory7testing! process7tracing,! and! the! third! is! theory7
building!process7tracing.!
Outcome7explaining! process7tracing! is! a! case7centric! research! strategy! that! is! used! to! explain! a!
particular!interesting!and!puzzling!outcome.!It!is!referred!to!as!case7centric!because,!in!the!instances!
where!it!is!used,!there!is!no!ambition!to!trace,!test!or!craft!a!generalizable!causal!mechanism.!Rather,!
this! variant! is! deployed! by! researchers! seeking! to! devise! a! “minimally! sufficient! explanation! of! a!
particular!outcome,!with!sufficiency!defined!as!an!explanation!that!accounts!for!all!of!the!important!
aspects!of!an!outcome!with!no!redundant!parts!being!present”!(Beach!and!Pedersen!2013,!18).!Here,!













While!also! theory7centric,! theory7building!process7tracing!does!not! seek! to! test! the!presence!and!
functioning! of! a! hypothesized! causal! mechanism,! but! rather! to! detect! and! develop! theoretical!
mechanisms! whereby! X! is! linked! to! Y.! It! therefore! starts! off! with! empirical! material! and! uses!




Pedersen,! “in! theory7building! process7tracing,! empirical! material! is! used! to! build! a! hypothesized!
theory,! inferring! first! that! what! it! found! reflects! the! observable! implications! of! an! underlying!
!
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mechanism.! A! second! leap! is! then!made! from! these! observable! implications! that! they! reflect! an!
underlying!causal!mechanism”!(Beach!and!Pedersen!2013,!16).!
While! the! present! research! begins! by! developing! a! case7centric! inquiry! –! what! accounts! for! the!
transition!between!the!situation!of! the!reservation!to!that!of! the!reclaiming!–! it! is!predominantly!






their! distinction! between! different! variations! of! the!method,! my! use! of! process! tracing! differed!
somewhat! from!their! technique.!The!approach!espoused!by!the!scholars,!as!the!one!espoused!by!
other! important! researchers! such! as! ! George! and! Bennett! (2005),! remains! overly! structured! and!
positivistic!to!account!for!the!way!in!which!I!deployed!the!method.!As!stated!by!Venyesson!(2008,!
233),!in!positivist!perspective,!the!main!goal!of!process!tracing!is!to!establish!and!evaluate!the!link!
between! different! factors.! Empirical! materials! are! examined! in! order! to! verify! if! a! given! causal!
mechanism!is!present!and!operating!in!the!case,!and!often!the!mechanism!is!split!up!into!components!
as!if!it!were!a!machine!that!can!be!taken!apart!and!then!put!back!together.!!









process.!Overall,! in!addition! to! systematic!observation!and! systematization,! the! type!of! thick!and!





sources!and!evidence.!A!broad!body!of! interviews!enabled!me,! for! instance,! to! triangulate!across!
perspective! and! views! of! different! actors! and! actor! groups! vis7à7vis! the! social! processes! I! was!
investigating.! Moreover,! the! information! obtained! in! interviews! were! cross7checked! with! other!
sources!such!as!archival!materials!and!new!articles.!Systematic!triangulation!was!not!only!important!
for! the!confirmation!of!previously!collected!data!and!hypothesis,!but,! just!as! importantly,! it!often!
allowed! me! to! spot! contradictions,! discrepancies! or! gaps! in! the! research! materials! and! thereby!
improve!the!depth!and!accuracy!of!my!account.!
Within7case!comparisons!constituted!an!especially!important!instrument!in!my!use!process!tracing.!
Since! the! research!covered!a!broad! timespan!and! included! the!analysis!of!mobilization!processes!
undertaken!by! very!different! actor! groups! at! very!different! social! sites,! it!was!possible! for!me! to!
compare! across! space! and! time! in! order! to! look! for,! identify! and! examine! the! recurrent! social!
processes!that!enabled!the!social!movement!to!contribute!to!gradual!institutional!change.!In!order!
to!provide!my!longitudinal,!multi7level!and!multi7sited!observations!with!some!structure!and!carry!






up!and!weaving! together!of!briefer! instances!of!movement!activity,! I! conceptualized! the! latter!as!





















dense,! subjective!accounts!of! social!phenomena.! Interviews!are!a!particular! type!of!conversation,!





well! as! identities! and! emotions! of! movement! activists.”! Such! a! data! gathering! technique! brings!
agency!to!the!centre!of!movement!analysis,!and!is!especially!important!in!the!study!of!processes!and!
situations!in!which!other!sources!of!information!are!scarce!and!biased!(Blee!and!Taylor!2002).!!
In!the!present!study,! I!carried!out! in7depth! interviews!with!a!series!of!objectives.!First,!qualitative!
interviewing!was!deployed!in!order!to!map!out!the!ever7shifting!field!of!activism!and!the!relations!
that!connected!across!social!movement!activists,!organizations,!authorities!and!antagonists.!Second,!
in7depth! interviews!were! carried!out! in!order! to!understand!how! the!different!actors! in! the! field!
perceived!the!dynamics!and!outcomes!of!pro7indigenous!mobilization.!Given!the!relational!approach!
I!adopt!towards!social!movement!processes!and!their! impacts!upon!social!change,!this!dimension!
was! especially! important.! It! enabled!me! to! understand! how! activists! perceived,! interpreted! and!












leaders,! human! rights! activists,! community! members,! government! authorities! from! the! National!
Indian!Foundation!(FUNAI),!public! lawyers!from!the!Federal!State!Attorney´s!Office!and!the!Public!
Prosecutor´s!Office! (MPF).! The! table!below! lists! the!people!who!were! interviews,!as!well! as! their!









































































The! interviews! were! conducted! in! different! settings.! In! interviews! with! public! authorities,! the!
conversation!was! typically! held! in! their! office.! In! the! case! of! indigenous! leaders! and! community!
members,! interviews!were!held! in! their! houses,! community! centres!or! in!political! events! such! as!
Terena!Assemblies!or!public!hearings!of!legal!suits.!The!Terena!Assemblies!were!especially!important!
given! that! they! aggregated! indigenous! leaders! and! community! members! from! different! Terena!









of! relationships! between! the! social!movement! and! other! organization;! c)! perception! of! the! role!



















Indians.!During! that! time,! I! participated! in! two!Terena!Assemblies,!one! road!blocking,! indigenous!
rallies! in!Brasília,!and!two!conciliatory!hearings! in! land!tenure!suits.!All!these!events!were!directly!
related! to! land! conflicts.! Moreover,! I! was! also! present! in! the! National! Meeting! of! Indigenous!











































descriptions! of! the! forms! of! claim7making! deployed! by! the! indigenous! movement! in! different!
situations!and!vis7à7vis!different!authorities!(the!executive,!the!judiciary,!the!legislative).!These!thick!
descriptions!were!especially!useful! in!chapters!eight!and!nine!of! the! thesis,!which! investigate! the!









from! administrative! procedures,! documents! produced! by! social! movement! organizations! and!
activists!and!newspaper!articles!and!documents!extracted!from!legal!suits.!These!documents!were!






especially! important! sources! of! information! concerning! the! historical! relationship! between!





Such!documents! include!official! reports!written!by!agents!of! the!SPI!or!of!FUNAI!concerning!their!
travels!to!the!regional!branches!of!the!federal!indigenist!bureaucracy,!petitions!and!letters!signed!by!
indigenous!leaders!and!communities!demanding!the!demarcation!of!land!or!the!enforcement!of!the!








indigenous! leaders! and! communities! were! channelling! grievances! and! demands! concerning! land!
tenure!into!the!indigenist!bureaucracy!already!in!the!early!to!mid720th!century!and!to!trace!how!these!
forms!of!claim7making!changed!over!the!years.!!




















transcripts”!which!are!many! times!purposefully!concealed! from!government!agents!–! such!as! the!
continuous!and!informal!use!of!farmland!for!hunting!and!gathering!by!reserved!Terena!Indians.!To!









the! triannual! Porantim! newsletter! in! 1976.! This! newsletter! contained! information! on!missionary!
practice!and!indigenous!livelihood!throughout!the!country.!In!it,!progressive!members!of!the!Church!









short7lived! newsletters! and! magazines! were! published! by! otheir! pro7indigenous! organizations!







publications! among! inter7sectoral! pro7indigenous! activists! was! interpreted! as! an! indication! that!
mutual!awareness!and!coordination!were!beginning!to!be!consolidated!across!institutional!sectors.!
In!other!words,!an!inter7sectoral!social!movement!was!beginning!to!emerge.!Second,!within!these!
documents! I! found! evidence! concerning! how! activists! were! interpreting! and! engaging! with!







these! documents! will! be! silent! on! many! things,! including! parts! of! movement! strategies! or!
interventions!which!are!considered!confidential!or!strategically!sensitive.!This!is!especially!true!since!



























I! initially! requested! that! legal! professionals! involved! in! land! tenure! litigation! provide! me! with!
exhaustive!lists!of!legal!suits!discussing!possession!and!ownership!over!disputes!territories,!as!well!as!
related! documents! such! as! petitions,! evidence! produced!within! the! legal! process,! and! others.! In!
response,! the! Federal! State! Attorney! in! Campo! Grande! provided!me!with! a! list! of! all! legal! suits!
pertaining!to!the!Terena!territories,!and!the!Federal!Public!Prosecutor´s!Office!provided!me!with!over!
fifty!petitions!that!the!agency!had!filed!in!the!midst!of!land!tenure!disputes.!I!took!this!information!



















Possession! Buriti! Estancia!Alegre!Farm!(Arrozal)! 2000.60.00.289072!
Possession! Buriti! Florida!Farm! 2000.60.00.242079!
Possession! Buriti! Furna!da!Estrela!! 2000.60.253279!
Possession! Buriti! Buriti!Farm! 2003.60.00.00.522270!
Possession! Buriti! São!Sebastião!Farm! 2003.60.00.00524377!
Possession! Buriti! Recanto!do!Sabia!Farm! 2003.60.00.00995679!
Possession! Buriti! Furna!da!Estrela!! 2003.60.00.00836176!/!00086697
60.2003.403.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Nossa!Senhora!Aparecida!Farm! 2003.60.00.00967877!
Possession! Buriti! Bom!Jesus!Farm! n.a.!
Possession! Buriti! Santa!Clara!Farm! n.a.!
Possession! Buriti! Querência!Farm! n.a.!
Possession! Buriti! Buriti!Farm! n.a.!
Possession! Buriti! 3R!Farm! n.a.!
Possession! Buriti! Lindóia!Farm! 0001770751.2000.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Limoeiro!Farm! 0001770751.2000.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Ponte!Lavada!Farm! 0001770751.2000.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Quitandinha!Farm! 0001770751.2000.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Água!Clara!Farm! 0001770751.2000.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Cambará!Farm! 0001770751.2000.4.03.6000!










Possession! Cachoeirinha! Santa!Vitória!Farm! 2005.60.00.01023079!
Possession! Buriti! Nossa!Senhora!Aparecida!Farm! 0003446787.2007.403.6000!
Possession! Pílad!Rebuá! Boa!Sorte!Farm! 0012008751.2008.4.03.6000!
Possession! Cachoeirinha! Petrópolis!Farm! 0008732712.2008.4.03.6000!
Possession! Cachoeirinha! Charqueado!do!Agachy!Farm! 2009.60.00.00214779!
Possession! Buriti! 3R!Farm! n.a.!
Possession! Buriti! Querência!Farm! n.a.!
Possession! Buriti! Cambará!Farm!(ex!água!clara)! n.a.!
Possession! Cachoeirinha! Petrópolis!Farm! 0008732712.2008.4.03.6000!
Possession! Cachoeirinha! Charqueado!do!Agachy!Farm! 2009.60.00.00214779!
Possession! Cachoeirinha! Petrópolis!Farm! 0008732712.2008.4.03.6000!
Possession! BURITI! Fazenda!Bom!Jesus! 0007441769.2011.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! 3R!Farm! 0004818732.2011.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Fazenda!Água!Doce! 0007669744.2011.4.03.6000!
Possession! Pílad!Rebuá! Chácara!Santa!Laura! 0002600794.2012.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Querência!de!São!José!Farm! 0001574727.2013.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Santa!Clara!Farm! 00336968.2013.4.03.600!
Possession! Buriti! Buriti!Farm! 0003407780.2013.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Santa!Helena!Farm! 2003.60.00.00522270!
Possession! Buriti! Cambará!Farm! !
0003407780.2013.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Nossa!Senhora!Aparecida!Farm! 0005011776.2013.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Buriti!Farm! 0003407780.2013.4.03.6000!
Possession! Buriti! Água!Clara!Farm! 0003407780.2013.4.03.6000!






Possession! Limão!Verde! Mocinha!Farm! !n.i.!
Possession! Limão!Verde! Bonanza!Farm! !n.i.!
Possession! Buriti! São!Sebastião!Farm! 0003407780.2013.4.03.6000!
Possession! Cachoeirinha! São!Pedro!do!Paratudal!Farm! 0011070780.2013.4.03.6000!













Declaratory! Buriti! Several! 2001.60.00.00386673!




Declaratory! Cachoeirinha! Caiman!Agropecuária! 0006083711.2007.4.03.6000!
Declaratory! Cachoeirinha! Petropolis,!São!Pedro!do!Paratudal! 2010.03.00.00802574!
Declaratory! Cachoeirinha! Sangue!Suga!Farm! 2008.60.00.01220478!
Declaratory! Cachoeirinha! Caiman!Agropecuária! 2007.60.00.00608370!

















instance!that!are! linked!to! it! (such!as! interlocutory!appeals!and!civil!appeals),!and!to!examine!the!
relevant!features!of!those!processes!on!the!webpage!of!the!TRF!3.113!These!features!include!date!of!
filing,!claimants,!defendants,!decisions,!and!others.!And!from!the!analysis!of!second!instance!suits,!it!







































This! database! provided!me!with! quantitative! information! about! the! activity! of! contending! actors!
within!the!legal!system!as!well!as!to!how!often!judges!were!deciding!in!favour!and!against!indigenous!
land!tenure!claims.!
But! a! legal! suit,! like! other! social! processes,! unfolds! in! time,! and! therefore! to! understand! the!
significance!of!these!suits!and!of!the!decisions!made!within!them,!it!is!necessary!to!add!a!temporal!




the! legal! process.! In! order! to! answer! such! questions,! I! developed! a! state7sequence! database!
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! !
The National Indian Foundation (FUNAI) 
designates a technical Working Group (TWG) 
to identify and delimit the indigenous territory 
(IT).
After identifying and delimiting the IT, the 
TWG presents a Circumstantial Report to 
FUNAI, defining the area to be demarcated.
President of FUNAI approves the 
Circumstantial Report of Identification and 
Delimitation, sends procedure to Ministry of 
Justice  (MJ)
MJ requests that 
further investigations 
be carried out by 
expert group
MJ rejects the 
identification
MJ approves the 
identification and 
“Declares” the Indigenous 
Territory through an 
administrative act
The non-Indigenous 
occupants of the IT are 
identified and resettled 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The International Max Planck Research School on the Social  
and Political Constitution of the Economy (IMPRS-SPCE) is a  
joint international PhD Program of the Max Planck Institute for  
the Study of Societies (MPIfG) and the Faculty of Management, 
Economics and Social Sciences of the University of Cologne.  
Its research explores the relation ship between the modern 
economy and its social and political foundations. Building on a 
long tradition in sociology and political science, the school aims  
to combine and develop the approaches of new ecconomic 
sociology, com parative political economy, organization studies, 
and history. The Studies on the  Social and Political Constitution  
of the Economy are a doctoral thesis series featuring dissertations 
by PhD students who have successfully completed the graduate 
training program of the IMPRS-SPCE.
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